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C, 3. OSBOBN. ADDISON CAMMACK.

OSBORN & CAMMACK,

BAN KBRS,
No. 34 BROAD STREET.

STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FEDERAL 

SECURITIES, bought and sold on Commission.

Banting Home of HENiT CLEp & CO.,
32 Wall Street, N. Y.

Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers; 

also Commercial Credits issued available ' throughout 

the world.

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,

Rail
Road
Bonds.

Whether you wish to Buy or Sell 
write to

CHARGES W. KASSliESt, 
No. 7 WALL STREET,

New York. 62-113

National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

land, and all their branches.

Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, Sail 

Francisco and the West Indies.

AN UNDOUBTED 

Security 5

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or 

Coin, subject to check at sight, which pass through 

the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank 

interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates o:: 

Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate; Note* i 

and Drafts collected.

State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.

PAYING 60 PER CENT.
MOKE INCOME

CLEWS, HABICHT & CC„

11 Old Broad St., London.

TH AN G 0 VERNMENT B ONES, BANKING AND FINANCIAL.

AND

© 1~2 per Cent oit the Investment.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD 

BONDS OF THE

Logansport, Crawlordsville and 
Sauth-Western Railway of Indiana.

THEY BEAR

8 per Cent. Gold.
INTEREST PAY4BLE QUARTERLY IN MEW YORK, 

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX. AND ARE COUPON 
AND REGISTERED.

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denomi
nations of $1,000, $500 and $100.

This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing 
outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne, Logans
port, and intermediate points for the celebrated Block 
and Bituminous Coal of Parke County, as, also, for the 
large surplus products of the rich agricultural and min
eral sections of the State which it traverses.

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95 and 
accrued interest in currency, or will exchange them for 
Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at 
the rates of the day.

Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and 
maps furnished by us ou personal or written applica
tion.

JONES & SCHUYLER,
No. 12 PINE ST., NEW YORK. 

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY.

Tire St. Joseph and Denver City Railroad 

Company’s

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.

Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road, 
Land Grant, Franchise, and Equipments, combined in 
one mortgage, they command at once a ready marketj

A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage 
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the 
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eigtht (8) per cent per annum. Payable, semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons or Regis
tered.

Price 97 1-2 and accrued interest, in currency, from 
February 15, 1872.

Maps, Circulars, Documents, and information fur
nished.

Trustees, Farmers' Loan and Trust Company of NeW 
York.

Can now be had through the principal Banks and 
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

TANNER & Co., Bankers,
98 No. 11 Yfall street, New York.

AUGUST BELMONT & Co.,

BANKERS,
50 Wall Street.

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available in ah 
pards of the world, through the

MESSES. DE EOTESCHILD
and their correspondents.’

Also, make telegraphic transfers of money on 
California, Europe and Havana.

Safe and Profitable,
THE

CANADA SOUTHERN
FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND, THIRTY YEARS

7 per cent. Gold Bonds.
AT

90 and Accrued Interest

The Road runs from Buffalo to the Detroit River, and 
is the Eastern link in the new

Air Lins from BUFFALO to OEICASQ,
and has been under constrnction for about two years 
past by railroad men who have seen the necessity for a

Steel Bail Low Grade Short Bouts
between the great railroad systems which diverge from

CHICAGO, TOLEDO AMD BUFFALO.
Among the builders of the road, by whose cash sub

scriptions 200 miles (out of 290) have already been grad
ed, bridged, and made ready for the superstructure, a 
large part of the steel rails bought, aU of the materials 
for tiie stations and a part of the equipment purchased, 
are ;

MILTON COURTRIGHT, JOHH F. TRACY, DAVID 
DOWS, WM. L. SCOTT, HENRY PARHAM, R, A. 
FORSYTH, HENRY H. PORTER, JOHN M. BURKE, 
M. L. SYKES. Jn., B. F. ALLEN, all Directors either in 
the Chicago and Northwest • or in the _Chicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific ; &GEO. OPDYKE, of the Midland 
Road ; JOHN B. ALLEN, SIDNEY DILLON, DANIEL 
DREW, J. S. CASEMENT, J. & J. CASEY, O. S. CHAP
MAN, JOHN ROSS, DAYID STEWART, and F. H. 
WINSTON.

The road will be

33 Miles Shorter than any 
Other Road.

either built or in contemplation between Buffalo and 
Chicago, and will also shorten the distance between 
Toledo and Buffalo 23 miles.

THE MAXIMUM GRADE on the entire line does not 
exceed fifteen feet to the mile—and Ninety-six per 
cent, of the road is STRAIGHT.!

The road Will be completed and in running order on 
or before December 21st ofthis vear.

The principal and interest of the bonds are payable 
either in New York, London or Frankfort.

We confidently recommend the bonds to all classes of 
stora.

LEONARD, SHELDON & FOSTER,
No. 10 WALL STEET.

lOOtf.

RAILROAD IRON,

FOR SALE BY

8. W HOPKINS & GO.,

U BROADWAY,

TOLEDO, PEORIA

Warsaw Railway

Second Mortgage ConyertiMe 7 Per 

Cent; Ourrensy Bonds.

Interest ~Warrants 'Pay

able October A.prijU

IPrineipal 1S8€L

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds in 

block. By act of reorganization of the Company thes® 

bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares 

of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares, 

and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated 

at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover 

the entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to

gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to 

the value of more than. ten millions of dollars. The 

road crosses the entire State of Illinois, and connects 

with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missis

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington. The income of the 

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on 

all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre

ferred share®.

For terms apply to

Clark, Dodge <& Co.,
103 Corner Wall and William Streets,

NEW YORK

SAVINGS BANK,
EilMl iTe., Kir. FortBiift St

SIX PER CENT. INTEREST
allowed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Deposits 
made on or before August X will draw interest from 
August i.

Jisets, $2,478,808 05,
Surplus, $200,378 95,
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mw DISCOVERY
}:l and Medical Science

loiDTIOH & COIMM ELIIIE

' ever made
AJLll arWEJLVE 

vakaable active principals of the 'well Jinowa

riNE TISEIil TAR9
ssXBSSsmw*

CURE© -WITUOTCJT T'ATI^ 
A recent cold in three to eix hours; and also, 
by its VITALISING, LUlUVYING and STI
MULATING effects upon the general system, 
is remarkably efficacious in all 

BfiSEASES MW THE 
Including ScrofulaEruptions of the skin, 
Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, 
Heart Disease, and General Debility.

©RETRIAL CQUVmQBSl
ALSO, A

HEAT. A remarkably VALUABLE discovery, 
as the whole apparatus can be carried in the vest 
pocket, readv at any time for the most effectual 
a>ud positively curative use in 
jLll'lSeases off the NOSE, THE® AT

3 V .basas/

Tar and Mandrake Pill.
•for use in connection with the ELIXIR TAR, 
fa a combination of the TWO most valuable 
ALTERATIVE Medicines known in the Pro- 
fessiou,:a&Agenders this^yilltwithauf; exception

The SOLUTION and. COMPOUND ELIXIR of

•T- '-g^fithWtfr stfcowfr'^Wt'BjSr rgngdy; AmvOiTin 
v cases oi ..............^

CHOLERI MU YELLOW FEVER.
It is a Specific for such diseases, and should be 
kept in the household of every family, especially 
during those months in which

CHStERa iHQ¥EtlOW' FESEti
are liable to prevail. A small quantity taken 
daily will prevent contracting these terrible 
diseases.

Solution and Compound Elixir, $1.00 per Bottle 
, VolilSl^SQliitionif^'BLh^gJisfivfeqOper Box 
Tar and Mandrake Pills, 50cts per box.
Send for Circular of POSITIVE CERES 

to your Druggist, or to

Xu F. Kl^DE & CO.,
SOLE PEOPRIUTOES,

110 B* 22d St., New York.
469“ Sold by all Druggists.

tiSOfttaatKi eToy«; ac 000,001S afoi; ioi 'je'fio

XZ£tSC?i220C. 1 io kl’iuj'%%).

(■sSMStlB OUS.Ti' viuo 03 KtautUKAi Jjoldw jV.rrarjinoD Oil 

beiaiio'#'!):,: Ttijwxrx} «&£Eo3 huiabHozuoO -u’H ojai i

gi|-’i£tySt/30 
-oi- ,b*05 s:!ite"
oi ixrzjBtrsa Is&t van inoie ’anluoi •wi,l..iiK ^Siv

s

1ATI0IAL SATOGS BANK.
taw to ssaapist eu'i: -.aojgttiirijtt Aa* -luiao* i<; i

y?UST

-irq eu.j no hsafcivib babuod sr
(Chartered by the Government oi the Up|||| States.)

1 DEPOSITS OYER w

185 BLEEQKER STREET, NEW YORK.

SIX PER CENT, ijiterest commences first of each 
month..siassti -if -a:

Four per cent, allowed from date of each deposit

of $50 and upward, withdrawn before January.

D-:X0JI3il-Ji^MCATi^/l^ sale as Registered 
Bonds, and promptly available in any part of the 
;0,nited.;Sta.tes,,issued, myaMg! unjjtt&SBa. Ifith in 

JgreB-U- ) | | &J

Accounts strictly private and confidential. 
DftDstWjN&ft'tgffatt dasKmcU mtfy latfereetdue. 
Interest on Lccdunts oj certificates paio^r check to

OTt<5f astytMed ~
^.SendforOncuIar

mttj.i &mm Us ho haw
iKC‘'i®'p!i»'xldily.:feam SAf it. AYS

gad SATURDAYS from 9 a. is.,tgj .. -- •sOV »a.iS>acL
3QM&M

“THE BLEES

NOISELESS,

LINK-MOTION,

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machine
Challenges the world in perfection of work, strength 
and beauty of stitch, durability of construction and 
rapidity of motion.

Call and examine. Send for circular. Agents 
wanted.

MANUFACTURED BY

BLEES 8EWIN8 MACHINE CO.,
ms BkHaBWAV, Mew Y.»rt..

JOHN J. CISCO & SOI,

BANKERS,
Mo. 59 Wall Mew 'IforK.

Gold and Currency received on deposit, subject to 
check at sight.

Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate, 
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end oi 
each month.

ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH 
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED 
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.

Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand, 
bearing Four per Cent, interest.

Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and 

Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on 
commission.

Collections made on all parts oi the United States 
and Canadas.

6-tf8

PATENT

STOCKING SUPPORTER
AND

LAB IBS’ PBOTECTOE.
JTO MORE COLD FEET—NO MORE 

DEFORMED LIMBS.

MRS. DANIELS takes pleasure in offering the 
above articles to ladles, with the assurance that they 
wall give satisfaction.

The trade supplied at a discount.
S®. Ciaremdoat Street,

BOSTON.

or MRS. C. A. GAYNOR,
§24 llr«»adway, Hew York.

SYPHEK & CO.}
(Successors to D. Marley,)

No. 557 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
Dealers in

MODERN AND ANTIQUE

Furniture, Bronzes,
CHINA, ARTICLES OF VERTU.

Established 1826.

A BEAUTIFUL

SET OF TEETH,
With plumpers to set out the cheeks and restore the 
face to its natural appearance. Movable plumpers 
adjusted to old sets, weighted Lower Sets, fillings 
Gold, Amalgam, Bone, etc.

TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT PAIN 
With Nitrons Oxide Gas.

No extra charge when others are inserted. 
SPLENDID SETS, $10 to $20.

L. BERNHARD, No. 216 Sixth Avenue,
Between. Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets east side.

sam’l barton. HENRY ALLEN

• BARTON & ALLEN,

BAM KERB III liOKEM,
No. 40 BROAD STREET.

Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on com
mtRsifm

CHICKERING & SONS’
PIANO-FORTES.

Tlae Best Fiasios at tke Lowest 
Prices,

And upon the most favorable terms of payment.
We invite the attention of persons intending to 

purchase Pianos to our New Illustrated Catalogue, 
giving full description of Styles and Prices, and the 
terms on which we sell to those desiring to make

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

€IIICIOEMIM€i & &OM§,
NO. 11 EAST FOURTEENTH ST., NEW YORK.

HARVEY FISK. A, S. HATCH.

OFFICE OF

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS,

AND
DEALERS IN GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, 

No. 5 Nassau stkeet, N. Y., 

Opposite 17. 8, Sub-Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to checli 
at sight, and allow interest on balances.

We make special arrangements for interest 
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.

We make collections on all points in the 
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the 
Union.

We buy and sell, at current rates, all classes 
of Government Securities, and. the Bonds of 
the Central Pacific Railroad Company; also, 
G old and Silver Coin, and Gold Coupons.

We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange, 
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.

Communications and inquiries by mail or 
telegraph, will receive careful attention.

FISK & HATCH.
89-tf

WM. DIBBLES,
LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,

854 Broadway
HAS REMOVED FROM BUS STOKE TO THE

FIRST FLOOR,

where he will continue to conduct his business in al 
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT- CHEAPER 
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in 
his rent.

CHATELAINE BRAIDS,

LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS,

and everything appertaining to the business will be 
kept on hand and made to order.

DIBBLEEANIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for 
soothing and the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting 
the growth of the hair, constantly on hand.

Consultation on diseases of the scalp, Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. at.

Also, his celebrated
MAKAESA 32JEIM,

or FLB8H BEAUTIFIBR, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. ■ No 
lady should ever he without it. Can be obtained 
only at

WM. DIBBLEE’S,
854 Broadway, up-stairs.

MRS. H. F. M. JSKOWN’S

Postofiice address, till February, will be 132 Wood 
land avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

IN PRESS.
Tbe liife, Speeches, halbors and jE»say@

OP
WILLIAM H. SYLVIS,

Late President of the Iron-Moulders’ International 
Union ; and also of the National Labor Union. 

BY HIS BROTHER-JAMES C. SYLVIS,
Of Sunbury, Pa.

“We must show them that when a just monetary 
system has been established there will no 
longer exist a necessity for Trades’ Unions.”

—Wm. H. Sylvis. 
PHILADELPHIA:

CLAXTON, REMSEN & HAFFELFINGER,
819 and 821 Market street.

LEO MILLER,
OF NEW YORK,

Will present to the public

THE WOMAN QUESTION IN A NEW LIGHT.
SUBJECT *

“WOMAN, AND HER RELATIONS TO TEMPER
ANCE AND OTHER REFORMS.”

Senator Wilson, of Massachusetts, in a letter to 
Gen. Jordan, of Pennsylvania, says:

“ I had the pleasure of canvassing with Leo Miller, 
Esq., in New Jersey, and I most cordially recommend 
him to our friends in your State as a gentleman of 
rare talent and character and a most effective and elo
quent speaker.”

The Road to Power.
SEXUAL SCIENCE.

Physical and Mental Regeneration.
A Pamphlet of 60 pages, by F. B. Down. Priceless 

to wives and mothers, and such as are trying to be 
men. Price 50 cents. Address F. B. DoWD, 

Wellsville, Mo.

D. W. HULL,
PSYCHOMETRIC A2TD CLAIRVOY

ANT PHYSICIAN, t
will diagnose disease and give prescriptions from a 
lock of hair or photograph, the patient being required 
to give name, age, residence, &c. A better diagonosis 
will be given by giving him the leading symptoms, 
but skeptics are hot required to do so. Watch the 
papers for his address, or direct to Hobart, Ind., and 
wait till the letters can be iorwarded to him.

Terms, $3. Money refunded when he fails to get en 
rapport with the patient.

LAURA »E FORCE GORRON,
Of California,

Will make engagements to lecture upon the follow
ing subjects :

I. “ Our Next Great Political Problem.”
II. “ Idle Women and Workingmen.”

III. “ A Political Crisis.”
Terms made known on application. Address,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DR. C. S. WEEKS,

DENTIST,
No. 412 FOURTH AYE.,

Between Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth streets,
NEW YORK

TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT PAIN,
By the use of Chemically pure Nitrous Oxide or Laugh
ing Gas. Dr. W. has used it several years, extracting 
teeth for thousands with complete success, and with no 
bad effects in any instance. All operations pertaining 
to Dentistry performed in the most careful and thorough 
maimer, at reasonable price. 98

LIBERAL BOOK STORE.
WARREN CHASE. R. L. MOORE. E. LUKENS.

WARREN CHASE & Co.,
614 N. FIFTH STREET.

ST: LOUIS, Mo.

Liberal and Spiritual Books and Papers
PARLOK GAMES, VOLTAIC SOLES,

PHRENOLOGICAL BOOKS, &c.

3®- Comprising a complete assortment of all Books 
published and advertised by Wm. White & Co., J. P. 
Mendum, S. S. Jones, and other Liberal publishers, 
with all Liberal Papers, &c.
Dr. H. Storer’s Nutritive Compound.

Dr. -Spence’s Positive and Negative Powders.

FREDERICK KURTZ’S
DINING ROOMS
23 New Street and 60 Broadway

AND

76 Maiden JLane and 1 liberty St.
Mr. Kurtz invites to his cool and comfortably fur 

nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
suring them that they will always find there the 
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the 
most carefully selected brands of wines and liquors, 
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished 
waiters. 67-79

CHARLES H. POSTER,
TEST MEDIUM.

16 Fast Twelfth, street, N. Tf-

The Highest Cash Prices
PAID FOR

OLD NEWSPAPERS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION' 
OLD PAMPHLETS of every kind;

OLD BLANK-BOOKS AND LEDGERS that are 
written full;

and all kinds of WASTE PAPER from Bankers, 
Insurance Companies, Brokers, Patent-Modi- 

cine Depots, Printing-Offices, Bookbind- 
ers, Public and Private Libraries,

Hotels, Steamboats, Railroad 
Companies, and Express 

Offices, &c.
JOHN C. BTOCKWELL,

25 Ann street, N. Y.
38-120.

MAXWELL & CO.,

Bankers and Brokers,
No. 11 BROAD STREET,

Nkw Yobx.

THE LAW OF MARRIAGE,
AN

EXHAUSTIVE ARGUMENT 
AGAINST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION,

By C. S. JAMES,
Author of “Manual of Transcendental Philosophy.” 

For Sale by the Author, post paid, for 26c. 
Address

Alma, Wfc 7t
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The Books and Speehes of Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie
0.' Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, at the fol
lowing liberal prices :
The Principles of Government, by Victoria 0. Wood- 

hull ; $3 00
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin ; 2 50
Woman Suffrage guaranteed by the Constitution, speech 

by Victoria C. Woodhull;
The Great Social Problem of Labor and Capital, speech 

by Victoria 0. Woodhull;
The Principles of Finance, speech by Victoria C. Wood- 

hull ;
Practical View of Political Equality, speech by Tennie C. 

Claflin ;
Majority and Minority Report of the Judiciary Commit

tee on the Woodhull Memorial;
Carpenter and Cartter Reviewed—A Speech before the 

Suffrage Convention at Washington ;
Each per copy ; 10

per 100 ; 5 00
The Principles of Social Freedom; 25
The Impending Revolution, 25

POST OFFICE NOTICE.

The mails for Europe during the week ending Saturday, 
May 4,1872, will close at this office on Wednesday at 10 
a. m., on Thursday at 11 a. m., and on Saturdayat 11 a. m.

P. H. Jones, Postmaster.
------------------------

MRS. A. M. MIDDLEBROOK.

Recently we gave our readers some account of this talented 
lady whom we are. able to count among our most respected 
friends. She is open to engagements to speak upon any 
subject of general interest—religious, political or social—any
where in the States east of the Mississippi River. Terms,- $75 
and expenses. We take pleasure in recommending her to our 
friends, as one of the most profitable as well as entertaining 
speakers in the field. Her address is box 778 Bridgeport, 
Conn.

THE INTERNATIONAL.

It ought to be known that this association is not secret—it 
does not aspire to the honor of being a conspiracy. Its meet
ings are held in public; they are open to all comers, though 
only members are permitted to speak (unless by special 
invitation), and none but members are allowed to vote. The 
several sections in this city and vicinity meet as follows:

Section 1 (German).—Sunday, 8 P. M., at the Tenth Ward 
Hotel, corner of Broome and Forsyth streets.

Section 2 (French).—Sunday, 9:30 a. m., at No. 100 Prince 
street.

Section 6 (German).—Meets in 66 and 68 Fourth street, in 
the N. Y. Turn Halle, every Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.

Section 7 (Irish).—First and third Sundays at 3 p. m., at 26 
Delaney street.

Section 8 (German).—Sunday, 3 p. m., at No. 53 Union 
avenue, Williamsburgh, L. I.

Section 9 (American).—Wednesday, 8 p. m., at No 35 East 
Twenty-seventh street.

Section 10 (French).—Meets every Thursday at the N. W. 
corner of Fortieth street and Park avenue, at 8 p. m.

Section 11 (German).—Thursday, 8 p. m., West Thirty- 
ninth street, between Eighth and Ninth avenues, at Hessel’s.

[Section 12 (American) will meet Sunday evening, 28th 
instant, at 35 East 27th street.

Section 13 (German).—Every Friday, at 805 Third avenue.
Section 22 (French).—The second and fourth Friday in 

each month, 8 p. m., at Constant’s, 68 Grand street.
Section 35 (English).—Meets every Friday evening at 

Myers’, 129 Spring street, at 8 o’clock.

INTERNATIONAL WORKINGMEN’S ASSOCIATION.

All persons desiring to become members of, or to form sections, 
and trades unions or societies wishing to affiliate with the In
ternational Worldngmen’s Association, can procure all the 
necessary information and documents by addressing the regu
lar officers of the Federal Council of North America, as fol
lows :

English Corresponding Secretary, John T. Elliot, 208 Fifth 
street, New York.

German Corresponding Secretary, Edward Grosse, 214 Mad
ison street, New York.

French Corresponding Secretary, B. Laugrand, 335 Fourth 
avenue, New York.

Spanish Corresponding Secretary, Majin Janer, 112 Lexing
ton avenue, Brooklyn.

Italian Corresponding Secretary, Antonio Brurai, 621 East 
Twelfth street, New York,

THE GENERAL COUNCIL; TWO FEDERAL COUNCILS 
OF THE U. S.; AND THE TWELFTH SECTION 

OF THE I. W. A. OF N. A.

We had not intended to say anything upon this matter to 
bring it more prominently before the public, until it should have 
been made a little more definite. But we are in receipt of a 
large number of letters from persons contemplating the for
mation of sections, especially among the Spiritualists of the 
country, asking the cause of the suspension of Section 12, 
which require some sort of explanation. Besides the suspen
sion of the Section was made public by other means than our 
own, for which we cannot be held responsible; and our duty 
as journalists demand a treatment of the subject strictly in 
accordance with the facts involved.

The following was published in full in the New York World 
of April 15:

THE INTERNATIONAL WORKINGMEN’S ASSOCIATION, 
33 RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W. C.

I—THE TWO FEDERAL COUNCILS.

Art 1.—Considering that Federal Councils are but. instituted 
in order to secure in every country to the workingmen’s move
ment the power of union and combination. (Sec. 7, general 
rules.) That consequently the existence of two rival central 
councils is an open infraction of the general rules.

The General Council calls upon the two Federal Councils at 
New York to unite and act as one provisionally, until the meet
ing of the American General Congress.

Art. 2.—Considering that the efficiency of the Provisional 
Federal Council would be impaired if it contained too many 
members, who have only recently joined the I. W. A.

The General Council recommends that such new formed sec
tions as are numerically weak, should combine among them
selves for the appointment of a few common delegates.

II—GENERAL CONGRESS OE THE UNITED STATES FEDERATION.

art. 1.—The General Council recommends the convocation 
for the 1st of July, 1872, of a general Congress of the delegates 
of sections and affiliated associations of the United States.

Art. 2.—To this Congress will belong the appointment of 
the Federal Council of the U. S. It may, if convenient, 
empower the Federal Council thus appointed to add to itself a 
certain limited number of members.

Art. 3.—The same Congress will have power of determin
ing the by-laws and regulations for the organization of 
the I. W. A. in the U. S., but such by-laws and regulations 
must not contain anything contrary to the general rules and 
regulations of the association.

SECTION XII.

Art. 2.—Considering that Section No. 12 of New York, has 
not only passed a resolution, by virtue of which each section 
possesses the independent right to construe according to its 
fancy, the proceedings of the several Congresses, and the gen
eral rules and regulations, but has moreover fully acted up to 
this doctrine, which, if fully adopted would leave nothing of 
the I. W. A. but its name;

That the same section has never ceased to make the I. W. A. 
a vehicle of issues some of which are foreign, while otbers are 
directly opposed to the aims and purposes of the I. W. A.;

For these reasons the General Council considers it its duty 
to put in force administrative resolution 6 of the Basle Con
gress, and to declare Sec. 12 suspended till the meeting of the 
next General Congress which is to take place in September, 
1872.

Art. 2.—Considering that the I. W. A., according to general 
rules, is to consist exclusively of workingmen’s societies. (Art. 
1, 7, and 11 general rules;)

That consequently Art. 9 of the general rules to this'effect: 
“Every body who acknowledges and defends the principles of 
the I. W. A. is eligible to become a member, ” although it con
fers upon the active adherents of the International the right 
either of individual membership, or admission to workingmen’s 
sections, does in no way legitimate the formation of sections 
exclusively or principally composed of members not belonging 
to the working class;

That for this very reason the General Council was some 
months ago precluded from recognising a Sclavonia section, 
composed of students;

That according to general rules VI., the general rules are to 
be adapted to the local circumstances of each county;

That the social condition of the U. S., though in many other 
respects most favorable to the working class . movement, 
peculiarly facilitate the intrusion into the I. W. A. of bogus re
formers, middle class quacks, and trading politicians;

For these reasons, the General Council recommends that in 
future no American section be admitted, of which two thirds at 
least are not wages laborers.

Art. 3.—The General Council calls the attention of the 
American Federation to resolution third, of the last Conference 
relating to a section or sections, or separist bodies pretending 
to accomplish special missions, distinct from the common aim 
of the association; viz., to emancipate the man of labor from 
his economical subjection to the monopolizer of the meansTof 
labor, the which lies at the bottom of servitude in all its forms, 
of all social misery, mental degradation, and political depend
ence.

REMARKS.
The above very remarkable emanation of the despotic Will 

resident in the G. C. at London, England, has been transmit
ted to this country through communications addressed to the 
Secretaries of each of the rival Federal Councils here, but the 
persons whom it most nearly concerns, namely, the members 
of the 12th Section, have not yet officially received any infor
mation either of the commencement or termination of proceed
ings against them, under which it appears that as a section 
they have been arraigned, tried, convicted and sentenced with
out a hearing being accorded to them, and even without their 
knowledge. Comment upon such unwarrantable conduct can 
scarcely be necessary. It seems to us to be utterly inexcus
able, and that the actors therein ought to be held to a strict 
account.

Citizens of any country pretending to the possession or en
joyment of the least civil freedom intensely hate and guard 
against arbitrary arrests and punishments. Nothing is ever 
permitted to be transacted Judicial in their name upon ex parte 
testimony beyond the mere service of a notice to the accused 
to appear and answer the plaintiffs. And meanwhile, the ac- 
eused is presumed to ba innocent. But in this case all ordi

nary rules governing the administration of civil justice appear 
to have been reversed.

Not only does this Council (about one-half of the members 
of which, if we are not greatly misinformed, have now no con
stituents, since they have from time to time been added to fill 
vacancies occasioned by retiring members) presume thus to in
dict one of the most active Sections of the I. W. A. in the 
United States, that one to which, more than any other agency, 
(though we say it who perhaps should not say it), the organization 
is indebted for the progress it has made in this country during 
the last year; but acting ex post facto, it declares that action 
criminal to-day which was yesterday, under its, own Rules and 
Regulations, not only innocent, but praiseworthy; and it pro
ceeds to inflict punishment accordingly. Yesterday, any Sec
tion might take the initiative; speech was free and the press 
was free. The way to equality was through liberty. To-day 
nothing must be thought or spoken, or written or printed, and 
nothing must be done without permission of the power ruling 
the deliberations of the G. C., sitting at No. 33 Rathbone 
Place, London, W. C.

The first authorized official edition of the “Rules” of the 
I. W. A., distributed in this country, contained the following— 
Article No. 7:

“ The various branches and sections shall, at their places of 
abode, and as far as their influence may extend, take the ini
tiative not only in all matters tending to the general progres
sive improvement of public life, but also in the foundation of 
productive associations and other institutions useful to the 
working class. The General Council shall encourage them in 
every possible manner.”

Now, a large majority of the Sections here were organized 
under that edition of the rules containing this article. Is it 
keeping good faith, or is it even common fairness to suspend 
those Sections which, availing themselves of the liberty ac
corded thereby, take the initiative in all matters tending to 
the general progressive improvement of public life?” because 
forsooth, a private Conference of delegates held in London, at 
which the Sections in the United States were not represented, 
have since revised the Rules in such a ; manner as to omit the 
above article. It strikes us that the only just course to pursue 
under such circumstances would be to say to those Sections, 
“ what you have done was laudable and justifiable, but here
after you must do so no more, ” instead of depriving them of their 
International character by an arbitrary decree, of which and the 
reasons for its proposed issue, they were designedly kept in 
profound ignorance.

But the reasons assigned for the suspension of section 12 are 
as destitute of truth as the manner in which the suspension 
was accomplished is unjustifiable. Section 12 has passed no 
resolution in virtue of which each section possesses the inde
pendent right to construe according to its fancy the proceed
ings of the several Congresses and the general Rules and Regu
lations. A proposition was submitted which might be so con
strued, and after a discussion, which continued through two 
or three meetings, it was amended so as to provide, that in the 
first instance each section must decide for itself, since the Rules 
required each member to accept and sustain the principles of 
the I. W. A., but that where there was a difference of opinion 
an appeal should be taken to the G. C., which should be rec
ognized as the final arbiter. Surely there is uothing in this 
which is objectionable, unless the G. C. desire for membership 
in this country no persons but mental as well as physical slaves, 
which, if it does, it will not find. Here, at least, there is no 
mental slavery imposed by anybodj^’s authority.

Nor is it true that the “ same section has never ceased to 
make the I. W. A. a vehicle of issues, some of which are 
foreign, while others are directly opposed to the aims and pur
poses of the I. W. A..” Ordinarily, a defendant in a judicial 
proceeding is entitled to a “bill of particulars.” Where are the 
specifications in this case ? They have not been accorded, be
cause they cannot be created. Re say that Section 12 has not 
made the I. W. A. the vehicle of any other issues than those 
which are logically and legitimately deducible from the lan
guage in which the proceedings of the several Congresses and 
of the G. C., and even of the private Conference held in Lon
don last autumn (above referred to), has been printed. 
Moreover, we say, that John Hales, General Secretary of the 
G. C., in a letter to the Secretary of the Dundee Republican 
Club, (who had written to ascertain the principles of the 
I. W. A.), published in the Weekly of December 23,1871, 
made the I. W. A. the vehicle of precisely the same issues. 
Were they then, as proposed by him, either foreign or directly 
opposed to the aims and purposes of the I. W. A. ? If so, why 
is he retained as General Secretay? Why not suspend him? 
Or, are the citizens of the United States to be excepted from 
the general rule governing the Propaganda of the I. W. A. 
throughout the world ? In this decree of the G. C. its authors 
presume to recommend that in future no American section be 
admitted, of which two thirds at least are not wages slaves. 
Must they be politically slaves, also ? As well one thing as th© 
other, for the one condition follows the other as regularly as 
that the sun rising in the East gives light by day, and setting 
in the West is succeeded by darkness through the night.

It may be said that section 6 of article 2, of the revised Rules, 
confers an absolute right to suspend any branch until th® 
meeting of the next Congress, and that the G. C. may act with 
or without reason, and with or without any notice to the parties 
concerned. If this were so, the letter of the authority and the 
spirit and purpose for which it was conferred, should deter
mine its meaning and how it should be exercised.. Justice and 
equity are before and above all mere forms. But this section 
of article 2 does not apply to Section 12. The case of Section 
12 falls within the terms of Section 7 of th© 
same article, which provides that “in case of differ
ences arising between societies or branches of the sana© nation®!
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group, or between groups of different nationalities,” the G. C. 
shall decide such differences, subject to an appeal to the next 
Congress, but no power of suspension is accorded. The 
entire interest at issue here has grown out of differences be
tween Section 1 and Section 12. The last-named Section 
would be willing to accept a decision of the G. C. against it, 
and take an appeal to the Congress, but it has a right to de
nounce its suspension as an act of usurpation and tyrannj? 
which the comparatively free citizens of America will never 
submit to, either within or without the pale of the I. W. A.

And we may be again referred, as we have already been, by
F. A. Sorge in the columns of the New York World for a justi
fication to the last clause of Article 17 of the Resolutions of the 
London Conference, in the following words, to wit:

The Conference gives warning that henceforth the General 
Council will be bound to publicly denounce and disavow all 
organs of the International which, following the precedents 
of the Prog7'ess and the Solidartte, should discuss in their 
columns, before the middle-class public, questions exclusively 
reserved for the local or federal committees and the general 
Council, or for the private and administrative sittings of the 
federal or general congresses.

But this, too, is inapplicable to the case of Section 12. 
Woodhull, Claflin & Co., publish the Weekly, in which they 
print articles, and papers and documents relating to the I. 
W. A., and each member of the firm belongs to Section 12; 
but that Section is not responsible , for the contents of the 
Weekly, and has no' right to interfere with the business of its 
editors and proprietors. The Section is responsible for the 
integrity ■ of its own members, certainly, but what is publicly 
spoken in a public meeting, may be publicly printed in a pub
lic newspaper, without violating the rule. Nor has the G. 0. 
ever indicated what the subjects may be that are exclusively 
reserved for the local or Federal Committees.

Finally, Section 12 is in no way responsible for the dissolu. 
tion of the old C. C., or for the existence of two rival Federal 
Councils. The old Committee expired under the terms of its 
Constitution on the first of December last. The only legal 
way to prolong its existence was proposed by the delegate of 
Section 12; but his proposition, namely, “that the officers of 
the committee be officially authorized to issue a Call upon the 
different Sections to elect delegates to a new committee to 

. which the old business might be referred” was rejected, and 
the Committee adjourned sine die. The formation 
of two rival Federal Councils was the logical result. 
Which is regular we cannot say, since it is the province of G.
C. to decide; but this we do say, that a large majority of the 
Sections, and.of the adherents of the I. W. A. in America are rep
resented in that Council, of which John T. Eluot is the Eng
lish speaking Corresponding Secretary.

Moreover, alter the dissolution of the Central Committee and 
on the day the various re-elected delegates were to assemble, a 
number of delegates, who had previously desired to exclude 
Section 12, by concerted action met an hour before the usual 
time for meeting, organized a new Council, and appointed a 
committee on credentials, which was instructed to report ad
versely to all Sections not comprised of two-thirds wages labor
ers, and Section 12 was not to be admitted upon any terms 
whatever. When the other delegates arrived they found this 
extraordinary machinery in full operation. Of course they 
would not submit to any such despotic rule as that, and 
assembling at another place, organized a separate Council, 
which has continued to transact business and to act as propa
gandists with harmony and success. With this branch of 
the L W« A. nearly all of the newly formed sections have affilia
ted, while scarcely any have joined what is known as the 
“Serge Faction.” This latter Council have utterly ignored 
the existence of the other branch, and denied its right to ad
mit unrepresented Sections; while the former Council have 
always kept open a standing invitation to all sections to come 
Ixl

Just one, and but one, sensible suggestion can be found 
throughout the whole of this extraordinary manifesto of the G. 
G It is in the Article where it is stated that the efficiency of 
Councils is impaired by the admission of too many members, 
and it is recommended that the several sections should com
bine among themselves for the appointment of common 
delegates. But we doubt if its authors fully appre
ciated the forms of organization to which a faithful 
application of the principle must lead. It involves 
the substitution of local self-government in place of the cen
tralization which has hitherto marked the progress of the I. W.
A., and which is just now producing consequences that if not 
speedily obviated, must result in its disruption. We (Ameri
cans) may be supposed to understand our own political status, 
at least quids as wed as our fellow citizens of other’ nationalities 
residing beyond the seas. Our form of government is Muni
cipal, State and National. To become a political power the 
L W. A. must conquer possession of the forms of government. 
To this end the sections must be organized by primary elec
tion districts. As many sections as may be included within a 
Municipal district must combine to elect a delegate to a mu
nicipal Council. So, likewise, as many sections as may be in
cluded within an Assembly district must combine to elect a 
delegate to a State Council. S®, also, as many sections as may 
be included within a Congressional district must combine to 
elect a delegate to a National Council. The Municipality 
first, the State next, and the Nation, last.

In this manner only a new government may be formed to 
take the plane of the old, when the work of that has been fin- 
ished. Nor would it be necessary to prescribe that two thirds 
of the members of the sections should be wages laborers. It 
would be far more reasonable to decree, though even that would 
foe absurd, that two thirds of the members should be their own 
self-supporting employers. The intrusion into the I. W. A. of

“ bogus reformers, middle class quacks and trading politicians,” 
is mostly to be feared from that class of citizens who have 
nothing better to depend upon than the proceeds of wages 
slavery.

We sincerely hope that all the differences of the I. W. A. 
may be amicably adjusted, upon the principles of freedom, 
equality and justice, but it cannot be expected that Americans, 
with American ideas, either can or will submit to any foreign 
systems of arbitrary control. And if for following this pecu
liarity of the American people, the General Council in London 
see fit discard them, they will have to form an Internation
al of their own. to meet American ideas of governmental justice. 
But to our own mind there can be but one true interpretation 
or Internationalism, and that seems to us, must be against 
Class Legislation, such as is represented in the, resolutions 
which we have j>rinted. *

ELEMENTS OF ORDER—WOMAN.

[Prom tire International Herald, London, Eng.]

CONCEKNING SPHEEES.

“ Wherever there is an ascendant class, a large proportion of the morali
ty of the country emanates from its class interests, and its feelings of 
class sitperiority. The morality between Spartans and Helots, between 
planters and negroes, between princes and subjects, between nobles and 
roturiers, between men and women, has been for the most part the crea
tion of these class interests and feelings; and the sentiments thus gener
ated react in turn upon the moral feelings of the members of the ascend
ant class In their relations among themselves.”—John Stuart Mill.

In considering the question of spheres, of which politics is 
one, I purpose, as briefly as I can, to examine whether 
woman would deteriorate if admitted to the full enjoy
ment of power, and, also, how far politics is 
likely to unsex her. It is said that it appears from her mental 
constitution that she is ordained to be subordinate to man. 
This argument extended a little further would defeat all hu
man liberty. Slavery could be vindicated and upheld wher
ever it should appear that the master had the superior mental 
organization. The principle would give the power of govern
ment to a select few, with the best endowed minds, and ex
clude the great mass of’ the people from any participation in 
the affairs of the State. It would utterly subvert the princi
ples of republicanism. The same reasons which operate to es
tablish self-government for the mass of mankind, seem also to 
establish the right of woman to be represented in the councils 
of State. I have only to maintain that woman is a 
rational, moral being, and disposed to obey the 
law, in order to establish her capacity to vindicate 
her rights. She must fall below the average moral endow
ments before she can be justly excluded from any moral work 
which concerns her happiness, or that of the community. 
Government is a moral institution, in which all nature and 
enlightened moral beings under its influence, who have an in
telligent and abiding love of justice, have a right to be actors. 
But, it is inquired, would not any attempt to place “weaker” 
faculties on a par with stronger ones be unsuccessful? I 
answer, that great success has attended such an experiment in 
the Republic of the United States of America, where, for 
more than half a century without any nice discrimination as 
to the comparative strength of the mental faculties, the Amer
icans have substantially placed all native' adult male 
citizens on a par as to the right of representation 
under the United States Government, ever since its 
organization. The great mass of the American male citizens 
throng the polls of their elections, and the general result has 
been satisfactory to the friends of free govt rnment. In Eng
land, too, we are nearing this point of male suffrage, despite 
the cabalistic hallucination that we have arrived at ‘ ‘house
hold” suffrage. But it is said that man has a better endow
ment than woman of the reasoning faculties, causality, and 
comparison. I hope I may be pardoned for conceding this to 
be true, merely for the sake of the argument. It is sufficient 
for my purpose that woman- is conceded to be a rational moral 
being. But granting to man superior reasoning faculties, these 
alone will not make him a better legislator than woman ; he 
must have a better moral endowment also, for legislation is a 
moral work. But grant him a moral superiority 
over woman (which is unfounded in fact) then 
he would be better qualified for the business of 
legislation; but so also is one man better qualified for this 
work than another, and yet all men are alike eligible to the 
legislative office. Suppose man on account of these superior 
endowments would legislate best, that would not exclude 
women from voting for the legislative body. Allow man to be 
exclusively eligible to the representative office, the question 
still returns, by whose votes is he to be chosen ? And ought 
not women at least to participate in the exercise of the elective 
franchise ?

Human rights take their origin in the mental constitution; 
alj. men have the same mental attributes, and therefore 
we must concede to them the same rights. Although 
at the same time we perceive that one man has far 
more liberal endowments than another, yet we hold 
that the right does not depend upon the degree, 
but wholly upon the character of the mental manifestation. 
The laws have never distinguished between the grades of in
tellectual endowments with a view to the ascertainment of 
human rights. Sanity is all that the law looks to either in 
reference to rights or duties. In the social state all sane men 
of mature age are possessed of equal rights, .and the laws de
volve upon them equal responsibilities. He who has the least 
instinctive attachment to existence has the same right to the 
protection of life as he who loves it most. The prodigal's 
right of property is as sacred to the law as the miser’s; the 
small possessions of the poor, as the ample stores of the rich. 
So that the greatest intellectual endowments confer no 
more of the rights of humanly than the most ordinary mental 
capacity—and in the eyes of justice, the rights of the humble 
are as sacred as those of the great. It is of no importance then 
to establish woman’s mental inferiority, even if it could be 
done, with a view to disprove her rights; for, if we concede to 
her the attributes, we must concede to her also the rights of 
humanity. The arguments which establish human rights 
upon a natural foundation, establish them to be inherent in 
woman as well as in man. But perhaps all-this will be con
ceded, the argument being not so much against her abstraet 
rights as against her power to vindicate and defend them; or 
in other words, against her participation in civil government.

What then is the function of government? It is simply the 
protection of human rights. For whose benefit it is establish
ed ? For the benefit of all who have rights to protect. We 
hold that government is the mere offspring of rights, which in
stitute it as their means of defence and vindication. Hence, it 
will be perceived that woman’s rights are as sacred to the law 
as man’s, and that her concern with government is as great and 
important as his own. If so why is she excluded from acting 
in reference to that which so immediately concerns her ? She is

a rational moral being, endowed with rights. Is she not the 
very being to guard them ? Throughout the sensitive creation 
does not each being act for himself in assertion and defence ? 
But of all others is not a rational moral being especially or
dained for selt-conriol and self vindication ?

It is thought that politics will unsex woman, that she will 
“ lose her tender little ways and bashful modesties, and the 
bloom be rubbed off every enjoyment.” This is but the re
vival of dn old cry of tyrants, now masquerading as Liberals 
and Conservatives, that the people are incapable of self-govern
ment. As an exhausted receiver defines the sphere of a rabbit 
suffocated under it, so imprisoning conditions within which 
the ages have bound woman limit her natural right to life. 
While men’s functions and opportunities are of their own choice, 
women’s are forced on them by circumstances. Man’s duties 
and avocation send the soul outward; woman muit stay at home 
with her heart. "What right has one adult citizen to forcibly 
determine the status of another ? The sphere of a slave is the 
circle described by his driver’s lash; the sphere of woman free 
is the realm her heart fills, the range and height of her faculty. 
The ability of one marks the present sphere of that one, but 
leaves all space this side of God to enlarge upon. It is said 
that woman cannot engage in politics, or other business, be
cause she must marry; but she is compelled to unpaid toil 
of many kinds, besides child-bearing, if married. Will it 
require more effort to go to the town-hall twice 
than it does to attend the church fifty-two times a 
year. Politics are made merely a matter of business, 
the ways and means to certain ends. Principle is the what, 
policy is the how of affairs. The Queen of England is con
ceded to be, in the gentler traits, a model to her sex, though 
she rules an empire which encircles the globe ; will our queen 
'of hearts be less a woman when dropping a piece of paper 
into a box ?

Women in Parliament, at salaries of £500 a year, could 
hardly be more damaged or damaging than as waiter-girls or 
mistresses of those august legislators. If politics are vicious, 
it is high time they were cured, for sound “policy 
always coincides with substantial justice. ” The 
plea that women will be rudely treated by men 
at the polls, so.far as it has any weight, only proves that male 
ruffians should be disfranchised; but “this chivalry objec
tion comes about two centuries too late, for the courtesy of 
men has increased as the freedom ef woman has been accord
ed.” If men are so bad they cannot be trusted to vote with 
women, ought they to vote for women ? Those accustomed to 
govern in schools, able to teach more than males can learn, 
will not consent to be life-long vassals of boys they educate. 
The mother of nine children, successfully, raised and started in 
life; why prefer a whiff of cigar smoke to her, for Legislator, 
President, or Queen ? Government Iras been made a bloody, 
barbarous thing, chiefly because it ignores ethics of which 
woman is the clearer and most steadfast exponent.

“For contemplation he and valor formed;
For softness she and sweet attractive grace.
He for God alone; she for God and him.”—

was a poet’s idea, which Paul put in this presuming way: 
“Neither was the man created for the woman, but woman for 
the man. ” It is because we have thus stepped between con
science and God, severed the moral law of gravitation which 
binds finite sovereignties to the creative centre, that our social 
astronomy is so sadly distracted. If the heavenly bodies are 
viewed as revolving around the earth, their movements appear 
chaotic and inexplicable; but when you reckon from the sun as 
centre, the watch in your pocket may be timed and regulated by 
their exact and wonderous whirl through space. Whoso makes 
woman a satellite of himself is behind Copernicus in practical 
science; if he quotes the Bible let him listen to Jesus, who ap
plauded a woman for not attending to house-keeping. If his 
dinner is uncooked, and his house deserted, it may be a divine 
voice which beckons her forth, and sordid avarice which bids 
her stay and grind in the prison-bourse of his selfism. By 
whose decree is one immortal being insphered within, and 
made a martyr to the private interests of another ? We have 
no fears that, dowered with liberty, she will be less feminine, 
for nothing unwomanly can prevail among women. More re
spected in a shop or counting-house, than in the kitchen, a 
girl acquires character and self-control in proportion 
as her sphere enlarges. The magnetic, thrilling 
touch, graceful form and movement, this animated 
beauty and use, has laws, tendencies, and a career of its own. 
Superstitious bats may denounce the rising sun as a “ reform 
against nature,” for night is their day; but rose and violet wel
come light, and are adorned in. its redeeming presence. 
Woman “as God made her ” we wait to see; having already 
too much of the man made woman. Her artificial, superin
duced, enervated nature, may disappear, but nature will revive 
and .prevail.

Per Contra-, let us briefly review— 
men’s eights.

A gentle bachelor fears conscriptions of war may invade his 
peace if woman vote, and that our rulers may draft for hus
bands. Fatally married the wife controls one-third his prop
erty, while he loses claim to any share in hers. He can deed 
nothing away without her signature, and has no use of her 
credit at the shop or store, while she can buy heavily on his 
account, and law compels him to pay the uttermost. With
drawing from his lordship’s imperial no highness she may levy- 
perpetual alimony on him for a living, while he must delve to 
earn it, and count himself lucky to be rid of her at thst. A 
gay creature, blushing behind her fan, outwits an 
elegant fop in lavender kids, who thinks all the girls 
dying to marry him, ensnares him in an engagment, 
provokes him to break it, and in damages for breach of promise, 
carries of the bulk of his fortune. If this be his fate now, 
who can protect him when the “suppressed sex” are free, and 
he is obliged to risk his charms in an open market ? Armed 
with jealousy and cunning, in the absence of better weapons of 
defence, ignorant, frivilous, exacting woman now often drags 
man down.; her subjected conviction being fruitful iu rices of 
artifice and power, of unnatural dependence and imperious 
self-assertion ; the aggressor, as usual, suffers most. Imbruted 
mind is the reflex result of the exercise of arbitrary power, and 
those who trample on the weak are the first to cringe to the 
strong. None but base nature assume to rule equals, or domi
neer over inferiors. We must count it, therefore, the first and 
chief of man’s rights to undo, without asking, this injustice to 
woman; for in so far as he deprives her of vigor and scope does 
he maim himself. Alas that any man can wish woman perish
ing in luxurious inactivity, wedded to vice or imbecility, im
paled on a needle, or starving in a garret, to be contented! 
Double as many superiors to Elizabeth Browning, Margaret 
Fuller, Charlotte Bronte and George Sand are buried under our 
household, sewing shop, fashionable and factory life. England 
has one Stuart Mill, America onp Emerson, but it 
were unlucky to have two; for why should natpre be so 
given out as to repeat herself? In requiring woman to 
be the shadow of man, we mar creative inten
tion, and rob society of the better service which 
intuitive sense waits to enter. The value of. self-supporting 
independence doubtless suggested the remark of a wit: “ A
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wife is a fortune—when she is poor.” As the adjective is said 
to be the greatest enemy of the noun, though agreeing with it 
in gender, number, and person, so woman is an adjective, an 
appendage, of man; is useless or worse to him, and a mockery 
to herselt, having an inalienable right to be a noun, a person 
accountable to infinite intelligence. Since in correcting 
wrong we enact right, men’s actual infiuence will not only be 
lessened but vastly increased, by abolishing the despotic and 
irresponsible power they now wield. If authority is natural 
and beneficent,the votes of a world united cannot overthrow it; 
if it is usurped, the quicker it falls the better. It 
was Shakspeare, we believe, who wrote “As You
Xiike It.” Fascinating weakness, “sweet irresponsibil
ity, ’ becomes a nullity, ^ or hostile, when allegiance is 
forced, and suggests truths in an old maxim, “ as many slaves, 
so many enemies.” Since we offer a premium to adverse 
influence, practical sense and persuasive eloquence are turned 
against us; “measures which statesmen have meditated a 
whole year may be overturned by a woman in a day,” and 
often have they conquered a nation by simply making up 
faces. The victims ot false deference on one hand, and tyran
nical subjection on the other, they win through diplomatic 
artifice,_ or by sacrifices inconsistent with personal sanctity 
and social well-being. Impulses, which rightly directed would 
overflow in tenderness and rectitude, invigorate, adorn, and 
bless mankind, now take the sexes to houses of assignation, and 
the very materials with which perfect society will bo construc
ted, when the builder arrives, are added fuel tc flaming heats 
our ignorance kindles. The “social evil,” which despairing 
plnlanthrophy says “ no law can restrain and no power sup
press, is a vast business system of supply and demand, whose 
natural causes and retributive results point outcast and out- 
casters to the ways of healthful sanity. Not to quote Solomon 
and Sampson, the reputed wisest and strongest of men, both 
of whom were conquered by women, why in Europe and 
America to-day are men ot genius, writers, statesmen, and re
formers, involved in family feuds, tenants of desolate homes, 
wanderers Irom what should be domestic q*niet, or indulging 
m practices they dare not defend as right ? These things can
not be dismissed with a sneer, or religiously attributed to the 
-Prince ot Evil ; for the devil is only unexplained adversity, 
and may yet turn out . to be Deity in disguise. 
Ihe old theory of natural depravity and vicarious 

• atonement will no longer serve to darken counsel
with words, lor the instincts and attractions God made are not 
essentially unclean. Conjugal law, which in all ages and na
tions has “ confined women to one man, has never confined 
man to one woman. Virtuous lawgivers who urge war on 
Abyssinian savages and Mormon polygamists, should first face 
domestic problems at home, whose solution will require clearer 
heads and braver hearts than have yet appeared. In Utah 
husbands are responsible for their wives—required by law, at 
least, to provide them bread. In Boston, New York, and in 
London men are quite as much married, though in a clandes
tine and unscrupulous way. Spectacled book-worms may ex
plore traditions of the past, grave divines declaim against 
laxity of morals, conceited stoics affect to be superior to fasci
nation, but the fact remains that woman, incarnating love, has 
ruled and will rule man for better or for worse, just in propor
tion as she is assured or denied a right to herself. Not respon
sible to law, because unrecognized by it, she is now driven to 
secure recognition of her existence by depravity or rebellion.
It frivolous or perverse, it is the result of false conditions, tor 
nature has a seriously honest intent in creating a woman as in 
creating a man. If he makes badness a necessity, and bribes 
to silence her moral sense, designed to call him to order, why 
may not the “weaker vessel” plot to upset the stronger ?

In my next I propose to introduce to your readers “A Polit
ical Washing Day.” E H H

CHUBOH AND STATE.

To those to whom this couplet has been a terror, we com
mend the following wise words of Ambrose Gaston Cudden 
taken from the International Herald, of London, England:

“But my observations and searching inquiries stayed nbt 
here._ I found other things which required an equally vigilant 
scrutiny, and on the need for this scrutiny, the many per
versions, absurdities and superstitions I discovered “The 
Church,” had opened my eyes; and in that other equally art- 
lul and cunning contrivance called “The State,” I saw before 
me another monster evil, another self-constituted authority of 
tne self same character and corrupt infiuence, as that which I 
had already abandoned. I found “The State” to be a like 
(Corn omation of men, who assume and exercise undue tempo
ral authority and dominion over mankind, and receive profit 
by their own made laws, and appropriate to themselves and 
their minions all the world’s wealth and money, to gratify 
their thirst for arbitrary power over their fellow men, and to 
indulge themselves in ease and affluence, vanity and pride; 
while they thereby create and perpetuate poverty, hardships,' 
misery and degradation to the industrious useful millions, 
without themselves doing any useful thing on earth.

The two artificial authorities ot Church and State are essen
tially one and the same imposition on the people; they aid 
and support each other, neither could live without the other. 
As the union ot the soul and body is necessary to constitute 
numan life of a man, so the alliance of the two tyrannies is 
necessary to make one perfect tyranny over the whole man 
corporal and spiritual. This monstrous assumption exercises 
absolute control over both body and soul, and as far as pos
sible, entire dominion over the industrious wealth-producing 
nations on the earth. * s

This unholy and unjust authority has been triumphantly 
wielded throughout all nations called the Christendom for 
many centuries, especially from the time of Constantine, by 
church and state, in the namb and under the pretence of true 
religion and civil government. And the very fame dogmatic 
tyranny, only somewhat modified and modernized, is still be- 
ing exercised. All the laws that have been made by rulers, 
churchmen or statesmen, all the wars that have been waged by 
governments, all the churches, palaces, colleges and prisons 
that have been built, all the priests, clergy and preachers that 
have been educated, all the mandates and edicts issued by 
kings or ministers, all their secret diplomacies, all the discus
sions m parliaments and congresses, and all the imposts they 
exact all the world over, have been and continue to be mainly 
lor the one object and purpose of upholding this double mon- 
ster tyranny which has ever stood in the way, blocking up the 
path of freedom, and hindering social progress and humam 
happiness.

_ Bishop Simpson has recently rendered an ecclesiastical de
cision which is not so complimentary to the United States 
benate as it might be. It seems the appointment of Dr. New- 

^ °i t-h® chaplaincy of the Senate, after his pastoral period 
in Washington had expired, raised a question of church gov- 
erument which Bishop Simpson promptly decided by saying 
that, upder the general law of the church, he had the power to 
aPP°™ chaplains to reformatory institutions, and he consid
ered the United States Senate to fall within the scope of theSail *

THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.

We have a long and attractive communication from Brother 
L. H. Carpenter of Battle Creek, which we should be glad to 
publish, but our limited space forbids it, since nothing can be 
abstracted from it without destroying its connection and mean
ing. Nevertheless we are made glad of such evidence of our 
own aged friends, who have lived more than three-scorc-and- 
ten years and whose years have not accustomed them to run in 
old fashioned ruts of thoughts.

Minooka, Geundy Co. Inn. j 
April 15, 1872. f

Editors of Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly:
I heartily endorse your principles and call for a convention 

in May. I think it none too soon to look at the deplorable 
state of the country at large. Three fifths of the working- 
farmers in this vicininty are bankrupt with their families, and 
all through the selfish villainies of the monopoly.

The farmers, as workers, do all the labor, and the merchants 
get the golden slice from their tables and homes. If things 
continue so many months longer, all must eventually loose 
their homes as they cannot meet the mortgages in time to save 
them. Go where you will—in house or cot, in village or town, 
in stores or saloons, you hear the self-same story of destitu
tion, despair, etc.

Curses heavy and deep are hurled at the monopolists and 
boards of trade. A change must come either by revolution or 
ballot, very soon; we, or as a people, are damned.

Yours for liberty, Josiah Buxton.

A LOGICAL VIEW.

Mesdames Woodhull & Claelin: In your issue of February 
3, I find an article from Maxwell, in which he criticizes Mrs. 
Woodhull’s paragraph on free love, thinks it ambiguous and 
faulty because it does not assert the “do as you would be 
done by” principle; the “moral duty of justice and edquity” 
between lovers which he thinks should instigate each of them 
to sacrifice his or her own inclinations for the happiness of the 
other. Now, I understand Mrs. Woodhull to speak of that 
mutual spirit-blending love, which binds two congenial souls 
in one, in scripture phrase, “makes of the twain one flesh,” 
enables them to anticipate each others’wants, being already in- 
inclined to supply or relieve them by virtue of that mutua 
love, thus rendering the sacrifice of inclination in so doing 
impossible. To talk of such sacrifice is simply absurd. But, 
really, which would be the most happifying to George—a 
kind act performed by Mary, gashing forth, as it were, sponta
neously from the deep fountain of her in-dwelling love; or. 
prompted by a sense of duty, involving a sacrifice of incli- 
clination ? No, friend Maxwell, it seems to me that to talk oi 
mutual lovers needing a sense of duty to prompt them to acts ol 
“justice and equity” toward each other, would be like attempt
ing to warm the rays of a tropical sun with the glimmerings 
of, an iceberg. Where love is wanting a sense of duty may be 
required to secure “justice and equity,” but where love and 
wisdom abound, there will, I think, be small need of that sense 
of that duty.

Now, it should be the joy of all well-wishers of humanity 
that we have one paper that can afford to be free.

Yours for Progress, B. H. Lewis.

“Matilda” writes us from Providence, B. I.: The Spiritu
alists of Providence are apparently awakening to an apprecia
tion of the great truths revealed to them, and to this much ot 
merit may be accredited the teachings of Mrs. F. Kingsman, 
who has recently ministered here. A woman whose preposes- 
sing appearance, fine mental endowments, prolific experience, 
and above all her glowing self-sacrificing zeal for the cause 
which she has recently espoused cannot fail to place her 
among the first and most attractive of those who promulgate 
these divine principles. Her lectures in the place commanded 
full and attentive audiences; have been marked by a close 
application of the divine plan to the needs of humanity; and 
were embodied in lofty and sublime thoughts. These gifts when 
known will entitle her to the patronage of all societies who 
would be edified in matters pertaining to their highest inter
ests and happiness, thus securing the warp and web for weav
ing the golden links of purity and harmony whereby poor 
humanity may be bound in one common brotherhood.

A. H. Clay, of Pottstown, N. Y., writes us as follows:
I observed in The Banner of Light, several speeches deliv

ered by yourself, on different subjects, in which my own 
thoughts on the same subject are reflected. Therefore, I write 
as a duty, to let you know that you do not stand alone in the 
matter.

I am sure that all the mischief and suffering in the world 
has grown out of the idea of worshipping false gods; and it 
seems to me that all the world should easily see this. To wor
ship one God would displace all dispute in reference to the 
matter; then the foundation on which to build our social 
structures would belaid, “ good will to all mankind.” I make 
this broad assertion that the world belongs to God’s children 
equally that no one has a right to enrich himself or herself 
by selling it out to others; nor have the whole people got this 
right to do so to make a lew rich at the expense of the many. 
In nature we see a place for everything, and everything in its 
place; so God created a place for all His children; but mn.-n 

left his proper place and violated God’s law. We are now 
paying the penalty. Look at the trains of mischief in the 
world; gaze upon it as you would upon a Photograph, and see 
the sin ox the world. Then imagine the whole world a united 
joint stock company—a place for each and each in place, need

ing no money, the enemy of equality, consequently no one 
could put another’s accumulated labor in his pocket or safe, 
and make use of it to ensla ve. Christ always taught this doc
trine. Our social structure was nearly always uppermost in 
his thoughts and conversations. Hear him: “Love one 
another;” “ Do as you would have others do to you.” All of 
which clearly anticipated means that would answer this end; 
under this lies the true worship of God.

Viola E. Archibald, of Watseka, writes thus :
I wish to express my gratitude for your kind response, and 

highly appreciated generosity, although so unexpected. 
Though unspoken, my spirit has gone out to you in gentle re
membrance, and thank offering to the Guiding Band that sur
round and uphold, prompting words of inspiration, giving 
encouragement to the crushed, saddened heart; strength and 
vigor to the laborer, already in the fields; striking terror to th© 
heart of the usurper, for he knows his house is built upon th© 
sand, and it cannot long withstand such fearful lashings of 
the waves below, and the terrific' thunderbolts above. But it 
must fall, and as was said of old, “ great will be the fall there
of.” I have just been reading your criticism of the Worlds 
comments upon Laura Fair, I am glad your hand flinched not 
to grasp tightly the surgeon’s knife, and scalpel, lay bare, and 
probe deeply, this foul, loathsome, social excresence. Too 
many members of the press, stand ready with palliativ© 
poultice, and fresh, white bandage, to bind up, and conceal all 
traces, if may be, of putrefaction. Ah ! my dear sirs, you 
have poulticed too long, and though you may try vigilently 
to cover all vestige, ihe noisbme odor thereof cannot be bapd- 
aged. My soul burned with indignation, to see and feel how 
freely, man may pour on woman’s defenceless head, the veil of 
his holy (?) wrath; when perhaps, he himself, is even now liv
ing a life of erratic madness, and his diobolisms threaten him, 
of his own Cares and Penotes. There is many a woman be
hind the grates, could tell fearful tales of blasted hopes and 
lives, enacted under the broad cloak of marriage, or legal 
ized prostitution. I say let every woman take the 
law in her own hands, and whoever approaches 
her against her wishes though it be her own 
husband, shoot him down, as any other beast bereft of de
cency. When man learns he must respect and regard womans 
personality; or he will be forced by power of bullet, some of 
this crushing woman down to the earth, and then spitting their 
foul remorse, and offering all manner of indignities afterward, 
will cease; I fear not until then. She has no suffrage, proper
ty, or legal rights, worthy of notice. Then what other course 
for self protection has she ? I do not advocate mob law, but 
if indignity and insult is offered, let them abide the consequen
ces. Let her understand she is nothing but game with 99.100 
of mankind, and that no person or power can or will help her 
if in trouble, and all the stock she takes in the other securities 
will go down immediately below par. But, with the determma- 
ion, “myself shall be my friend,” under all circumstances, 
she will most efficiently muzzle every low dog’s mouth, and 
create the respect of all worth having. Oh, had I the power of 
enstamping upon every one of my sisters consciences in letters 
of living light the necessity, the stern necessity, of self reliance.
It seems to me the greatest possible revolution now pending is 
that of opening the spiritual vision of humanity, and its prac
tical application to this earth plane. My most feverent wishes 
are with you, that you may be enabled to attain the acme of 
your hopes, which represents the necessity of 17,000,090 sisters 
and as many more of the inevitable companion, either for 
weal or woe. (If there are any thoughts herein contained that 
you think would benefit any other, you are at liberty to pub
lish, but I would prefer the true name be suppressed, as I do 
not wish to come before the public in propia personal, until I 
am free from him whom the law recognizes as my husband 
with power to insult when it pleases his own sweet will, and 
which he has not hesitated to take advantage of. I stole this that 
you may understand my encumbered conditk n.

13 Chesteb Squaee, Boston, Mass., January 4, 1872, - 
Mbs. Victoeia C. Woodhull—My Dear Madam: Last night 

1 was drawn by an irrepressible power to be present at Music 
Hall, that I might look upon the personal, and hear the living 
roice of the woman whose energizing thoughts had become 
revealed to me the first time, but a few naonths ago. Exultantly 
did I listen to every statement, madam, that you made; either 
in argument or in illustration of your subject, and I followed 
you with scrutinizing care from the establishment of your 
premises, through the processes of your analysis, and your 
closely compacted arguments, until you reached your inevita
ble conclusions, and I do affirm that for the first time assured
ly, have those momentous principles found a first advocate in 
one who discerns the primal causes, with rare clear-sightedness 
and strong sense, honerably enunciates the hideous evils, and 
presents their cures, and fearlessly discloses the ultimate logi
cal issues deducible from her principles.

The tyrannies, social and governmental, that exist at this mo
ment in every land, are crushing manhood out of men, and 
keeping women dwarfed and ; helpless, and all the while the 
Jugernaut of civilization with its multiplying demands is ad
vancing inexorably, intensifying the evils of all conditions, and 
yet tens of thousands seem unable to discern th© sources - of 
their suffering, but believe that the accumulations of mere ma
terial wealth is the panacea for love that glows on the altar of 
your own pure heart, and to your uncompromising worship at 
the shrine of truth, I render my homage.

You were listened to last night by an English gentlewoman 
and English man, and no more fervid sympathy and admira
tion encompassed you than what went out from them. I trust 
that the high intelligences who instruct you, may guide you t*
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visit England, that you may there proclaim among the women 
and men of high culture and exalted rank the lofty principles 
of life that animate you, and which urge an utterance where- 
ever there is suffering and established tyrannies, that you may 
there experience how sincere and genial is the support to un
feigned loyalty, to principle, so unostentatiously, modestly and 
reverently proclaimed.

To the unselfish womanly love that glows on the altar of 
your own pure heart, and to your uncompromising worship at 
the shrine of Truth, I render my homage.

Subscribing myself, dear Madam, yours in sincere sym
pathy, . E. Y. Ingram.

San Francisco, Gal., April 2, 1872.
Mrs. Victoria 0. Woodhull: Sustained as you are by 

armies of brave and true women and men, and by the angelic 
hosts of the spirit world, you need no words of encourage
ment from me, yet I wish you to know that there are thou
sands of progressive spirits throughout this far Western coun
try, and that nearly all of them with whom I have come in 
contact, endorse your views upon all the great questions of the 
day. Many others are with us at heart, but have not the moral 
courage to declare themselves publicly for fear of ostracism in 
society or of injury to their business. As to myself, I wish my 
thousands of friends in Missouri and elsewhere to know that I 
have enlisted for “during the war,” in the army ef reform, 
and that I m'ean to fight, with voice and pen, and sword if 
necessary, until injustice and oppression shall be driven from 
our land. I will not rest until women enjoy all the rights 
and privileges in our Government enjoyed by men; till the la
boring classes cease to be oppressed by the rich; till full po
litical, religious and social freedom be guaranteed to all. The 
revolution is begun and must run its course, and woe to those 
who place themselves in its way, or attempt to arrest its pro
gress. John It. Kelso.

Elizabeth Valorie Ingram of 73 Chester square, Boston, 
Mass., forwards her name that it maybe placed on the pro- 
nunciamento for the enfranchisement of women and the in
auguration of a true liberty in America.

A sojourn of nearly three years in the United States has dis
closed to her that the much vauntedliberty in this country is 
but a mockery and a lie. She has perceived that from the 
Senator to the herdsman there but exists a system of multiplied 
tyranny of the lust of power and the greed of gain, created 
only by the inexorable limitations of individual conditions; but 
that true and lasting liberty which rises on a reverence of each 
man for another, has not yet begun to exist.

April 9, 1872. -

Florence, March 28, 1872.
My Dear Mrs. Woodhull: A large package of papers from 

you met me on my arrival here, and were, I assure you, as 
welcome and as refreshing as cold water to a thirsty soul. 
Thanks, or as the Italians would say, molto grazia; it is very 
pleasant to be kept en rapport with events and people in our 
own country.

Rapid as is the progress of reconstruction in this old nation 
newly consolidated, the moral atmosphere seemed stagnation 
in Naples. In Rome I felt at once the spirit which was 
breathing upon the people; there I came at once into the 
sphere of the liberals, and found it one of enthusiasm akin to 
that which has always, in all ages, animated the real reformer, 
that supernatural impulse which never deceives, and ulti
mately triumphs over all obstacles.

Immediately after our arrival we learned that Pere Hyacinth© 
was to speak two evenings from that day at a hall adjoining 
the Argentine Theater. Hastening to the ticket office we 
found numbers there on the same errand as ourselves, and 
with a like want of success. “Impossible, madam, we have 
issued the very last. ” Disappointed, but not hopeless, we took 
our way to a friend, who crushed our hopes at once by saying, 
“I am so sorry, but I have only one ticket left, and I have 
bidden my maid to take me there to-night, even if I am in
sensible.” Here was the spirit; I so love an enthusiasm that 
ignores suffering for the sake of truth and right. It was right
fully her place and not mine, and so I yielded to my fate of 
exclusion as gracefully as I could. Long before the hour the 
streets were packed with eager, earnest men and a few women.

The speech was, as I learned, mild and Christian, setting 
forth the demands which his party have made, that the church 
be reformed, and the Bible be given freely to all the people.

Gavazza followed and I judge from what I saw and heard of 
his speech, that he is one of the reformers who gives a knock 
down denunciation, and if he has notj driven every one out 
of the hearing of his voice, makes his argument to prove his 
position.

On the Friday following this meeting we were in St.' Peter’s 
to hear the Vespers. The Pope’s chapel was crowded to suffo
cation, and still the people came. Gradually the tide flowed 
toward the High Altar. Thinking that the Pope might posssi- 
bly be going to say High Mass there (we slipped down. from 
our holy seat a Prie-dieu where we had rested our tired feet, 
and shocked numberless poor Italians, who felt that to sit 
thus at our ease was a mortal sin). And passing out into the 
nave we saw that the Tribune above the High Altar was ablaze 
with light, and that it was already crowded with a solemn, 
sad-looking audience.

The prayers commenced almost immediately after the close 
of Vespers; the responses were deafening, for there were few 
if any, less than ten thousand people on their knees.

It was unendurable, and we made our way out, and back to 
the great door, where we listened to the strange sound which 
was like the roar of the sea when a strong wind has wakened 
its depths; it was all a mystery to us, for we knew that only

on Easter and great church festivals were these candles on the 
Tribune lighted.

Inquiring of one who, like ourselves, was a spectator what 
all this meant, his reply was, that it was sympathy and prayers 
for the Pope, and a protest against the meeting of Pere Hya
cinth©, and these prayers were to be held for three days. Poor 
old man, little did he know what was next to come. Two 
weeks ago Mazzina died in Pisa;, the Sunday following it was 
announced that the Patriot’s bust would be carried to the 
Capitol.

The procession was to form at eleven. By half-past nine 
eager faces and rapid steps were bent toward the Evrio, and 
soon both sides were thickly hedged with a quiet crowd of 
spectators. One or two carriages passed up the street scatter
ing wreaths of laurel and bay leaves and flowers on the way. 
At eleven the procession began to pass where we stood on the 
steps of a church, and where we had been for more than an 
hour waiting in the hot sun. The artisans were first, and all 
handicrafts were represented; on some of the banners was in
scribed “Mazzina, the working man’s father.” “Mazzina, the 
laborers’ friend.” Next came the Liberal Club, composed of 
men of high birth, and many of wealth, and connected with 
the new government. Will there be no women among them, 
was the thoughts which arose in our minds, for;still they came 
and as yet there are none. The carbonnarie were conspicuous 
with the yellow flower in the lap button hole on the left side.

Next came the Free-thinkers with their white banners and 
only these dignified words, “ Freethinkers,” inscribed 
thereon. They were a noble looking set of men and in their 
midst half a dozen women dressed in deep black, with bowed 
heads;'one or two were leaning on the arm of the gentleman 
with whom they walked, the others like the men were shoulder 
to shoulder. After these our own flag borne by a young man 
who will iff the future mark this as a white day in his calendar 
of his life.

Now comes the car drawn by four white horses with a statue 
of liberty holding above the head of the bust a wreath of 
laurel. There was no shouting or hurrahing, but a quiet lift
ing of the hat and the wreaths and flowers previously scattered 
were thrown upon the car till the black pall was covered.

Behind the car were numerous small banners with the names 
of other jmtriots who had died for Italy, and after these were 
the wives, children and friends of the fallen. The procession 
had widened like a mighty stream and swept into its ranks 
many who perhaps did not understand all its deep significance.

It was not a pageant, there were no military trappings, no 
nodding plumes, no music, but the beating drum to which they 
kept step; to us it seemed the throbbing of the great heart of 
the nation, and was the most impressive hour I ever passed. 
Glancing into the faces of our party I saw their tearful sympa
thy and was rejoiced that we had not left Rome before tbis be^ 
monstration.

The procession was one hour in passing. After it was over 
I turned to a friend who was in Paris during the siege and 
whose whole heart was in sympathy with this demonstrat on, 
and said, “ Will this be any better understood than was the 
Commune ? Will they recognize this as the fruit of the seed 
sown in the past and watered with the blood of nations! ” 
“Alas ! I fear not,” was her reply ; “for they send people to 
see and report whose eyes are not yet unsealed. I have been 
talking with one who said Mazzina was a dangerous man—a 
disturber of the peace, ambitious and discontented. ”

If Victor Emanuel’s eyes are unsealed he will read the signs 
of the times and act for the truth. There is, however, very

martyr, to hide himself in his splendid apartments, and to 
withhold his blessings on Easter. It pleased him to place 
Victor Emanuel under the ban, but no misfortune has befallen 
him, since, on the coutrary, he has prospered and grown into 
the affections of the people with marvelous rapidity since those 
shells were thrown against St. John Lateran. It gave one a 
strange feeling of pain, and yet of triumph, to see those seams 
and gashes in the old walls of that beautiful church; pain that 
it had been injured thus, triumph that the bonds of supersti
tion were being broken, and that the Pope was by his own acts, 
hastening the freedom of thought among the people.

There will be no very strong demonstrations while Pius 
Ninth lives, but no other Pope will ever hold sway in Rome 
over the consciences and over the lives of the people, as he has 
done in the past.

During Lent every man, woman and child must confess and 
have their ticket of communion; failing of this, they are liable 
to be taken from their families and imprisoned.

A Catholic lady of high standing, culture and a thorough 
knowledge of what she affirmed, told me that she had. known a 
mother taken from her babe and imprisoned for no other of
fence than failing to present her ticket of communion. It is 
not so very difficult to obtain these if one has money; they 
may be purchased without confession; but if there are consci
entious scruples about confession and an absence from the im
posed duty, woe to the delinquent; trials, vexations, impris
onment and loss of worldly goods are the results. I do not 
write from prejudice, but from actual knowledge, and the half 
of what I have observed and known is not even hinted at in 
this letter. Yours, as ever, Pauline Wright Davis.

Cardington, Morrow Co., O., April 14, 1872.
The thoughts below were suggested on reading the Beligio of 

ihe last week.
Victoria C. Woodhull,—Courage, dear sister. Yours is the 

high prerogative to “contend with wild beasts,” or with ele
ments in humanity more tyrannical than they. Deep down in 
the human heart the volcanic fires of hell are burning and 
seething to-day, as they have never before in all the past. 
Yours is the mission, in part, to uncap the infernal pits that 
are burning out the very heart strings of humanity. While the 
smoke and flame of the hitherto pent up conditions ascend in 
unbroken columns, be not dismayed or in the least 
thrown off of your balance; for it will not be “forever and 
forever.” It is but the “breaking up of the foundations of the 
great deep ” of man’s undeveloped conditions, which must have 
a channel through which to elaborate its morbid, ignited con
ditions. Go on in the majesty of your divine womanhood, and 
a constellation of bright angels will ever cluster around your 
person, and impress your mind with words of burning truth 
that will call out and burn up the dross of human wisdom. 
The consuming fires that laid waste the commercial bazar of 
the West are but as the spark compared with the mental fires 
with which your spirit has to contend. Many are the noble 
workers in the form that appreciate your mission in the ranks 
of a cosmopolitan spirituality, and daily there are added to 
their numbers such as will stand firm to the banner of pro- 
gress—equal rights for all, when the time comes that will try 
the hearts of women and of men. “ That great day, for 
which all other days were made, ” cannot be far in the future. 
Then will the faint-hearted, and those who are slow to accept 
a universal philantrophy—a religion and a government that 
is cosmopolitan in its character--call upon the rocks 
and the mountains to hide them from the presence 
of the brightness of that coming day. For the sake of the 
truth you must expect to be misrepresented, villified, and 
treated with all manner of supereillious contempt by half 
fledged reformers, who stand upon their dignity among the 
sects and isms of the day. Thus, it has been the lot of all' 
true reformers in the past, and thus it will be in the future, un
til the great spiritual, humanitarian work, which you have so 
bolclly inaugurated, is consummated in fruition.

T. M. Ewing.
little hope that he is sufficiently enlightened to establish his 
throne in justice or sway his scepter in righteousness. He is 
interested in education, and gives his countenance to every 
movement in that direction.

Our noble countrywoman, Mrs. Emily Merriman, has her 
work well in hand for the establishment of a college for 
women. The Government are ready to give her aid, and en
courage her to go forward just as soon as her health will 
permit.

At her house I met Madame Ermina Fua Fusinata, who was 
called by the Government to fill the chair of Belles-Letters in 
the new Normal school of Italy. She is a poet of eminence— 
a strong, earnest, pleasing woman, refined and graceful in 
manner ; she is, nevertheless, a well-read politician. Listening 
to the conversation betweenf these two noblewomen, so hope
ful of the future of the Church, so sanguine of success in their 
plans for the education and development of women, I felt re
buked for my want of faith, for in their success it will be in
deed the removing of mountains, but the promise is “ Accord
ing to your faith it shall be done unto you.” One little story 
shows what their work is to be. An Italian count said to a 
lady who was pleading the cause of education : “ I would not 
marry a lady who could read and write, for she would then 
have correspondents and write billet doux and flirt and waste 
time reading. ” This was said in perfect earnestness, and is an 
illustration of what the Eqnal Rights cause has to contend 
with ; and yet I shall not be surprised any day to hear that 
Government has conferred a limited suffrage upon women of 
fortunes, of noble birth, etc., but that will be only the begin
ning of the work, the social, the most important part of all, 
still remains untouched.

This is holy week and the churches are all alive here, the 
picture of the Virgin painted by St. Luke, has been uncovered, 
and to-day the miserie is to be sung; they are going to make 
up here for the Pope’s haughtiness, for he wills to have no 
music in the Sixtine Chapel, and will not bless the people, be
cause his temporal power is abridged.

It pleases his holiness to shut up the Vatican, and the mosaic 
works, and admit visitors only by permission, and at very great 
inconvenience to them. It pleases him to be regarded as a

A HEAVY. BLOW AND SORE DISCOURAGEMENT.

So the Utah flourish of trumpets is, after all, a fizzle! What 
will brother Newman and his henchman do ? Even the White 
House with the Methodist Church to boot, failed to bring the 
Mormons to time. And then again, brother Newman could not 
succeed in re-electing to the United States Senate his dear 
brother Harlan, with francs ad libitum to back him. What are 
we coming to ?

*■ Now my sympathies are keenly aroused for our dear brother, 
and I venture “humbly to sojest” that brother Newman, Mc
Kean and Harlan, together with all the “ irrigation” law specu
lators, headed by Senator Nye, and. all the gamblers, black 
legs, liquor sellers, ruffians and rowdies of Salt Lake City and 
the mining regions round about march around that city and 
blow ram’s horns, al la Jericho, whereby an earthquake or some 
other miraculous agency will so shake up these Mormon repro
bates as to compel the surrender of the said city and all it con
tains to said McKean, Newman, Harlan, Nye and their co- 
operators aforesaid. That .being accomplished, a handsome 
present from the proceeds to the incumbent of the White House 
would be in order; after which it would be well to determine 
the punishment to be administered to those audacious judges 
of the Supreme Court who have dared to question the | legal 
sagacity of Messrs. Newman and McKean !

« Anti Procustes.

LAND GRANTS NOT NECESSARY FOR RAILROADS.

Those who uphold the right of Congress to give away what 
belongs neither to members of that body nor (exclusively) to 
the whole people now born, allege that these grants and subsi
dies are necessary in order to open up communications with 
remote districts. Were their position correct, it might.be 
shown that we are paying too dear for our whistle, by creating 
immensely rich corporations to control legislatures in^their in
terest, in order that our population may be scattered a little 
faster than it otherwise would be; the present extent of the 
scattering, independent of railways, being only necessitated by 
that monopoly of land, without cultivation, in the older 
States, which the land grant policy extends to the newer terri
tories. And, again, if railroads , are so indispensable as re
presented, and private enterprise is so inadequate to their con
struction (I grant neither premise except for the sake of argu
ment) then it would be cheaper for the government to 
build them than, pay four or five prices to companies to per
form the service, as has been done in the case of the N. P. R^Jt., 
according to the widely-published advertisements of its agents.

I have before mentioned the fact that the Texas Pacific Com-
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pany years ago were willing and anxious to build that road 
very soon after the war, only asking Congress that right of way 
which it virtually refused, session after session, to grant. But 
when a land grant was appended, Congress was quite ready to 
pay a company for doing that which it would not permit them 
to do for nothing. In other words Congressmen wanted a little 
greasing, and there are no means to make grease out of a rail
road without a land grant.

And now comes the converse of the operation. The “ Great 
Salt Lake and Colorado Biver It. K.,” wanted a land grant; but 
public sentiment has compelled Congress to shut down, in the 
main on land grants, generally and particularly, though the 
House has refused to put the matter in the decisive form of a 
Constitutional amendment prohibiting such grants. The com
pany above named, however, failing to get a grant, are now, 
with the two other companies asking and competing for the 
privilege of building a road connecting the Union with the 
Texas Company. The Pacilic asks only a right of way as the 
Texas Pacific did years ago.

And now will they be granted this apparently rea
sonable request, or will they be put off until at the close of 
some session a land grant can be tacked on to another bill and 
hurried through, promptly receiving the signature of a Presi
dent who signs all such bills, but, lets those intended to secure 
fair compensation to actual settlers “go over?”

Anti Pboceustes.

Bbentwood, L. I., Sunday 7, )
Archimedes 84, March 31, 1872. j

My Dear Mbs. Woodhull : I have thought much since the 
very pleasant but the brief interview I had with you of the 
document you showed me, the call for a Cosmopolitical Con
vention. In those few moments it was impossible for me to 
give you any serious judgment in the matter. I could make 
only the general observation that the body to which I belong 
takes no direct share in practical politics.

But this statement standing by itself is open to very wide 
misunderstandings. It might be supposed to indicate too low 
an estimate of the importance of political action proper, or 
even an indifference to public and social interest. To you, 
however, I need hardly say that for us Positivists, more than 
for any one, political, social, and moral interests came ever 
first and foremost. Our abstinence from direct political action 
is based on the very opposite of indifference or disdain.

We count, in a word, upon exercising a much more power
ful influence upon political action in the long run than we 
could possibly attain by any direct participation in it. There 
lies the whole secret of our policy. No matter who may be 
President of the United States, there is a higher office, we say, 
even than that. It is to that higher office that we directly 
aspire.

We aim at nothing less in fact than the supreme social func
tion. What then is that ? Simply and purely that of public 
instructor.

This is an office, moreover, which is not, to use democratic 
language, in the gift of the people. It is an office which has to 
be assumed by him who is competent to fill it. To it applies 
with peculiar force the maxim: “ The tools to him who can 
use them. ” If, as we believe, Auguste Comte really did insti
tute a positive social science and an equally positive moral 
science, it is certain that man will ultimately have to learn 
his ideas from those who can teach sciences so manifestly su
preme. It would be so none the less were their teachings 
ever so much repugnant to our wishes and preconceived preju
dices. Positive knowledge is certain in the end to be recog
nized as such, were it only by force of the sharp lessons of ex
perience.

I am very far, however, from asking any one to admit the 
claims of the positive doctrine to be veritable science without 
a searching and rigorous investigation, which, moreover, I am 
quite aware very few are competent to institute, even if they 
had both time and inclination. But there are some few con
siderations bearing on this subject of political action, which 
I think will be found easily appreciable.

1. There are many things which can be done quite as effectu
ally by setting to work to. do them as by passing a law to enact 
that they shall be done. It needs no positive science, only 
simple common sense, to perceive the sound policy involved 
in setting to work one’s self to do any good thing that needs 
to be done, instead of waiting to pass a law'to malie somebody 
else do it. 2. Some of the worst evils in society depend but 
in a small degree upon the law. They result from different 
opinions. Change the opinion and the. evils will disappear 
without altering a single word in any of our laws. 3. Agitat
ing for a change in the law, may often be the easiest way of 
working a change in opinion. Yes, I grant that, and there
fore I make no opposition at all to any such agitation. In its 
way it is useful, and is helping on the grand end. The cases 
in which this is so are, however, mostly, perhaps, those in 
which public opinion is in a great degree prepared for the 
change. The more radical, underlying principles need a calm 
philosophic teaching rather than mere agitation. Agitation is 
useful, moreover principally to destroy, whether institutions or 
old-time prejudices and errors. Calm meditation is necessary 
for building up. And a social Beconstbuotion is the work really 
devolving upon the age into which we have been born; a work 
in which popular agitation, appealing necessarily to passion 
and prejudice mainly, has no share beyond that of merely clear
ing the ground. 4. There are some things, nay many, that are 
altogether outside of the province of the civil government. And 
these are the most important things, too. They are not only 
outside the province of the civil government, but they are 
above it. There is nothing whatever to be done in the purely 
political sphere in regard to to all this large class of important, 
and supremely important questions, but to force the civil gov
ernment to take its dirty hands off and keep them off. The 
immense importance of this class of questions can be seen at a 
glance on enumerating only a few of them: Marriage, the Re
lation of the Sexes, the Regulation of Human Propagation; in 
a word, all questions of Education, Manners, Morals and Re
ligion.

Now this office of Public Inspector is at this day essentially 
vacant. I speak not here of the pedagogic branch of it; the 
school teacher is very useful in his way, but it is of his teachers 
that is just now the question. The vacant office is that which 
should be filled, but is not by the pulpit, the professional, aye, 
and the coniessional; by the medical and legal professions; by 
the poets, artists and savants. Perhaps one of the gratndest 
ideas of the positive doctrine is, that this office, regarded to-day 
as many different offices, as we see at a glance by the above 
enumeration, is in reality only one. Human nature is an 
Integer; it is a one thing, the sublimest thing in our universe. 
The culture and development of human nature is a one art— 
the supreme, the sovereign art.

Again I say that this office is to-day essentially vacant—this 
office of Public Instructor and Counsellor. The pulpit can
not fulfill it, for it is ignorant of man’s physical organization- 
The medical profession cannot fulfill it, for it is ignorant of 
social and moral science. The artists—including the men of 
letters—are prostituting such talent as they have (and the 
noblest talents are in this day of anarchy sighing in^obscurity)

in making money. The savants (such as they are) are grub
bing among specialties.

Ah ! but the press ! the press is the great public instructor 
in this age ! Angels and ministers of grace defend us ! The 
daily newspaper! Of all the foul and slimy things in our 
midst that prostitute themselves to power and self, the foulest 
and the slimiest is this newspaper press ! Lying deliberately, 
adopting as its very trade the systematic deception of the peo
ple, now in the interests of party, now in the interest of any 
one that will pay for it, rigidly shutting out all sincere efforts 
to enlighten the people (popular enlightment being fatal to its 
own repas-like supremacy), yet at the same time engrossing 
nearly all the reading time of nearly the whole of our modern 
population, the newspaper press has now at last become—in 
its ascending period it was of course otherwise—the greatest 
obstacle to the dissemination of real knowledge among the 
people that has ever been invented. The Papal Index Expur- 
gatorius was nothing to it. The only really powerful argument 
that I know of for the existence of the devil, is the present 
power and influence of the daily newspaper !

It -were enough to cite the way it has treated yourself, my 
dear madam. These cowardly assassins behind a mask know, 
each one of them, that in his foul insinuations he is basely, 
damnably lying. Not one of them dares write over his own 
name the ribaldry safely spewed out there, this cunningest of 
the inventions of hell—anonymous journalism!

That the charge I thus make is true of the press generally, I 
call to witness, not merely the daily experience of each one of 
us, but the distinct admission of one of the greatest lights of 
regular orthodox journalism, the Nation. This Nation, by the 
by, does its lying in a manner so much less gross, even so de
corous, that it is all the more mischevous; and it is so much 
the more culpable for the virtuous airs put on and the severely 
moral principles in the name of which it assumes its accus
tomed tone of Infallibility. But its evidence against its own 
craft—whose office it does its best to magnify, in a limited 
sense even to really elevate—is plainly unimpeachable. In a 
recent number (14th March, 1872,) it Says: ‘ ‘ The phrase 
‘ newspaper charge ’ is now all but. a synonym for a downright 
falsehood, of which no sensible man would take any notice.” 
And the same article, treating of the recent onslaughts of the 
New York Times on Insurance. Superintendent Miller, it winds 
up by remarking that ‘ ‘the principal fact revealed” by the investi
gation of the Legislative. Committee into the charges of the 
Times is that the persons who wrote the articles against Miller 
are such that, upon their own showing, it would be unsafe upon 
their anonymous evidence “ to convict a hungry dog of having 
robbed a larder.”

No indeed! Eor a hundred reasons the newspaper press can 
never fulfil the office in question. I do not discuss here the 
services that may yet be rendered to the popular cause by ir
regular heterodox papers like your Weekly, the Golden Age 
and some others; but these, although eminent, are only tem
porary and transitional. The office of public instructor, of 
public and private counsellor, social, legal, medical, moral 
counsellor, is an office now vacant, and we intend to take pos
session of it. It is for this that we abstain from direct inter
ference in political action. For the essential fact in regard to 
this office is that it must of necessity be fulfilled by an organ
ized body. Isolated individuals can never adequately fulfil it. 
An isolated individual can give no sufficient guarantee even of 
good faith, to say nothing of competencey. It is having to 
seek for its instruction and counsel at the hands of isolated 
individuals, and mercenaries at that; the worst feature of all 
of our present anarchy, that exposes the popular mass at this 
day to the pretensions of a thousand impostors, who every now 
and then make them wade knee-deep in their own blood.

Now I could fain enlist the co-operation of your sex, especial
ly of the most advanced of your sex, and your own personal co
operation first and foremost, in this grandest task of the age, 
the organization of the new body of public constructors, des
tined to replace the present incompetent crowd of priests, par
sons, doctors, lawyers, art-profaners, sham scientific grubbers. 
The more because the positive doctrine recognizes distinctly 
that without the co-operation of woman, this body can never 
be formed, and especially can never- fulfil its office. Nay, 
more: woman is necessarily its right hand as well as its essen
tial inspirer. Science has to septematize our conceptions, all the 
way up from mathematics to morals. But whence do we de
rive the essential substance of our moral conceptions ? Whence 
but from the spontaneous aspiration of woman. Let science 
ever so perfectly septematize our moral conceptions, its septe- 
matization is finally valid only when it shall have been ratified 
by your sex, ever constituting as does the moral providence of 
humanity. It is not true that women must correct her sponta
neous aspirations by the light of science, save in a minor de
gree; the dominant truth is that speculation must guide itself 
by the feminine aspiration. Nor is this conception with us any 
mere sentimentalism. It is the sober conclusion of moral 
science itself, which it stands ready to make good against all cav
illers.

If it were not for making this letter too long, I would like to 
go on to paint out how even the question of the true relations 
between labor and capital, which seems on the face of it so 
fairly to belong to the temporal order, to be a question so en
tirely within the sphere of the civil government, is nevertheless 
not capable of solution independently of this grand problem of 
re-organizing on a basis entirely independent of the civil gov
ernment, the supreme function of public instruction. To do 
this I would have to tear to shreds unmercifully several pet 
propositions of the Labor Reformers, of the Internationals and 
of your own Cosmopolitical platform; you know how deep is 
my sympathy with the International Association. How my 
heart bounded with enthusiasm at that glorious “ communion 
of saints” we had at the Casino in Houston street on the day 
made a red letter day to me by the happiness of my first intro
duction to you. It is not a practical error or two in the 
programme of that association that can hinder or seri
ously mar that sympathy. Still it is humanity 
that you and I love, not the physical-toiler class separately and 
exclusively. We love the mechanic for the sake of the man 
beneath the apron. We feel sympathy with the blackened and 
hardened hand for the sake of the willing service it renders to 
our common mistress, and are but anxious that we also may, 
in our sphere of toil, render a service to Humanity that shall 
be at least as effective as his. But only the selfish demagogues 
whose love for the workingmen is nothing but an eager desire to 
use them as stepping stones to their own power; to be used, of 
course, as we always see all demagogues use power, as soon as 
it is once fairly in their grasp. Who -would expect that the 
men who have at the cost of great labor attained some positive 
knowledge should pretend to conform their ideas to the rude 
guesses of the crowd who know simply that they axe oppressed 
and ill-used, but by the very nature of the case, cannot have 
any real knowledge of the remedy. If is the true function of 
the thinker to enlighten the masses, not to flatter either their 
vanity or their vices-

My sympathy with the International, in spite of all mis
takes, springs not only from its being a fraternization among 
the several nationalities but from the demonstrable necessity 
of the working classes obtaining as such political power; a ne

cessity springing from the selfishness and narrowness of the 
actual governing classes, constantly stimulated as are both the 
selfishness and narrowness by the newspapers, and in attaining 
power the workingmen, taught by experience, and even, by re
flection, as we can see already, will modify their programipe, 
as I need not stop to show now, however,, because I shall be 
constantly returning to the subject in the pages oi the Weekly; 
almost the only journal in the United States that I can confi
dently rely on never to turn traitor to the cause of free inquiry. 
But the workingmen are necessarily,an. integ3:al element in the , 
new educational organization, if only as a back-ground of sup
port and influence. The social reconstruction, at all events, 
can be finally accomplished only by the free union-and eo-opee 
ration of the three elements: the Thinkers, women and. work
ingmen. This is the very center and core of tire positive policy 
announced by August Comte; and (without being in the slight
est degree comprehended) received by politicians and newspa
pers with sneers and derision, already giving place, however, 
to pale fears in the presence of so many unmistakable tokens 
of a final, nay, even approximate realization.

But what has all this to do with the Cosmopolitical Conven
tion ? Well, nothing, perhaps, very directly. It is simply the 
reason why we positively can take no part in it, notwithstand
ing our profound sympathy with its essential ends. It is not 
the practical errors in the programme that would keep us 
away ; these will spontaneously disappear in time. But the 
other work, really above as well as beyond all directly political 
action, demands of those who would actively engage in it a 
personal abstention from the activities proper to the lower 
sphere. Eor the most fundamental condition of all in the 
normal and perfected social order is the entire separation be
tween the edrxcational organization (Church) and the practical 
or industrial organization (State). To directly superintend 
practical affairs is one thing : to cultivate the ideal is another 
and very different thing. No doubt we want to bring the prac
tical chiefs under the infiuence of the ideal to the utmost pos
sible extent.1 But each order of functions must be free in its 
own sphere. Material power and wealth, the very things 
the practical direction deals with, -have no sort of function in 
the spiritual (educational) sphere, beyound the furnishing of 
certain material instruments; and indeed mankind has had an 
abundant experience of the inevitably corrupting influence of 
material power and wealth upon a priesthood, be its doctrines 
ever so sublimely pure, and an educational organization cannot 
help being a priesthood, whether it call itself so or not. Bjad- 
ical Reformers ought, moreover, to be above all superstition 
about a mere name. Let the sublime Religion of Humanity 
triumph ever so much over the dead superstitions of the past, 
we still must not go back to any form, of Theocracy. Positiv
ists, at all events, will protest against it in every shape to the 
bitter end.

We have perforce, therefore, to choose in which sphere we 
vdll act; in the higher sphere, the spiritual, the educational; 
or in the lower sphere, the material, the purely political. 
Those of us who care most for immediate results, which just 
because immediate cannot possibly be radical, will choose the 
political sphere. Those of us who are more for the ultimate, 
the Radical, the Ideal, will choose the Spiritual sphere. Very 
cordially yours, Henby Edgab.

Hannibal, Mo. , February 5, 1872.
Mbs. Victobia Woodhull: Through the kindness of one of 

your patrons I am permitted a perusal of your weekly issue, 
freighted with the progressive spirit of the age, with which I 
find myself by nature so much in sympathy as to occasionally 
(in my humble way) put forth a little canonading from a true 
radical standpoint. The social problem, however, is to me a 
little more difficult of solution. If I remember correctly, in 
your able Steinway Hall effort, yon endorsed tbe sentiment of 
a complete concentration of affection vffiereby the union and 
blending of tbe magnetic and harmonizing of the spiritual 
forces become perfect as tbe best and only means of obtaining 
the highest fruition of happiness in the matrimonial relation. 
Now if this proposition is true, which I believe, would not 
freedom of tbe affections tend inevitably to weaken and ulti- j 
mately destroy the union that would otherwise exist, thereby 
bringing to thousands the disastrous consequences of a total 
alienation of all attachment beyond tbe usual ties of friend
ship. And again, since the union in perhaps a large majority 
of instances, is only partial, and the intellectual status of man
kind at present precludes the possibility of its being otherwise, 
would not freedom of the affections be sure to produce disso
lution in a large majority of instances throughout the land ?, 
Who of us would be willing to assume the responsibility ? 
Again, aspvo ascend the scale of human improvement and per
fection of character, we can reach, in our imagination, a con
dition whereby our highest ambition and pleasure would con
sist in throwing aside all selfishness and unreservedly yield 
ourselves, souls and body, to the relief of suffering humanity.

In this condition only can we see how order and harmony 
would exist without the restraints of the law, or even the re
straining infiuence of individual will power. But do the 
masses appreciate a sentiment of this kind, or is it possible for 
them to appreciate it. Why then cast before them pearls, the 
value of which they know not, or treasures, the diadems of 
which they will trample under foot. Respectfully yours,

P. N.
There is no difficulty in solving the social problem if principles 

form tbe basis of our argumentation. But if we go about it 
in utter disregard of all fundamental truths, we may strive 
forever and never attain it. And it is because no definite prin
ciples are used, that so much confusion does exist among those 
who discuss the problem. The whole question lies just here : 
Have individuals the right to determine their love for them
selves, or have others the right to determine it for them ? If it 
is answered that the right exists in the individual, then the 
problem is solved. If, on the contrary, it is answered that it 
exists in others, outside of individuals, .then also is the prob
lem solved, since in either ease the way is very clear. But it is 
not answered either way by those who question the first an
swer. They denounce the conclusion as false, as horrid, and 
as everything that is bad, but they fail to say what their solution 
is. Hence we are left in tbe dark as to what they propose. 
They are like those who say, “Down with, the King,” without 
having anything to take Ms place.

Our views as to ultimate conditions may or may not be cor
rect, but principles are self evident truths. In them we can
not be mistaken. If freedom be right, it matters not whether 
it leads to monogomy or to universal love. There can be b.o 
question about the principle of freedom. There may be hon
est difference in regard to what the exercise of that principle 
may lead, therefore we should not trouble ourselves about 
what will come, but ought to be vigilant as to the .principles 
on which we base our action.
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EDITORS AND PROPRIETORS.

“ The Voice of the People,5’ will be found on the 4th and 
continued on the 10th page.

CONVENTION DELEGATES.

Will all friends of the new political movement who have the 
convenience, please inform the Committee of Arrangements as 
early as possible, how many delegates to the convention they 
will accommodate during the convention ? Address this office.

THE MAY CONVENTION.

In response to many inquiries we repeat that the Convention 
is to continue three days, the 9th, 10th and 11th. The 9th will 
be occupied exclusively by the National Woman Suffrage Asso
ciation, which, since women are for the first time to take steps 
for political action will permit them to take the initiative 
and to put ic rth the methods by | which they propose to 
meet the issues now before the people for settlement. This is 
also due to them because it is by their invitation that 
the other reformatory elements have been indue, d to come out 
of their political stupor and to take active measures to accom- 
plisn their reforms.

On the 10th the Convention will be. merged into the more 
extended sphere, and continued during the 11th, the suffragists 
acting in concert with all others for the formation of a new 
political party. Both calls clearly set forth this idea, and with 
the exception that the second, or the call responsive to the 
first, is somewhat more specific in its language, legitimately 
mean the same thing. In fact, there is but one call; but there 
were very many, who, not being active woman suffragists, could 
not legitimately sign the first, and desiring to inform the pub
lic of their proposed action, respond to the invitation of the 
National Woman Suffrage Association, by making a secondary 
call themselves stating that they proposed to join with the Suf
fragists. We state this thus explicitly, in order that the infer
ence may not be drawn that there is any difference between the 

.several movements which propose to combine into a grand one, 
and to fight it out upon the line that shall be agreed upon un
til victory shall ensue.

The enemy, always busy, have already started the impression 
that there is not entire harmony existing between the two calls; 
that some of the suffragists are fearful that the other reform 
will swallow suffrage, and make them but indifferent allies ; 
but no friend of reform need be told that their movements can 
never hope for success lacking the aid and support of women. 
Woman suffrage stands, and must continue to stand, at the very 
head of the list of desirable attainments. With it secured, 
all else would follow, since women are more deeply imbued 
with a sense of natural justice and equity than men are.

Associations and bodies of people at a distance, who cannot 
send delegates to the Convention, can be represented by 
friends residing here. Such should forward the proper cre
dentials to their delegates, or, in case they chose so to dp, to 
ihe Committee of Arrangements, who will assign them repre
sentation.

All the principal railroads have assented to the issuing of 
the usual half-rate tickets to the delegates, and the method by 
which this will be done will be announced next week.

To forward the duties of the Committee of Arrangements, it 
is desirable that all delegates intending to be present at the 
Convention send in their names as early as possible, and those 
•who desire to speak, their subject and the time required. All 
speakers should prepare their manuscript so that the entire pro
ceedings of the Cmvention may be correctly published, and

should not consume time to exceed thirty minutes— fifteen 
preferable.

No person will be excluded from the convention on the 
10th and 11th, as it has been intimated. Of course delegates 
alone wall be entitled to vote, a certain part of the hall being 
set apart for their occupancy The business of the convention 
will be transacted in its day sessions—the evening sessions be
ing set apart for set speeches, and an admission charged to the 
same. These arrangements do not apply to the proceedings 
of the first day—the 9th.

We feel constrained to say that the convention is an assured 
success, which will cause a quaking among the dry-bones of 
the old political parties, and carry consternation to our gov
ernors who have so long occupied the offices of trust and ex
cluded us from all participation with them. '

Let the people remember that this is to be the renewal of 
the Declaration of Independence in broader and more de
cisive terms than ever, and that a new epoch in the history of 
civilization wall date from this convention.

-------- ---------------
PEOPLE’S OONYENTION.

The undersigned citizens of the United States, responding 
to the invitation of the. National Woman Suffrage Association 
propose to hold a Convention at Steinway Hall, in the city 
of New York the 9th and 10th of May.

We believe the time has come for the formation of a new 
political party wffiose principles shall meet the issues of the 
hour, and represent equal rights for all.

As women of the country are to take part for the first time 
in political action, we propose that the initiative steps in the 
Convention shall be taken by them, that their opinions and 
methods may be fairly set forth, and considered by the repre
sentatives from many reform movements now ready for 
united action; such as the Internationals, and other Labor 
Reformers,—the friends of peace, temperance, and education, 
and by all those who believe that the time has come to carry 
the principles of true morality and religion into the State 
House, the Court and the market place.

This Convention will declare the platform of the People’s 
Party, and consider the nomination of candidates for President 
and Vice-President of the United States, who shall be the best 
possible exponents of political and industrial reform.

The Republican party, in destroying slavery, accomplished 
its entire mission. In denying that “ citizen” means political 
equality, it has been false to its own definition of Republican 
Government; and in fostering land, railroad and money mo
nopolies, it is building up a commercial feudalism dangerous 
to the liberty of the people.

The Democratic party, false to its name and mission, died 
in the attempt to sustain slavery, and is buried beyond all 
hope of resurrection.

Even that portion of the Labor party which met recently 
at Columbus, proved its incapacity to frame a national plat
form to meet the demands of the hour. (

We therefore invite all citizens, who believe in the idea of 
self-government; wrho demand an honest administration; the 
reform of political and social abuses; the emancipation of 
labor, and the enfranchisement of woman, to join with us 
and inaugurate a political revolution, which shall secure jus
tice, liberty and equality to every citizen of the United 
States.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Isabella B. Hooker.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.

Anna W. Spencer, Philadelphia, Penn.
You are respectfully requested to authorize, at your earliest 

convenience, the use of your name to the above call, address
ing your reply yes! or no ! to Mrs. Isabella. B. Hooker, 10 
Hubbard st., New Haven, Conn.

THE PARTY OP THE PEOPLE TO SECURE AND 
MAINTAIN HUMAN RIGHTS, TO BE INAUGU

RATED IN THE U. S., IN MAY, 1872.

We,'the undersigned citizens of the United States, believing 
the time has come for the formation of an entirely new party 
whose principles shall meet the vital issues of the hour purpose 
to hold a Convention in the city of New York, on the 9th 
and 10th of May, 1872, for the purpose of constructing a plat
form and considering nominations for President and Vice- 
President—the first so broad as to include every human right, 
and the last, the best possible exponents of every branch of 
reform.

Some of the reasons, which render this step necessary, are as
follows:

We charge on the present Gpyemment, that in so far as it 
has not secured freedom, maintained equality and adminis
tered justice to each citizen, it has proven a failure; and since 
it exists without the consent of the governed, therefore, that it 
is not a republican government.

We charge it with being a political despotism, inasmuch as 
the minority have usurped the whole political power, and by its 
unscrupulous use prevent tbe majority from participation 
in the government, nevertheless compelling them to contribute 
to its maintenance and holding them amenable to the laws, 
which condition was described by its founders as absolute 
bondage.

We charge it with being a financial and military des
potism; using usurped power to coerce the people.

We charge it with using and abusing millions of citizens who, 
by the cunningly devised legislation of the privileged classes, 
are condemned to lives of continuous servitude and want, 
being always half fed and half clothed, and often half sheltered.

Yvre charge it with gross and wicked neglect of its children, 
permitting them to be reared to lives of ignorance, vice and 
crime; as a result of which it now has more than five and a 
half millions of citizens over ten years of age who can 
neither read nor write. '

We charge it with having degenerated from its once high 
estate into a mere conspiracy of office-holders, money-lenders, 
land-grabbers rings and. lobbies, against the mechanic, the 
farmer and the laborer, by which the former yearly rob the 
latter of all they produce.

And finally we indict it as a whole, as unworthy of longer 
toleration, since rivers of human blood, and centuries of human 
toil, are too costly prices to be demanded of a people who have 
already paid the price of freedom; nevertheless, such was the 
price demanded and paid for a slavery, which, in point of 
human wretchedness, was comparitively as nothing to that 
which still exists, to abolish which it promises to demand still 
more blood and greater servitude and toil.

In view of these conditions, which are a reproach upon our civ
ilization, all persons residing within the United, States, regard

less of race, sex, nationality or previous condition; and espe
cially Labor, Land, Peace and Temperance reformers, and 
Internationals and Woman Suffragists—including all the 
various Suffrage Associations—as well as all others who believe 
the time has come when the principles of eternal justice and 
human equity should be carried into our halls of legislation, 
our courts and market-places, instead of longer insisting that 
they shall exist merely as indefinite, negative and purpose
less theories—as matters of faith, separate from works, 
are earnestly invited to respond to this call and, through 
properly constituted delegations to join with us, and in concert 
with theNational Woman Suffrage Association to help us to in
augurate the great and good work of reformation.

This reformation, properly begun, will expand into a pc - 
litical revolution which shall sweep over the country and 
purify it of demagogism, official corruption and party despot
ism; after which the reign of all the people may be possible 
through a truly republican government which shall not 
only recognize but guarantee equal political and social rights 
to all men and women, and which shall secure equal opportu
nities for education to all children.

Victoria 0. Woodhull, New York City.
Horace H. Day, New York City.
Anna M. Middlebrook, Bridgeport, Conn.
L. E. De Wolf, Chicago, Ills.
Ellen Dickinson, Yineland, New Jersey.
Theodore H. Banks, New York City.
Mary J. Holmes, Memphis, Tenn.
Ira B. Davis, New York City. i
Laura Cuppy Smith, Cal.
E. H. Heywood, Princeton, Mass.
Ellen Goodell Smith, Philadelphia, Penn.
Hon. J. D. Reymert, New York City.
Marilla M. Ricker, Dover, N. H.
Horace Dresser, New York City.
Marie Howland, Hammonton, N. J.
A. G. W. Carter, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Addie L. Ballou, Terre Haute, Ind.
Hon. H. C. Dibble, New Orleans, Louisiana.
M. S. Townsend Hoadley, Lynn, Mass.
R. W. Hume, New York City.
Martha P. Jacobs, Worcester, Mass.
John M. Spear, San Francisco, Cal.
E. Hope Whipple, Clyde, Ohio.
John Brown Smith, Philadelphia, Penn.
Col. Henry Beeny, New York City.
Elvira Hull, Yineland, N. J.
DanTW. Hull, Hobart, Ind.
E. G. Granville, Baltimore, Md.
Jonathan Watson, Titusville, Pa.
Mrs. S. H. Blanchard, Worcester, Mass.
Newman Weeks, Rutland, Yt.
John Beeson, Chapinville, Conn.
Mrs. B. W. Briggs, Rochester, N. Y.
George R. Allen, New York City.
J. H. W. Toohey, Providence, R. I.
Belva A. Lockwood, Washington, D. C.
Jonathan Koons, Taylors Hill, 111.
W. F. Jamieson, Chicago, 111.
Dyer D. Lum, Portland, Me.
Thomas W. Organ, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Mary A. Leland, New York City.
B. Franklin Clark, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dr. E. P. Gazzam, New York City.
William West, New York City.
Hon. C. C. Cowley, Boston, Mass.
L. K. Coonley, Yineland, N. J.
Moses Hull, Yineland, N. J.
Hon. John M. Howard, New Orleans, La.
Prof. E. Whipple, Clyde, Ohio.
Harvey Lyman, Springfield, Mass.
L. Bush, Jamestown, Term. »
Mrs. J. H. Severance, Milwaukee, Wis.
T. Millot, New York City.
Cornie H. Maynard, Buffalo, N. Y.
B. S. Brown, Buffalo, N. Y.
S. J. Holley, Buffalo, N. Y.
Harriet B. Burton, New York City.
Frances Kingman, New London, Conn.
Hannah J. Hunt, Delta, Ohio.
Fred. S. Cabot, New York City.
T. C. Leland, New York City.
S. T. Fowler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
John Orvis, Boston, Mass.
Carrie Lewis, Cleveland, Ohio.
Jane S. Griffin, New York City.
Michael Scanlon, New York City.
Joshua Rose, New York City.
Louise B. Flanders, Malone, N. Y.
Jane M. Wilson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
John Little, New York City.
J. T. Elliott, New York City.
Thomas Haskell, West Gloucester, Mass.
Mrs. A. E. Mossop, Sturgis, Mich.
D. B Marks, Hallsport, N. J. .
J. H. Severance, Milwaukee, Wis.
Josiah Warren, Princeton, Mass.
Jane Case, Oswego, N. Y.
Frances Rose McKinley, New York City.
Danvers Doubleday, New York City.
Dr. J. H. Hill, Knightstown, Ind.
Geo. R. Case, Norwich, Conn.
Alfred A. Smith, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Lu.cv Coleman, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mrs? Dr. Raymond, Syracuse, N. Y,
Mrs. George, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. S. D, Eobes, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mrs. C. B. Forbes, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. Orvis, Rochester, N. Y.
Dr. A. G. Wolf, Mystic River, Ct.
Emily B. Rood, Eredonia, N. Y.
Nathaniel Randall, M. D., Woodstock, Vt.
Thomas Marston, Philadelphia, Pa.
Otis F. Porter, Bridgport, Ct.
Seward Mitchel, Coonville, Me.
Thos. J. Schofield, Nephi City, Utah.
D. C. Coleman, Philadelphia, Pa.
Daniel Wood, Lebanon, Me.
C. S. Middlebrook, Bridgport, Ct.
Nettie M. Pease, Chicago, 111.
Angela T. Heywood, Princeton, Mass.
John Hepburn, Milwaukee, Wis.
W. H. Dibble, Middleton, Ct.
Ellen M. Child, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. H. Wescott, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mary J. Thorne, Philadelphia, Pa.
Alfred H. Love, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. B. Rogers. Philadelphia, Pa.
J. H. Rhodes, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa 
Lavina A. Dundore, Baltimore, Md.
Mercy Clark, Baltimore, Mcl
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Geo. F. Kittridge, BufMo, N. Y.
Seward Mitchell, Coonville, Maine.
William Hanson, Elmira, N. Y.
G. W Madox, Ellsworth, Me.
J. K. Ingalls, Yates County, N. Y.
D. Tarbell, E. Granville, Yt.
Lydia A. Schofield, Philadelphi, Pa.
C. Pannie Allyn, Stoneham, Mass. ,,
T. M. Ewing, Cardington, Ohio.
E. B. Foote, M. D., New York city.
O. L. Sutleff, Wooster, Ohio.
C. L. James, Alma, Wisconsin.
Milo A. Townsend. Beaver Falls, Penn.
Amy Post, Bochester, N. Y.
Henri/ T. Child, M. D., Philadelphia, Penn.
John M. Sterling, Kiantone, N. Y.
Jennie Leys, Boston, Mass.
Dr. E. Woodruff, Grand Rapids, Mich.
C. H. Pollok, New York City.
Frank Crocker, New York City.
Anna Kimball, Parker, New York City.
Note.—All who wish to unite in this great movement and 

who, in good faith, approve this call, will address in writing, 
with full name, to either of the above—who will immediately 
verify and forward to the undersigned for the Committee of 
arrangements in New York.

Tickets of Admittance to the Convention prepared for each 
Delegate, will be ready by the 8th of May—and to avoid con
fusion, no person will be admitted to the floor of the Conven
tion without such tickets.

Victobia C. Woodhull,
44 Broad street, New York. 

Or, B. Fbanklin Clabk, Sec’y Com.,
55 Liberty street, New York.

New Yobk, March 30, 1872.

We yield from our crowded columns space for a few of the 
names of delegates received, and not yet published.

Before the assembling of the convention we hope to print an 
extra containing the names and residences of all the author
ized delegates:

Jane B. Archibald, Washington, D, C.
Mrs. M. E. Otis, Damariscotta, Maine.
J. W. Stuart, Broadhead, Wis.
Edwin A. Teall, Buffalo, N. Y 
Thomas Evans, Buffalo, N. Y.
Miss E. Woodcock, Minooka, 111.
Solomon M. Jewett, Rutland, Vt.
Charles Coockett, Dexter, Maine.
Martin Smith, Dexter, Maine.
Elizabeth Ewing, Cardington, Ohio.
Josian Buxton, Minooka 111.
Charles Woodcock, Minooka, 111.
Richard Woodcock, Minooka, 111.
Miss M. A. Woodcock, Minooka, 111.
Miss J. Woodcock, Minooka, 111.
Ed. F. Blaekmond, Buffalo, N. Y.
J. Lewis Schrader, Buffalo, N. Y.
Stephen Andrews, Coonville, Maine.
D. D. Flynt, Dexter, Maine,
Fisher M. Clark, New York city.
John'M. Kelso, San Francisco, Cal.
Louis L. Bender, Buffalo, N. Y.
Thomas Richmond, Hancock, Yt.
James S. Gamage, Damariscotta.
Mary C. Hebard, Rochester, N. Y.
Eunice P. Smith, Coonville, Maine.,
Emily F. Tilton,' Coonville, Maine.
Chas. W. Hebard, Rochester, N. Y.
Mary C. Wight, Rochester, N. Y.
A. L. Gamage, Damariscotta.
Mrs. Georgie W. Gamage, Damariscotta.
Harry Smart, Buffalo. N. Y.
Robt. D. Whitney, Buffalo, N. Y.
Joseph Wharf, Damariscotta.
J. H. Ford, Geneva, Wis.
Frances A. Flanders, Coonville, Maine.
E. T. Pierce, Coonville, Maine.
Geo. M. Taber, Springfield, Ohio.
J. Raymond Tahnadge, Calumet Harbor, Wis.
M. McDonough, Buffalo, N. Y.
Charles Hauaden, Buffalo, N. Y.
--------Larrabee, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. L. G. Waterhouse, Sacramento, Cal.
Mrs. E. E. Gibbs, Sacramento, Cal.
D. E. Gamage, Damariscotta.
Mary J. Morrill, Coonville, Maine.
Hiram F. Magoon, Coonville, Maine.
S. L, O. Allen, South Newbury, Ohio.

; David Cocks, Pleasantville, N. Y.
Elizabeth G. Wise, St. Joseph, Mo.
W. H. Overocker, Buffalo, N. Y.
F. Todd, Buffalo, N. Y.
Elizabeth Valeria Ingram, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Angeline T. Gamage, Damariscotta.
H. S. Donne, Pottsville, Penn.
Geo. N. Bauer, Buffalo, N. Y.
2/Iort. D. Kenyon, Buffalo, N. Y.
Abram T. Gamage, Damariscotta.
Mrs. E. A. Burrill, Port Jervis, N. Y.
Cecelia Morey, West Winfield, N. Y.
Mrs. E. P. Woolley, Hammonton, N. J.
M. B, Randall, Hammonton, N. J.
Wm. E. Coleman, Richmond, Va.
Benj. T. Shewbrook, Buffalo, N. Y.
Geo. W. Irwin, Buffalo, N. Y.
William S. Flanders, Coonville, Maine.
Mrs. Geo. Pratt, East Granville, Vt.
Joseph P. Smith, Clayville.N. Y.
David Mills, Hammonton, N. J.
E. J. Woolley, Hammonton, N. J.
Charles Gamage, Damariscotta.
Holloway Latham, Noank, Conn.
Phebe Cross, New Lenox, 111.
Wm. T. Bailey, Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. McK. Gatchell, Buffalo, N. Y.
Willie E. Tracy, Afton, Minn.
George E. Tracy, Afton, Minn.

' James Pecard, Wis.
■ Mary K. Pecard, Wis.

Carrie Gade, New York City.
John H. Davis, Hyde Park, Penn.
Richard Harris; Williamsburg, L. I.
Daniel B. Hulburt, North Amherst, Ohio.
Eliza A. C. Hulburt, North Amherst, Ohio,
Ruby M. Pepoon, St. Kirtland, Ohio,
IV, Snow, Lone Rock, Wis,

Lydia D. Wheeler, Neosho, Mo.
Mary E. Burton, Neosho, Mo.
Win. Beales, Meney Creek, Minn.
Lemuel Parmley, Hammond, La.
Wm. Hopkins, Fremont, Ind.
J. H. Bemis, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Susan W. Bemis, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Myra N. Chase, Afton, Minn.
Prof. J. H. Cook, Columbus, Kansas.
Frances A. M. Cook, Columbus, Kansas.
Nulan M. Chase, Afton, Minn.
Leonard Newcomb, Afton, Minn.
L. G. Thomas, Lone Rock, Wis.
Mrs. L. G. Thomas, Lone Rock, Wis.
Mary Laten, Lone Rock, Wis.
Abby Newcomb, Afton, Minn.
Eliza Newcomb, Afton, Minn.
Mrs. W. Snow, Lone Rock, Wis.
W. H. Willis, Dixon, Ills.
M. A. Willis, Dixon, Ills.
Edith Mashier, Afton, Minn.
Flora Tracy, Afton, Minn.
A. Pepoon, St. Kirtland,’Ohio.
Rosetta B. Harlow, Cornville, Me.
George H. Gardner, N. D., ComviHe, Me.,
Mary F. Hopkins, Fremont, Ind.
E. Hovey, Buffalo, Mo.
J. B. Campbell, Springfield, Mass.
Jennie Latham, Cornville, Me.
George C. Waite, Cornville, Me.
James Ormsby, Milwaukee, Wis.
Geo. W. Pryor, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Lucett E. Pryor, Mt. Airy, N. C.
M. C. Cangar, Battle Creek, Mich. u;
Susie Rockwell, Battle Creek, Mick.
F. L. Willis, M.D., New York City.
Jane M. Willis, New York City. Hfc?
Ann Lemon Davies, Neosho, Mo.
R. Rice, Portage City, Wis.
Sophia E. Rice, Portage City, Wis.
Aleda Jones, Cornville, Me.
Alden Whiteman, Comville, Me.
Ellen Msybee, Portage City, Wis.
Lizzie Scott, Minneapolis, Minn.
P. E. Calling, New York City.
Mary D. Andrews, Bradford, N. H.
M. Milleson, Battle Creek, Mich.
P. Brinkerhoff, Battle Creek, Mich.
Mary L. Congar, Brttle Creek, Mich.
Mrs, M. J. Edison, Watseka, 111.
Sirs. Daniel Edison, Watseka, 111.
A. C. Edison, Watseka, 111.
Mary A. Ross, Cornville; Me. :
James N. Jones, Comville, Me.
John Woodsum, Newffeld, N. J.
Capt. E. P. Ely, Newfield, N. J.
Thorndike Leonard, Grafton, Mass.
Ruth A. Mills, Vineland, N. J.
Dr. C. Hawxhurst, Battle Creek,5" Mich.
J. K. Dearth, Battle Creek, Slick.
E. Stiles, Battle Creek, Mich.
Sirs. A. C. McDonald, New York City.
Wm. Rowe, Jersey City, N. J. R
B. S. Walters, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
H. Angusted White, Watseka, 111.
Sirs. F. A. Edison, Watseka, 111.
Ira Nevens, Cornville, Me.
John Curtis, Cornville, Sle.
Ckauncey Barnes, Athens, Ohio.
Sarah J. Swasey, Noank, Conn.
Oliver Gamage, Damariscotta.
Alary S. Latham, Noank, Conn.
Mrs. Adeline G. Priest, Damariscotta.
Slarcus Swasey, Noank, Conn.
C. H. Plumley, Buffalo, N. Y.
D. Hicks, Senora, Georgia.
E. G. Curtis, California.
John Southard, Pontiac, Slick.
Eloise 0. Randall, Hammonton, N. J.
O. Mills, Hammonton, N. J.
Chauncy Paul, Yineland, N. J.
D. M. Allen, South Newbury, Ohio.
Minerva L. Green, South Newbury, Ohio.
Col. H. Winchester, Lower Lake, Cal.
Hannah F. M. Brown, Chicago, 111.
George A. Bacon, Boston, Mass.
Nancy Brown, Pella. Iowa.
R. Carrall, Titusville, AIo.
Sirs. M. E. Wade. Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. C. M. Shaw, Pella, Iowa.
N. M. Strong, Eredericktown. Ohio.
H. S. Brown, M. D., Milwaukee, Wis.
Mattie J. B. Long, North Amherst, Ohio.
Hiram Bel den, North Amherst, Ohio.
Sirs. Belden, North Amherst, Ohio.
T. Hulburt, North Amherst, Ohio.
Nellie Hulburt, North Amherst, Ohio.
B. M. Lawrence, M. D., Clinton, N. J.
P. R. Lawrence, Clinton, N. J.
John Carnthers, Baltimore, Md.
James Frist, Baltimore, Md.
Helen 0. Easley, Baltimore, Sid.
Clementine Averill, Milford, N. H.
Mrs. S. 0. Averill, Milford, N. H.

ANNA DICKENSON AND “ WE, THE PEOPLE. ”

On the evening of the 19th inst., this distinguished lecturess 
spoke in Cooper Institute to a fair audience upon ‘ ‘We, the 
People.” Horace Greeley presided, introducing the speaker in 
a few words, which, when compared with recent writings of 
his as to how he should consider the advent of a daughter of his 
upon the rostrum, was, to say the least, remarkable ; that is, 
if anything from so wonderful a philosopher can be considered 
remarkable. Upon the platform was Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 
Kate Stanton, and Theodore Tilton, well-known woman suf-' 
fragists, who thus apparently indorsed the objects of the meet
ing, which previously were .well understood to be against the 
nomination of General Grant and in favor of the candidate to 
be nominated at Cincinnati. The introductory portion of the 
lecture consisted of a somewhat critical review of the various 
ills from which the country suffers, which she declared to be 
the result of political indifference on the part of the people. 
She argued, and rather conclusively too, that whoever neg
lects to attend to his—(forgetting her)—political duties, for

feits his citizenship. Political duties, she said, are as im
portant as any performed by the people, and they who neg
lects them were false not only to their own interests as indi
viduals, but also to the claims of society upon them.

She spoke at length of the extent of ignorance and compara
tive indifference with which education is regarded. Even in 
Massachusetts, which has the best system of common schools 
of any State in the Union, there were thousands of children 
who never crossed the threshold of the school-house door last 
year. On every hand there is pauperism, beggary and crime. 
“We, the people,” graduate many of our children in the 
schools ot vice and then punish them for being criminals.

She then asked the very pertinent question, “Who are the 
government?” and proceeded to answer that ‘ ‘ we, the peo
ple,” are in scarcely no sense the governing power; but that the 
heads ot the vast railroad corporations of the country con
trol all the important legislation. They are constantly de
manding more and more, and Legislatures and Congresses are 
continually granting it.

She discussed the caucus and primary system in vogue as 
the most corrupt of all possible things, consisting of, on the 
one side, of greedy office-seekers, and on the other of the ig
norant rabble whose first and last desire is the means of ob
taining their regular rations of whiskey; and altogether drew 
a forcible and correct picture of the means through which cor
ruption creeps into all departments of political and govern
mental action.

Up to this point we imagined she might be laying a broad 
basis for the application oi remediable principles; for the ad
vocacy of fundamental propositions about governmental re
form. Upon no reformatory stand had we ever heard a more 
favorable or promising introduction for thoroughly radical and 
reformatory propositions. We expected her to proceed and 
show how these things could be remedied. Having given a 
picture of the effects from which so much wrong and misery 
is experienced it was natural that she should explain her 
methods for'curing educational ignorance and indifference; 
the prevalence of crime and destitution; for abolishing the all- 
powerful railroad corporations, and for destroying the ills 
which corrupt the fountains of political power.

But just here the scene changed. From the Reformer she 
descended to the politician. From general principles she 
shifted to special movements. She overhauled the present ad
ministration in such a manner as must have induced thought
less people to imagine that it is responsible for all the terrible 
condition which she had depicted; and then as she came to 
the opposition movement—the Cincinnati Convention—to still 
further imagine it is to be sovereign remedy for all.

The one term principle and civil service reform are the great 
Panacea which shall heal all diseases of our political systems, . 
correct all the abuses of which she complained, and banish all 
the terrible pools of corruption and fraud; since these two 
remedies compose the stock in trade of the Greeley-Sumner- 
Schurz movement.

And why does the present Administration fear this proposed 
Cincinnati Convention ? Why does it not abuse and traduce 
the late labor convention and the woman suffrage conventions ? 
Because, in the first there is strength, and in the remainder, 
weakness. The old abolition party conventions carried dis
may into the then existing administrations. It had the ele
ments of power; and if but a hundred men and women were 
present, their action portended coming destruction. But the 
present administrators had no need to fear the men and 
women who meet in labor and suffrage conventions. There is 
nothing hut weakness in them. There are no principles at 
stake and in question, which gives them vitality. There is no 
danger to be feared from their action—a highly compliment
ary allusion, we take it, to those whom we have named as be- 
ing upon the platform.

We waited patiently to hear some word about equal suffrage 
and citizenship, but the subject was carefully avoided, though 
in an indirect way she several times gently combed the phil
osopher’s scanty hair, under which operation his “sorehead” 
evidently winced. She said she did not form one of the peo
ple, that she had no political duties. But she diligently neg
lected to say whether she desired to form one of them, or if 
she desired political rights. Upon these, to us, important 
points, she was. as non-committal as an experienced male 
politician.

It may he, however, that she is in the same condition that 
her former teacher in political economy recently announced 
himself to be in; he did not know the cure for the ills he had 
pictured, which, by the' way, were very like those she had 
painted, but certainly, we must confess, more powerful lights 
and shades and more vivid and life-like character.

It seems so strange to us that those who so well comprehend 
conditions cannot peer through and behind them and realize 
from .what they flow, as well as what would produce opposite re
sults. It cannot be possible that Anna Dickinson supposes 
that the vindication of the one-term principle and the adoption 
of civil-service reform will stop ignorance, crime, railroad 
monopolies and corrupt caucuses. And yet she presented no 
other method, and left her audience to draw the conclusion, 
after having carefully considered the inconsequent connections 
of her speech, that she really offered the best remedies she pos
sessed.

But considerate minds can scarcely fail to conclude that this 
is a purely politic move in the interest of a movement 
which, to say the most, simply proposes to substitute for one set 
of accomplished politicians who occupy executive offices an
other set not a whit better. The same Congress which has put 
all this unlawful power into the hands of General Grant, would 
have required Charles Sumner to execute the same laws. Gen
eral Grant has not demanded the enactment of these arbitrary
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laws which, as Miss Dickenson avers, are the methods of the 
soldier rather than the civilian. How is it that Grant is so 
much more the soldier than the civilian ? Did four years of 
war upset and remodel the long years of his previous civil life ? 
Nobody will pretend it. It, would, however, be doing an in
justice not to say that the effort of Miss Dickinson was a mas-, 
terly political speech, more able, convincing and effective, 
more chaste and elegant in diction, and evinced more compre
hensive intellectual grasp than did either of the 
male speakers at the recent mass meetings of 
the Liberal and Administration Republicans held 
at the same place. We could only wish that her talent could be 
available to the interests of humanity in a broader sense than 
is prophesied through the rather limited platform upon which 
the Cincinnati convention is to stand. In this, in principle, 
insignificient affair, she sinks all the demands and needs of her 
sex. She forgets that they are ■ in a still more degraded con
dition than are the negroes for whom she once pleaded so 
earnestly and effectively, and ignoring their petitions, she 
blindly hoists the flag of the party which will not listen, much 
less consider, whether women have any political status at all, or 
the laborer is worthy his hire, leaving the first to be the prey 
of the other sex, and the last to be the prey of privileged class
es—the railroad land and money monopolists.

-------- ---------------
ARE PERSONALITIES EVER JUSTIFIABLE ?

___ _ *
"And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but 

considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye.”
“ Woe unto you, scribes, pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows’ 

houses and for a pretence make long prayer: for ye make clean the out
side of the cup, but within are full of extortion and excess; for ye are like 
unto whited sepulchres, -which indeed appear beautiful without, but 
within are full of dead men’s bones and all uncleanness; ye outwardly ap
pear righteous unto men, but within are full of hypocrasy and iniquity; 
ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation 
of hell? St. Matthew xxiii.

“Moreover, if thy brother (or thy sister) trespass against thee, go tell 
him Ms fault.”—St. Matthew xviii, 15.

Without hesitation we answer, yes ! and to this affirmation, 
add: that they are, under certain circumstances, not only 
justifiable but often a duty, which if neglected or ignored, 
work either against the general public welfare, or that of the 
individuals concerned.

There are certain principles by which all individual and col
lective action should be governed. Those principles, if they 
are understood at all by the people, are almost altogether ig
nored by them in practical every day life. And where in in
dividual instances there is an attempt made to put them- to 
practice almost the whole world seems to be in conspiracy to 
defeat the purpose. Hence it becomes next to an impossi
bility for anybody to fully exemplify in practice the great rule 
of rights possessed and exercised and rights accorded and re
spected.

By no means would we have it understood, when we say 
that personalities are justifiable, that we. mean the adoption 
of the law, given, as the Bible informs us, by God to Moses 
“ an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,” and a mean act 
for a mean act; nor on the other hand do we, in its literal 
sense, believe when a person commits an invasion of another’s 
right, that the person so intruded upon is bound to offer the 
opportunity to commit the same offence again. Admitting, if 
the Bible Christian insist that we shall, that both those laws 
were given of God, it does not signify that they are always to 
remain in force; indeed, we' are told that the law given of God 
to Moses, it was found necessary to almost, if not quite, reverse 
in Christ’s time. Why then, shall it not be deemed possible 
that even the law of Christ may be necesssarily modified. 
The Law of Moses was one extreme of the rule of of life; 
that of Christ was the other extreme. It is fair to presume 
that the mean between the two extremes will eventually be the 
law. Moses law was entirely the law of force; Christ’s law 
-was entirely the law of love. The final adjustment of the two, 
the law of wisdom, will be the ultimate or third development 
of the rule of human intercourse.

We are verging on the age of wisdom. It is already begin
ning to be realized that love is not the highest law of order ; 
nor the broadest rule of life. The law of force and of love, in 
their generally accepted sense, is essentially selfish; people 
rule by force ; it is to carry out some • selfish purpose—some 
personal end; and if by love, it then is for the sake of a selfish 
gratification or purpose, or for some personal motive. Love, 
especially, is most emphatically selfish in its present form of 
acceptance. But when either force or love is made use of for 
the good of humanity ; when from the selfish and the indi
vidual the executive rises into, and merges with the humani
tarian and universal, then wisdom supercedes ; and it is just 
this step which representatives of advanced humanity are en
deavoring to take to-day.

It was necessary that this analysis should be made, that what 
■we shall say may not be misunderstood. We might, however, 
justify it by quite a different method, and one that is in com
mon practice. If a person steal material things, commit a per
gonal assault or trespass upon property rights, the law takes 
hold of the case and either restrains or punishes the offender. 
This, however, is not the legitimate method ; that consists in 
the community protecting itself against the despotism of indi
viduals who, by their acts, demonstrate that they are liable to 
trespass'upon other people’s rights ; that is if a person, Jey re
peated practices, shows a proclivity to steal, it is not only the 
right but the duty of society to take measures that will effectu- 

. ally prevent the further practice of such a proclivity.
Now carry this practice into the more refined departments 

«f life ; into the life and character of individuals, as well as to

their property and persons, and apply it there, and it would 
require that people who are continually meddling with 
what is none of their business, be so dealt with as to 
make it impossible that their efforts should be productive of 
barm. This is not the law of retaliation, but the law of pro
tection.

We have upon the rostrum in the columns of the Weekly, 
and in private conversation everywhere, advocated the rights 
of social freedom, which people choose to call free love, and 
since they so choose, we choose to accept it.

If it be any satisfaction to our enemies to call our principles, 
Free Love doctrines, ana us Free Lovers, we assure 
them we have not the slightest objection. Now, Social 
Freedom means freedom - in the Social relations, as well for 
the demon as for the angel; it means that each individual is 
entitled to determine for him or herself what love shall be, 
and declares their right to exercise it unrestrained, so long as 
they find consenting parties; in which practice nobody’s 
rights are encroached upon. It does not say that one person 
shall have full license to practice his or her love, or lust if the 
term better describe it, with or without the consent of the 
parties, being its object. It not only demands the most per
fect freedom on the one hand, but the most ample protection 
against tyranny on the other hand; of course this recognizes 
the rights of the most animal part of mankind to the use of 
their natural (powers, by which they have been entrusted by 
God, by virtue of their creation; but it ought not to be for
gotten that it also recognizes the same right for the most spir
itually refind. There is, as everybody knows there is, a regular 
line of progressive unfoldment in sexuality, from the lowest to 
the highest. Some there are who know nothing but passion 
in the sexual relation, while on the opposite extreme there. are 
those who are evenly balanced in all the divisions of human 
life—in the passional, the intellectual and the moral. Social 
Freedom recognizes all these various degrees of enfoldment, 
and while, according to each the legitimate expression of its 
condition, protects each from being compelled, against its 
will, to follow the dispotic dictates of any other.

But there are a certain class of people who, either in honest 
ignorance or in downright maliciousness, continually affirm 
that such a doctrine is an outrage upon virtue, and that we ad
vocate it in order to justify our practice of its lowest acknowl
edged degree, and not only that we do it for that purpose, but 
that we “are horrid women, who wallow in sensualism. ” Now, 
we have just as good a right to claim that we advocate social 
freedom for the purpose of justifying the practice of its very 
highest conditions, and it would be equally as legitimate as 
the opposite affirmation.

But what we do mean to sayfis, that whether it be the lowest, 
the highest, or the mean between them that our condition rep
resents, it is nobody’s business but our own, and we shall not 
stoop to explain it either to satisfy the curiosity of 
intermeddling hussies, the low vulgarity of the sensualist, nor 
yet the fastidious virtue of so called respectable society. It is 
simply none of their business. Our theory accords to each 
of these classes all the rights and freedom we claim, and they 
have no authority to demand explanations from us, nor we 
from them.

But, as we have said, certain classes of people—or we should 
rather say certain individuals, since there are but few peo
ple of any class who do not. have sufficient business of their 
own to attend to, to forbid giving attention to the business of 
other people—we say certain individuals have interpreted free 
love to mean a low and vulgar form of sensuality, and insist 
that we are special representatives of it in that form.

But mark you, they do not make these charges about us sim
ply as individuals, but as representatives of movements in 
which we are engaged, and by thus attempting to defame us 
to defeat the ends sought by the movements. They thus take 
their intended abuse of us out of the realm of pure personality 
and lift it into that of a general character, and we wish it to 
be distinctly understood that it is on this plane that we retort, 
if indeed we do retort at all, which until now we have refrained 
from doing.

We are engaged, for instance, in the cause of woman suffrage, 
and we advocate those methods by which we think it will be 
best advanced. Others, also, engaged in the same cause advo
cate different methods; and instead of stopping to show the su
periority of theirs, over ours, set about abusing us as Free Lov
ers, at the same time declaring that suffrage has no relation to 
free love. We ask them: Why, then, do you lug it into the con
troversy? They cannot even go to Albany to influence the 
Legislature in favor of suffrage without taking special pains 
to have it understood that they “ do not belong to that vulgar 
free love clique at all, in fact, that they have nothing to do 
with them;” which, by the way, was not required, since from 
the arguments presented; their hearers must have discovered 
that, without the allusion to free love. If the arguments they 
have at hand are not sufficiently strong to show the rightful
ness of their methods, they had better stay at home and con
struct others, rather than to drag in “ outside questions ” to 
be used for the sake of the prejudices it is expected they will 
invoke. And we mean all this for the good of those who 
practice it.

If these people would present the principles of social free
dom as we present them, we would thank them for every time 
they would make use of their power to aid their cause; but we 
shall object from this time out, to their taking these words 
away from their legitimate connection, and using them with 
their own definitions, or arguments to forward their plans 
and to damage ours. Suppose we are all they would have it 
understood we are, what would they have to do with a truth or 
a just method? A little more judicious consideration, 
Mesdames, if you please, and it will not only be more

becoming, but considerably more safe. You at least, shall 
not longer attempt to damage a cause by blackguarding itg 
advocates.

We make no objection to your holding your meetings; we 
even have and shall again, attend them; but you ought to 
think twice about your own glass houses, before you cast very 
large stones to damage ours; you may also advocate your 
methods of procedure, and if we find them superior to our 
own we will gladly adopt them; but you will be wise to not 
oppose our methods by your vulgar abuse of us personally, 
You are perfectly free to attend or to stay away from our 
lectures; but it will be a little more prudent for you to modify 
your vulgarity about us, of which you make use to prevent 
others from attending. And if by chance we should ever in
nocently call at the residence of any of you who are ashamed 
to have other visitors know you receive us, we beg you to be 
honest enough to decline admitting us, and if any of you think, 
from anything we have done, that we are revengeful women, 
we ask you to remember that we have patiently endured all 
your vile taunts ■and insinuations and innuendoes for two long 
years without a retort. Patience sometimes even ceases to be 
a virtue. We think it has become so in our case.

But we should never notice any of your malicious brutality 
and vulgarity if we did not know that all your professed sense 
of shocked modesty and outraged virtue is the most complete 
sham, the most pretentious fraud. As long as .we could we 
credited you with honesty and ignorance, but facts too palpa
ble have come to our knowledge to longer admit excusing you 
on that ground. We know why you denounce free love; 
you fear the exposures it would bring. You think by shutting 
off its growth that your own personalities, which you have such 
a horror of the world’s knowing, will be exposed to the purify
ing breath of publicity. Hence you desire to stifle our advo
cacy of the principle of social freedom, and to injure our in
fluence wherever, whenever and in every possible way you can.

You have put before the public everything in our whole life 
which could be raked up that was true, and finding that did not 
answer, manufactured facts to order ad libitum. What say you 
now to a slight change of programme—to the presentation to 
the public of what is known to be true of your own lives. Do not 
understand us to question the right you had to such practices. 
By no means. But it is not healthful either to your own or to 
public morals for you to hypocritically denounce in others 
what you privately practice or have practiced yourselves. 
You ought not to be permitted to steal and then go crying 
“ stop thief ” to direct attention from your booty and fasten 
the guilt upon others. When people see this done and do not 
expose the fraud, they are held to be accomplices with the real 
thief. Can you make the application of that suggestion ?

We earnestly desire to be excused from any and all part in 
everything having even the appearance of personality. Bnt 
we have no idea that the course pursued so long will now be 
suddenly changed. But so surely as time rolls on and the 
attempt to blacken us and thus to interfere with the principles 
we advocate continue, interpreting our theories to suit 
yourselves, and then holding us up as the exponents of such 
base interpretation, so surely shall we expose the hypocrisy of 
your pretentious virtue, by the fullest exposition of the facts 
of your lives, and if that be what it pleases some to denom
inate revengeful action, then we shall be revengeful. But we 
disclaim any such motive in advance; and in place of it declare 
that the sole inducement will be to make it for ever afterward 
impossible for you to effect any more harm by the practice of 
your proclivities for interfering with what is none of your busi
ness.

THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.— Continued.

Cleveland, Ohio, April 12, 1872.
Sister Woodhull: Having just read in the H. P. Journal, 

your letter to S. S. Jones, in which you have clearly defined 
your position in the general sense, and his remarks quite as 
clearly defining his, I felt as though I could not keep silent, 
and hope every one who stands with you will, as I do now, send 
you tokens of respect and appreciation, and more than this, 
a moral and sympathetic support to aid you to maintain the po
sition and standard yon have taken in the work of righting the 
wrongs the blaze of spiritual light has shown to exist in our 
whole social and political structure.

Thousands of weary souls, bowed down under a pressure 
that was crushing earthly existence, because, being compelled 
to exist and live in conditions not in harmony with their devel
opment—under laws and conventionalities not suited to their 
spiritual attainment, under laws and customs made to suit the 
convenience and immoralities of the rude animal spirit still 
ruling our whole social and political structure, took a new lease 
of life; and feel assured, dear sister, they all join in blessing 
the “ woman who dared” to say, what woman alone could have 
said, with any effect upon the masses, making questions that 
were before struggling in by-ways to be heard now taking their 
place as questions of importance and human interest and spir
itual welfare on the open field of public debate.

It cannot be otherwise than thus; minds will view your posi
tion and formulate it in perfect keeping with their spiritual 
attainment, and in doing this, each one is obliged to show his 
or her locality, and spiritive progressive attainment.

Spiritualism thus far, a light that shines into the mental and 
moral surroundings of humanity, has found millions able to 
comprehend the situation to that degree, and in their mental 
vision they were a decided and destinctive departure so far as 
theories were concerned from their old standards of mankind’s 
actions here, and their relation to the life beyond, and it is 
very gratifyng that even so many are thus able theoretically to 
see the mistakes that we were living under, and have boldly

t
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stepped out to battle against error in theories, but it cannot be 
expected for a moment in any fmind except those who refuse 
to see, that the effect this spiritual light has brought, will stop 
and always dwell in the field of theoretical action, and the in
troduction of facts to overthrow false religious teachings. Not 
by any means. It must push forward, and in the overthrow 
of false theories it must supplant false, social and political for
mulas upon which our whole social structure is built, with for
mulas that harmonize with the intelligence the new lights give 
us.

One thing seems plain enough to become an axiom—that our 
whole structure with all its social and political forms, are forms 
thst were but the deductions that grew out of false theories a- 
gainst which our spiritual guns have turned; that if the relig
ious theories of the present and past are false, all else must be 
false; therefore, all those who do not sustain the position you 
assume that “ both church and state are indivisable, are those 
who are still more or less under the powers of darkness and 
false theories of the past, not yet fully born out of them. This 
new departure is to me grand and significant, for it means the 
complete birth out of darkness into a glorious light and right
eous liberty, and must, in the end, overthrow the present false 
and immense standards, and in their place erect the temple of 
human justice and equality, according to individual soul needs. 
If to do this is a “New Disgrace,” please count me in its work, 
and in conclusion will say, what I have frequently said and 
wish to spread broadcast over the land, that in our wholesome 
structure, and all that is built upon it, there is not in a single 
plank or institution a moral one. It is false and immoral from 
top to bottom, and from centre to circumference, for it is whol
ly and totally built upon the selfish and wild animal spirit, and 
all who approve “ this new departure,” have still left in their 
natures the still governing spirit of selfish and immoral ten
dencies.

If the great mass of Spiritualists “reject your theory as per
nicious,” as Bro. Jones says, it only shows their relationships 
to still false and immoral action, and, as it stands, Spiritual
ists as a mass are are no better than the believers in old theo
logy, because they enter into all the schemes both of trade and 
political pollution, and have not in them yet enough of the 
leaven of this new life left to lift them out from immoral to 
to moral practices.

Free host and free hate are the offspring and the constant inter
change of society as it stands.

Free love, the child of the future, that which is struggling to 
rule in every department of human interest is the beautiful an
gel of light, which when, free lust and free hate take their de
parture, enters into the soul, and when fully incorporated in the 
heart of the masses will transform this world of wretchedness, 
crime and immortality into “the kingdom of heaven’’where 
alone dwells righteousnes and purity. And this is what Spirit
ualism and this new departure means to do; not in beautiful 
theories unacted; hot in poetic words and phrase, to cover over 
pleasingly vice and corruption, not alone in the comprehen
sion of laws and principles that govern the starry heavens, 
rocky formations, and the chemistry of nature, but in that 
grandest of all grandeur, the highest and most sublime depart
ment, the human soul and its relationships to one another, and 
the universe of life around, in beautiful action, in kind loving 
impulses, in good deeds, in unselfish'motives. And in the trans
formation, old things built upon false theories must pass away 
and the new departure and its spirit take their place.

F. Skinner.

Deab Victoria and Tennie : No excuse is asked for this, 
I have borne my indignation long enough, and now it bursts 
and I boil over. Fearing it will take too long for you to do 
so, I pen a line. Ere I knew the Weekly, the Religio P, 

^Journal was my favorite. I am sorry to say that I am fast los- 
ing “ my first love. ” The Journal is not content withallow
ing the introduction to its columns of low, vulgar correspon
dence, but we are treated editorially in anything but a spiritual 
manner when reference is made to a certain woman, Victoria
C. Woodhull, not “Woodhull Claflin Blood,” as ©ur “friend” 
of the Religio has it, issue of April 6, 1872. Were I to give 
rein to myself, I should certainly say something in keeping 
with the spirit of the Journal, and thus depart from one of 
your (The Weekky’s) aims. I am only too sorry that a jour
nal professing to be spiritual, should, by its own election, 
level itself with the secular press.

If any one doubts this, a perusal of the above number of the 
Religio-Philosophical Journal and the previous issue, will con
vince them of the justice of my strictures. As it will take a 
‘ ‘ long time to write or speak that which we are now ignorant 
of,” so it will “be a long time” before the Pioneer of Thought 
can be understood. Natural or unbiased minds are “ few and 
far between, ” comparatively, and we may not be surprised to 
find even an editor of a Spiritual paper giving plain signs of 
the non-comprehension of argument in favor of fundamental 
truths. If Bro. Jones fathers the “ arguments ” spoken of, I 
will say to him, asking his pardon for the reminder, to remem
ber that one can present argument but cannot give under
standing; a mild term, my dear sir, for brains. But if thou 
wouldst “hang thyself,” continue thy panderings to people’s 
prejudices.

Allow me, my dear Mrs. Woodhull, to conclude with an ex
pression of unbounded admiration of your labors in behalf of 
truth and humanity. Tens of thousands, no doubt, love you, 
who have not the courage or opportunity to communicate the 
fact. Geo. Hardcastle.

Quincy, 111., April, 1872.

WOMAN AND SYMPATHY. -

Western Lyceums would do well if they engaged Mr. W. W. 
Broom to lecture on ‘ ‘ Woman’s Power and Works, ” and on ‘ ‘The 
Law of Sympathy, from History and Experience. ” He is a 
speaker who is strongly recommended by Wendell Phillips. 
The Eastern Press has often praised him. His New York Lec
tures on the “ Richardson-McFarland Case ” attracted much 
attention, and were carefully reported by the New York Herald. 
His present address is, “W. W. Broom, Rochester Depot, 
Lonaire Co., Ohio. ” We hope committees will secure his ser
vices.

“IS SAUL ALSO AMONG THE PROPHETS?

Respecting an extraordinary case of Kleptomania, a recent 
Tribune editorial has the following : .

“ If Civilization had ever brought half the skill and energy to bear 
upon ihe making of a man that she has upon a machine, science 
would have comprehended and known how to to treat this 
disinherited child of nature.”

More than this; said “child of nature” need never have 
been disinherited at all. But this bringing “skill and energy 
upon the making of a man” is just what we call stirpiculture, 
and like any other science, the very first condition of its exist
ence and success is that/reecfom of experiment which the Tribune 
so bitterly opposes. The sentence, as it stands, is all we could 
ask, as far as it goes; but to it might have advantageously 
been added the following :

“ Further and better:—Science, unimpeded by church dog
mas, State tinkerings and social censorships, would have so in 
structed us in the laws of sexual attraction, conception and 
gestation, that children would be born free from uncontrollable 
and injurious impulses, and with inherent attractions for the 
true, the good and the beautiful. ”

[N. Y. Tribune please copy if it dare. ]
Anti-Procrustes.

Boston, March 29, 1872.
Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull,—Dear Madam: Courtesy 

compels the above address, while my heart dictates but the ten
derer one, beloved Sister. I can no longer withold the offer 
of my love and gratitude for the work, great and incom
putable, that you are accomplishing. This comes to you 
through tears of regret that even yet the world smiles and 
crowns with thorns those who are bearing crosses for humanity, 
yet through these tears, I look up with rejoicing that you so 
finely, bravely stand on the Calvary to which the Great Spirit 
has called you.

As little ready for your divine mission as unworthy the great 
truths you are proclaiming; as ungrateful as ever; as unmind
ful of the voice of God, whose omnipotent excelsior to man is 
not to be stayed by arrogant earth-cries; as doubtful ever of 
God’s guidance, the world doubts and denies you as it 
has all the reformers of the ages; until crowned with success, 
they are transfigured from Nazarene’s unworthy recognition, 
to very sons and daughters of God; then the world worships. 
But the infinite Father wills that you work on despite opposi
tion, scorn and neglect; and I know that for you, angel sent as 
you are, in place of doubt shall come divine trust; in place of 
calumniation shall come coronation, in place of rejection shall 
come from the world, glad acclamations of acceptance and the 
compensation of love universal and abiding for a leader, who, 
from one of the noblest heights of truth yet reached by human 
soul under angelic guidance, has so dauntlessly called to the 
struggling millions to come up higher into a fuller freedom of 
truth and love. And by all the world’s great need of reform, 
by the unutterable hope I have within my soul to aid in lifting 
up the broken lines of earth, in binding up the broken hearts, 
I bid you 11 God speed” on your glorious way, and by this ben
ediction that rises in my heart, you may know the sacred, fer
vent “ God be with you” that comes a benison from Heaven to 
you from my beloved spirit band.

0 may we all, brothers, sisters, toilers as we are in the white 
harvest field of the spirit, call to each other from whatever 
height we stand upon, with love and sympathy, and thus cheer 
and brighten the way to nobler ascents for each other forever. 
Sincerely Yours, With love and for the truth Jennie Leys.

ANSWER.
Jacksonville, November 27, 1871.

Mrs. Victoria Woodhull : I have just finished reading 
your abominable lecture on free love, as reported for the Mis
souri Democrat. Were it not for the crowds of men and women 
who hear you, and who probably will to some extent be in
fluenced by you, I would not concern myself so seriously 
about the matter. I would like to know if you believe the 
Bible ? If so, how do you interpret the 32d verse of the 5th 
chapter of Matthew ? and what do you think of the 19th chap
ter, reading from the 3d to the 10th ?

Another thought that I must suggest to you is the vast re
sponsibility you are taking upon yourself in leading men and 
women to hell by your actions and influence. Surely the 
spirit that prompted such words as those contained in your 
lecture is none other than that of the Evil One. You say you 
speak as one having authority in these matters. Where did 
you gain such authority? The “thousands of heart-broken 
men” who consulted you as a clairvoyant must have been wholly 
lost to all self respect before they would consult with a woman 
of your professed principles on the subject most sacred to 
right-minded persons—their marriage relations. The confes
sions of such men as these must have been could hardly invest 
you with unimpeachable authority.

It is women of your stamp who are most influential in pro
ducing domestic discord—women who are educated and gifted, 
and who can clothe their foul ideas in respectable dress, until 
the victims of their arts are thoroughly demoralized and ready 
to receive the atrocious ideas in all their monstrosity. Now, 
because I desire your salvation, I entreat you to search 
the scriptures, and thereby see what is your duty to 
yourself, humanity, and God, and let this thing of 
free love, as you call it, but which in reality is nothing more 
than the lust of the flesh severely alone. It will as certainly 
lead you to the regions of eternal wretchedness and burning, 
as it will to misery and contempt here. I send you this word 
of warning because I feel it to be my duty to rescue you if possi
ble, from the foul pit into which you have descended.

If you do not repent, and accept the mercy offered to you, 
I expect, in the great day of judgment, when the Judge shall 
say to you, “ depart from me thou worker of iniquity,” to say 
—Amen ! Yours, etc., Mrs. Sarah A. Higgens.

Our good sister Higgens is evidently somewhat in the shadow 
of ignorance about the social relations. We have forwarded 
her all the necessary documents to remove her into the light of 
knowledge, and hope she will not refuse to be thus transferred.

Philadelphia, April, 1872.
Dear Tennie Claelin: Your speech is both prudent and 

powerful. But yet you labor under a mistake, which destroys 
much of your argument.

Marriages are all natural; for none marry, who, at the time 
of marriage, do not believe that they either do or may love the 
other party. But many soon find out that they made a mis
take and then and not until then marriage becomes unnatural.

No law forces such unsuited, mates to remain together; for 
the law provides divorce. What then keeps such unsuited 
mates together ? Firstly, the cost and the sometimes unreas
onable conditions of the divorce laws. Secondly, public 
opinion, that spectral despot; and here, Madame, you have 
the whole cause of the social cancer in a nut shell: Let di
vorce be speedy, cheap, and respectable. People shall marry,

whenever they please. Do not say anything against marrying. 
But if married and they find out they cannot love each other, 
and they do not divorce themselves, then they become morally 
prostitutes.

This is the front you wish to make. Strike at the presen t 
divorce laws and you gain it. To fight marriage is simply to 
fight a shadow. If you need legal points against the divorce 
law to show its absurdity, let me know and I will furnish 
some. Respectfully, Van Tronk.

“People shall marry whenever they please.” Add to this the 
logical sequence that, people shall unmarry whenever they 
please, and we will quite agree with you. But when almost the 
whole world constantly carp at us because we claim that mar
riage is not necessarily a union for life, of one man and one 
woman, we are excusable for saying something against mar
riage as interpreted by them, backed up as they are ■ by the 
lexicographers, one and all. Change the definitions of mar
riage, to comport with the natural relations of the sexes, and 
we will say nothing against it. But if we should say nothing 
against marriage, why should we say anything in favor of di
vorce ? which is its opposite. If marriage as at present prac
ticed, has nothing fundamentally wrong in it, why must di
vorce be advocated to cure something which does not exist ? 
It seems to us that these matters are such as law has no right
ful control over. “ We would say as Pope makes “ Eloisa ” say 
to “Abelard”:

How oft when pressed to marriage have I said,
Curse on all laws, but that which love has made;
Love, free as air at sight of human ties 
Spreads his light wings and in a moment flies.

We do not, however, object to a law regulating marriage, 
any more than we do to a law regulating suffrage; but we do 
object to a law which virtually prohibits marriage, and for the 
same reasons that we do to a law which prohibits suffrage, 
since both interfere with the right of the people to the pursuit of 
happiness. It is one thing to protect each individual in the 
pursuit of happiness; but quite a different thing to prohibit 
such pursuit, or to say its course shall never change.

Philadelphia : 526 North Twenty-first street.
My Dear'Sister : This is the fraternal greeting by which I 

addressed thee a month ago, asking to be excused for the fa
miliar salutation from an entire stranger. As I learn thee 
never received that letter, I now take the liberty of again ex
pressing my heartfelt sympathy and interest in the great work 
of reform in which thee is so nobly laboring, which I could 
not have done had I not the assurance oi\tby friendly reception 
last Thursday eve. when introduced to iMe by our friend Mrs. 
Middlebrook. The loving kiss receivsR then assured me that 
my expression of sympathy may not be anj> intrusion. I will 
quote from my first letter, as that was written under the fresh 
inspiring gratitude of a full and tha-afenl soul for the noble 
utterances it had just drank in. I said, i|have just read “ The 
Principles of Social Freedom, ” which thrilled my soul with 
gratitude for the noble spirit willing to advance such ideas ; 
and I venture, in an humble way, to give a “God speed” to 
thy noble mission, and a “ grateful reverence ” to the dear 
woman willing to brave the condemnation and scorn of many, 
yet dauntless in her expressions of the high and holy truths 
presented to her. It is not a matter of wonder that a large 
portion of the people are not prepared for such radical inno
vations on the customs of society; but was the world ever pre
pared for any great reform, or appreciated the reformer 
until some noble spirit, standing at the helm, guides the 
soul of humanity into the haven of a higher life ? 
Though 1800 years have passed since Jesus blessed man
kind through his mediumistic powers, I doubt if here 
to-day he would be tolerated any more than others who, 
like him, are blessing the world by their ministrations. 
Since thy election as President of the National Association 
of Spiritualists, I have read all I could of thy teachings. I was 
delighted with the lecture on “Children, their rights and 
privileges,” and thy address to Spiritualists; then when thee 
spoke in our so-called city of “Brotherly Love,” a few weeks 
since, how glad was I to gaze upon thy face; tho’ not having 
the privilege of pressing thy hand, my spirit went forth silent
ly to greet those noble utterances for the rights of woman, and 
after reading “ The principles of social freedom,” I must con
fess my whole soul thrilled with the grandeur and nobility of 
the truths contained therein, until I wept tears of loving grate
ful tenderness toward the author of them, and of regret that 
those who so harshly condemn can not see the light from the 
bright mountain top whereon she must have risen to have con
ceived such unselfish and heavenly attainments. Though I 
can not yet accord with all the views held forth, yet thee pre
sents them in a light worthy of deep thought. Thy definition 
of “ free love” is so freighted with divine expressions and sub
lime truths, that I feel they are indeed 1 ‘ words fitly spoken, 
like apples of gold set in pictures of silver,” and worthy to be 
treasured in the inner sanctury of every living heart. The 
world is not yet prepared for their fulfilment; but all honor 
to the Heaven-born courage that will bravely utter such senti
ments and with language clothed in such purity that its spirit
uality must be felt by all who will listen or read.

It seems to me this social question needs a great moral cour
age, combined with a deeper purity than any reform 
the1 world has ever known; it is because it concerns every 
man, woman or child in their highest, holiest and most sacred 
relations of life, and that a woman should have seen its approach 
and heralded its coming, is a cause of joy, while for those who 
condemn and seek to injure she came in the fullness of divine 
love break forth that hoty prayer, ‘ ‘ Father . forgive them, for 
they know not what they do.”

Press forward in every good word and work, dear sister, 
cheered by the guidance of the dear angels and that beautiful 
promise given from “on the heights” by the loving Jesus, 
“Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and persecute you 
and say all manner of evil against you falsely for my sake.”

Many living hearts are thanking thee for uplifting the veil 
to the world’s dim vision of . this exalted freedom of love, 
though it rejects and scorns it now. Falter not (though thy 
path is often “ weary and heavy laden” with human denunci
ation), in casting upon the waters of life this picture of per
fected and heavenly love. “ Like bread cast upon the waters 
it will return after many days” to bless and brighten the lives of 
humanity. ...

Excuse my Quaker style of addressing thee, I use the plain 
language it is most natural to me and more expressive of my 
feelings. I am a birth-right member of the “Society of 
Friends,” but Spiritualism is the religion of my convincment 
and adoption.

I beg pardon for intruding so long a letter upon thee. I will 
send it by Mrs. Middlebrook, our friend and sister, whom I
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learned to love during the last month. She is a beautiful 
speaker and noble woman.

With a happy New Year’s greeting, and the hope that the fair, 
white pages of the coming year will bear a noble record to 
heaven of the good work accomplished; and with another as
surance of my soul-sympathy flowing toward thee in every 
good word and work, I am, fraternally and cordially, thy 
sister in the cause of truth, Lydia A. Schofield.

Will thee please accept these pictures of our dear Lucretia 
Mott ? They are the earliest and latest taken of her—the first 
about the age of 40—the last only a few months since. Beau
tiful in youth, and just as beautiful near the golden setting of 
her earthly life.

Thee may have her pictures, but I felt that I would like to 
send thee these. L. A. S.

THIEYES AND BOBBERS.
Mendota, La Salle Co., HI., March 18, 1872.

(1.) The products of a person’s labor may be taken from 
him without his knowledge or consent, without the actor incur
ing the moral turpitude of theft or robbery; as when a full and 
just equivalent of the product taken, has been left for the own
er, in its stead. (2.) The products of a person’s labor may be 
taken from him with both his knowledge and consent, and yet 
the actor incur the moral turpitude, both of theft and robbery; 
as when one party, in the exchange of products, supposes that 
he is receiving the eqivalent of his product, while he is not, 
and the other party knows that he is not; or, as when one par
ty is so situated that he must consent to accept less than the 
equivalent or do worse, while the other party in exchange 
knows that he is receiving, of others products, more than he is 
giving. (3.) The substance of these two propositions may be 
thus stated—The essential element in the turpitude of robbery 
er theft consists in taking the products of others, without giv
ing the equivalent. (4.) Whether the instrumentality used in 
effecting this, may be a larger brain in the market, or a strong
er arm in the. forest, morally the fact is the same. (5.) A man 
who has in his possession thousands of times more of the pro
duct of others than it is possible for one person to have pro
duced, must of necessity have what he has not a righe to, if 
proposition No. 3 be true: provided that the act may be per
mitted by the government for a limited time, as for one life
time, as a bonus or premium to promote some publin good, af
ter which it should revert to the public.

The remedy. Impose a tax of from one to eighty per cent, 
on incomes.

How appropriated. First,—Pay the national debt; Second,— 
With this income tax, and a direct tax, purchase all the land 
individually owned within the United States, at a full and just 
valuation; excepting homesteads of perhaps ten or twenty acres; 
taking perhaps fifty years to finish the work. ‘ ‘ Free soil. ”

To carry out these^and other ideas, it is proposed to organize 
another political party. James Adaje,

--------
{ 'political.

WORK FOB/Ae CINCINNATI REFORMERS.

PEACTIOAD SUGGEST IONS EKOM A PBACTICAL MAN.

Gentlemen : As a citizen, therefore a sovereign, I have a 
personal interest in all movements which make or mar the 
common weal. My rights are equal to those of any other citi
zen, and no more—in or out of office, in or out of your Con
vention. Inasmuch as your action must affect me as an in
tegral part of the nation, and as you are not a legal body with 
power to enact organic law, or statute; and, therefore, bind me 
without my consent, and as you exclude me by the terms of 
your (ML, I address you and the country from my standpoint 
of citizen and student of the present status and tendency of 
my country.

Five sets of national candidates are now in process of in
cubation—have an embryonic existense—may be actualized. 
This is proof of great difference's of opinion on national topics 
—wide-spread dissatisfaction with men and measures—of a 
disintegrating process, dangerous to the civil and social com
pact; it is now confusion; it may be revolution and chaos.

Other conflicting elements further complicate the functions 
of government, and increase the peril. It will not do to cry 
Peace ! Peace!! when there is only antagonism and conflict; 
the very conditions and causes of insurrection and convulsion.

Your responsibilities are in the leaders of these divisions 
of opinion—and especially on that branch now disintegrat
ing the dominant party, adding to the confusion, and propos
ing to construct a new party of reform and progress on the 
same basis, and out of the materials of the old party.

I will not, at this point, impeach your motives, self-consti
tuted leaders as you are, having assumed your position without 
consulting the people. But a blind virtuous impulse is no guar
antee of a scientific thesis of government, or practical methods 
of administration. The demand of the hour is : What do you 
propose to do now—do you propose to do—and what guaran
tee do you propose to give more than your illustrious prede
cessors have given, and which ever have been ropes of sand ?

Your call was a blunder, and shows lack of fitness for your 
self-imposed responsibilities; that you do not appreciate the 
situation, or you wilfully suppress it. That call should have 
been general, and without any specific declaration of prin
ciples. The situation demands a convention of the people— 
a committee of the whole on the state of the Union. Your call 
is essentially partizan; usurps the prerogatives of the conven
tion, and contains nothing new except Civil Service Reform— 
which you propose to carry out with a slight variation from the 
Grant party, which anticipated your movement in its annun
ciation.

AU other questions were left just as they were. If you mean 
reform you will take the measures necessary to reform, among 
which you may find the following:

1. No slate, prepared beforehand, should be tolerated in the 
©onventien one moment.

2. The convention should announce a thesis and a method.
3. It should compel the candidates to give a thesis and 

method.
4. It should give the country the best, materials, regardless

of antecedents, services, claims, availability, position or any 
other consideration, except that of supreme statesmanship.

To accomplish these essential and important objects each 
person who allows his or her name to be used by the conven
tion, should be required to go before the convention with a 
thesis and method anterior to any declaration by the conven
tion. This will give the convention not only an opportunity 
to judge the men, bnt to construct a platform; and it will give 
to the country the means of judging both the convention and 
the candidates.

2. The candidates should be pledged not only to “ civil ser
vice, ” but all other reforms, so as to reduce the expenses to the 
minimum and increase the benefits to the maximum. You 
owe this to yourselves, and to the country. We are entitled to 
the best men whether in the hovel or a palace. The place to 
begin “ civil service reform ” is in your own convention. The 
people will then have reason to hope it will be carried into the 
Government. But if you ignore your own doctrine, our hopes 
are blasted. This is what I fear yon will do.

Conventions construct platforms, which mean anything or 
■nothing, and then make availibility the condition of standing to 
them. The animus of this movement is to beat Grant. The argu
ments “ Civil Service Reform,” a shade^of difference, all other 
questions .stand as they were. That personal ambition and 
pique enter largely into tbe contest is apparent. The press and 
leaders give us nothing new on the old issues. Finance, tariff, 
free-trade, land reform suffrage, class legislation, labor and 
capital, revenue and taxes. The eternal Indian muddle stands 
as monuments of incompetency in politicians. They do not 
even know of the most important movement of all the ages, 
graduated tax the regulator of production, accumulation and 
distribution, on equitable principles, which will stride like a 
giant throughout the land, crushing out all opposition. In my 
office are 3000 names to the petition in a single Ward in the 
in the City of New York, (Ward 17).

The men who lead this movement have had charge of the 
questions for years, and up to this time have exhibted no symp
toms of a high order of statesmenhip, have given no proofs that 
they understand the great questions demanding solution, or that 
they are entitled to hold the reigns of government, any more 
than those whom they would expel.

They are the same men who selected Grant, for availability, 
and now propose to select another man for availability to beat 
Grant. They acted on false principles then, they propose to act 
on the same principles now; “Civil Service” is a veil of gauze 
covering up alike their intentions and defects. They were, 
mistaken before—they may be now. Is there not a necessity 
then for such rules as I have adduced ?

Are these leaders willing to retire to private life ? Having 
failed to guide the ship of State safely, is this a reason why 
they should insist on holding the helm longer ?

How many of them are not seeking office ? How many o7 
them will lay down their purse-on&l ambition on the altar of 
their country? How many who would not make gigantic 
efforts to sit enthroned on the necks of the people ?

The average politician is of average morality. A change 
from one man to another of the same class, will be no guaran
tee of improvement. It cannot make Statesmen om of politi
cians, honest men out of political kleptomaniacs.

Let the true Reformers in all conventions organize and in
sist on applying civil service reform to the Presidential candi
dates who are to execute this new role, and to all other candi
dates for popular suffrage. Administer the medicine at home.

J. B. Wolxe,
510 Pearl street, New York.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES.

From the New York Herald of Sunday, the 21st inst., we 
copy one of the most remarkable indications that have as yet 
appeared in the political horizon. The article itself is a most 
powerful argument in favor of the movement in which we are 
engaged, but it is not more remarkable than the fact that it 
should have a place in the New York Herald, which apparently 
is so earnest an advocate of the re-election of General Grant:
Henry Ward Beecher for President—A New Religio-

Political Party to be Formed in New York—Henry
Ward Beecher Proposed as its Candidate fob the Presi
dency of the United States.

To the Editor of the Herald:
It has been announced and it is now generally understood 

among the more radical and progressive classes throughout the 
United State that a National Convention of the various bodies, 
organizations and movements which represent the revolution
ary spirit of the country, as relates to political, social, relig
ions, and educational reforms, is to held in Steinway Hall, in 
the city of New York, the 9th and 10th of May proximo. The 
object for which the Convention has been called is a purely 
political one, namely, to form a coalition, if possible, of all 
those classes of citizens everywhere that are devoted more to 
the principles of justice, of truth, of freedom and equal rights 
than to the success either of the Republican or the Democratic 
parties; and in case the Convention shall agree upon a definite 
course of political action to be pursued, to nominate candidates 
for President and Vice President of. the United States for the 
next Presidential term.

The Convention referred to is expected to be composed, of 
representatives of the following organizations, viz.:—The 
National Labor Party, the International Workingmen’s Associ
ation, the Woman Suffrage party, the Temperance party, the 
Peace party, the Spiritualists, the Liberal or non-Evangelical 
Christians, the Free Religionists, the Free Thinkers, the Free 
Lovers, the Land Reformers, the Socialists, Communists, Pos
itivists, Harmonialists, etc. Now, the question arises, “How 
or upon what theory is it expected that a convention represent
ing such a variety, if not a diversity of ideas, will so far fra
ternize, fuse and consolidate as to come to an understanding 
that will be satisfactory to the different elements composing it, 
promote the ideas they respectively represent, and secure the 
eateest and undivided support of all the elements thus repre

sented in the present political campaign ? How is such a con
vention to agree upon candidates who would represent so many 
reforms or movements? Who will tbe candidates probably 
be ?”

Each class of voters represented in the convention may be 
supposed to have its favorite exponents, its great champions, 
leading spirits and ideal representatives of what it conceives to 
be the important issue of the times, and whom it would prefer 
to have as the Chief Magistrate. For instance, the labor party 
has already nominated Judge Davis, of Illinois, as its choice, 
and it may be unwilling to drop him and go for a coalition can
didate. Then there are the Internationals, with their favorite, 
whoever he may be—may be Wendell Phillips. Next, tho wo
man suffrage party may clamor to have Mrs. Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton or Theodore Tilton or Victoria C. Woodhull nominat
ed. The temperance party may urge the nomination of George 
Francis Train or some other temperance champion. The 
Spiritualists may want Andrew Jackson Davis or Robert Dale 
Owen, and the other factions, likewise, may each have their 
champion and leader, to be nominated if they can. Here, then, 
is a probability of a very wide difference of honest opinion 
coming together, and an opportunity for disagreements, 
schisms, confusion, and defeat of the objects in view, unless 
the wisest counsels are allowed to govern, and a spirit of con
cession and of mutual support and dependence prevail in the 
sessions of the Convention. The individuals above named are 
known to the public as the exponents as the special phase of 
radical thought and reform. If any of them should be nomi
nated at the New York Convention, it is, to say the least, 
doubtful whether they would receive the undivid
ed support of the different factions or bodies to be 
represented in the Convention. Indeed, it is not 
improbable that the nomination of any of them might 
result iu some of the parties to the convention entirely 
withholding their allegiance and support to the nominee and 

> the new party, and thus endanger the success of the whole 
movement. It seems to be plain that some sort of compro
mise will have to he effected before a candidate can be se
lected who would stand any chance of election or of receiving 
the whole vote of all the classes holding the convention. Now, 
the course which a wise policy would indicate in such a state 
of things as the one most likely to meet the exigencies of all 
classes, would be not to press the nomination of any person for 
the Presidency who is notoriously identified with, or the recog
nized champion of any special phase of reform, for the reason 
that such persons, however good and competent they may he, 
are generally unpopular, distasteful and obnoxious to the pop
ular mind. The convention should select a candidate who is 
friendly and tolerant, or at least not unfriendly and intolerant, 
to the various ideas animating the new party, and one, if pos
sible, who is well and favorably known to the public, and to 
whom, if elected, the people would look up to with confidence 
and respect. As fulfilling these requirements in an eminent 
degree—greater, perhaps, than could he found in any other in
dividual—may be named

MR. HENRY WARD BEECHER, OF NEW YORK.

Mr. Beecher’s character, abilities and fame are world wide, 
and would in themselves be a tower of strength to any party 
that would choose him for their candidate. His history and 
antecedents are known to everybody. His influence is already 
felt over the civilized world. His sermons, lectures and 
speeches have been more widely and generally read the. past 
twenty years than the utterances of almost any contempora
neous public teacher. Furthermore, Mr. Beecher is a liberal- 
ist, in his views and teachings. Some would consider him 
very radical. He, for instance, has from his own Plymouth 
pulpit endorsed the Internationals and eulogized the Paris 
Communists: he has admitted the main points of Spiritual
ism ; he has surrendered the infallibility of the Scriptures, or 
dogma of plenary inspiration; he repudiates the doctrine of 
eternal punishment; he favors woman suffrage and the equality 
of the sexes; he is the patron of temperance, peace, toleration, 
progress. In a word, Mr. Beecher is a man of reasonable 
ideas, honest and frank, possessing a mind open to the convic
tions of reason and truth and the intuitions of his soul. Of 
his devotional nature it is quite unnecessary to speak.

Taking this view of the New York Convention and Mr. 
Beecher, it is questionable whether there is a person in the 
United States who combines in himself so many of the ele
ments of success as a candidate for the Presidency as Mr. 
Beecher, and who would at the same time represent to an equal 
extent tne radical and progressive character of the proposed 
new party. Perhaps the strongest opposition to the nomina
tion of Mr. Beecher would come from the anti-ecclesiastical 
class, for the reason that he is a Christian minister, and that 
his church proclivities might bias his judgment in favor of ec
clesiastical laws and measures to the detriment of the cause of 
justice, freedom and religious liberty. But it will be well for 
this class to remember (and the writer of this is of that class 
himself) that Mr. Beecher is not a narrow-minded bigot in re
ligion and morals, but reasonobly liberal and moderate in his 
views, and, furthermore, that no anti-Christian or infidel can
didate would, if nominated, secure one-half the support from 
the people of the United States which Mr. Beecher would. If 
the New York Convention nominates a man or woman for 
President who is the representative of some “one 
idea, ” unpopular, incomprehensible and distasteful 
to the people at large, the result may be the 
signal defeat of such candidate and party, and the cause which 
will he made to sustain the shock will be injured, perhaps, re
tarded for years, instead of promoted. In the estimation of 
many people there is a certain degree of odium, of unpopulari
ty, a lacking of respectability, which attaches for instance, to 
the agitation of woman’s rights, spiritualism, skepticism, free 
love, sexology, etc. The several reforms are now making rapid 
progress in revolutionizing public opinion; but, should the de
votees of these reforms run a candidate for the White House 
solely on these issues, there is no probability it would meet 
with anyihing but defeat, and the cause, as well as the candi
dates, would be made the butt of partisan abuse, calumny, mis
representation, ridicule and reproach. These reforms are too 
young and yet too tender to endure the giant kicks and bruises 
they would inevitably get in a contest with the brute forces of 
politieal warfare during the "excitement of a Presidential cam
paign. What utility or -vyisdom would there be in running the 
gauntlet of popular condemnation when nothing can be gained, 
but much may be lost ?

On tho contrary should Mr. Beecher receive the nomination 
of the New York Convention, that gentleman would stand a 
fair chance for election next November. The only point of 
difficulty about the matter will be whether the new party could 
frame a platform of principles which Mr. Beecher could con
scientiously accept and stand upon. Unless the proposed new 
party make some such compromise and such a nomination as 
is herein indicated, the chances of the new party for political 
power would seem to be a forlorn hope. Can the several fac
tions which the new party is to embrace make the necessary 
concessions, sacrifices and compromises, which the success of 
the movement and the necessities of the case demand ? Can 
Mr* Beecher reciprocate in like manner, and accommodate
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himself to the exigencies of the times and the progressive spirit 
of the party that, possibly may thus choose him as the candidate 
or the Presidency of the United States ? Can the proposed new 
political coalition place upon their ticket the name of any man of 
equal strength and popularity which would in the least degree 
represent the principles and spirit of the party ? What other 
person could the new party begin to elect in the present cam
paign? Would Mr. Beecher, even if defeated as the candidate 
of the new party, suffer any loss, either politically, socially, or 
morally, by accepting such a nomination? Would not he, and 
the new party also, be strengthened, consolidated, and made 
more powerful for the future, even should such a nomination 
fail of election next fall ? The writer of this frankly admits 
that Mr. Beecher is not his first choice. He could name sev
eral persons whom he would prefer should occupy the Presi
dential chair; but he knows very well they would stand but a 
very poor cnance for election, even if nominated by the Con
vention. As long as we cannot at present elevate to the Presi
dency the persons who would be our first choice, let us 
de the best we can in that direction. None of the existing 
political parties in the United States can nominate a candidate 
who would answer the make-up of the proposed coalition near 
so well as does Mr. Beecher, and if he be not the beau ideal of 
the new party, he is much nearer to it than any Democratic or 
-Republican candidate will be. If the New York Convention 
nominate Mr. Beecher it would, at any rate, be taking a step 
in the right direction, and with it a fair prospect of a popular 
campaign and final success. Both the Democratic and Repub
lican parties are in a state of rapid decomposition and dissolu
tion. Let the live, progressive, but at present despondent, 
members of those parties unite with the new national party to 
be formed at the New York Convention next month and nomi
nate a popular, progressive man like Mr. Beecher for Presi
dent, and the next 4th of March he will be inaugurated Presi
dent of the United States. E. P. B.

Buooklvn, N. Y., April 17, 1872.

WOMEN ON THE TOWN.

In looking over the files of the Banner of Light, in a number 
of date 27th February, 1869, we find an article under the above 
caption, which seems so apropos in the present that we repro
duce it here. Especially do we commend to the consideration 
of our readers the paragraph in which the Banner prefers that 
better term, at once broad and comprehensive—Human 
Rights:

“Abandoned women”—that’s the phrase in common par
lance. Abandoned of whom? Not of God; for owning, lov
ing all, “his mercy endureth forever; ” not of Jesus, for from 
that pure, affectional soul there still comes the gentle words, 
“neither do I condemn thee—go and sin no more;” not of 
the angels, for there continues to be “joy in heaven,” when, 
through angelic pleadings and intercedings, an erring one is 
brought to repentance; not of the spirits of the “just made 
perfect, ” for they delight to minister to the least and lowest 
for redemptive purposes ; not of philanthropists, or reformers, 
of the good or the true. Abandoned of whom ? If by any
body, by those passional men instrumental in their temporary 
ruin, and such of their sister sex as, from a vivid consciousness 
of being themselves human, with a taking tendency to the 
Weakness of yielded temptation, put on the extraneous airs of a 
purity too exalted to touch or snatch from further degradation 
a sister, once pure as the crystal snow, and still God’s child, 
bearing the divine image. These pretensions, not Jesusonian, 
are thoroughly Shakspearean—“If thou hast no virtue, assume 
to have it.”

In the sight of God, angels, heavenly hosts, and constella
tions of philanthropists on earth quite unknown to fame, there 
are no abandoned women, no abandoned men, for God, heaven, 
sympathy, mercy, love and redemptive efforts are over and 
around all.

Under the oily crust of city life there lies half-concealed a 
huge, hideous vice, that often those who are too delicate to talk 
about, are not to delicate to practice. It is frequently termed 
the ‘ ‘social cancer. ” With venomous roots pushing out and 
down in every direction, it is the destroyer of inward peace, 
the enemy of happy households, and fatal to the mental and 
spiritual growth of the soul.

Saying nothing of Brooklyn and adjoining cities, New York 
alone has, at least, twelve thousand of those styled “abandoned 
women.” The actual census of 1858 gave the number then as 
seven thousand eight hundred and fifty. The increase of pop
ulation, with the demoralizing influences of the war, have nu
merically greatly increased this ghastly army. Credible testi
mony proves that more than one half of these frail women are 
under twenty years of age. After fully yielding themselves to 
bodily trade and traffic, their average life is less than four 
years. Wines and champagnes, midnight revelry, and poi
soned rum, with back-brain indulgences, reduce the earthly of 
fresh beautiful girlhood to loathsome masses of disease, to be 
hidden away quietly, tearlessly in paupers’ graves.

Besides these twelve thousand public fallen ones, it is esti
mated there are thirty thousand who are either kept as “mis
tresses,” or frequenters of houses of assignation. Were the 
full names of these published in the city dailies, as they are 
kept in the soul's memory-chamber, and read by angels, it 
would produce a most fearful social earthquake. Dazzling be
hind marble halls and imposing brown fronts, are the glitter
ing fruits of sin, as under silks, Parisian laces and “ Grecian 
bends” are aching, cankering hearts, and souls too, stung with 
keenest remorse.

Great social crimes abound most in populous cities, under 
sanctimonious pretences to piety and respectability. Fifth 
avenue, Fourteenth, and even Bond street, were shocked, a few 
years since, from reading in the New York morning papers of 
a licentious husband, rich in this world’s goods, being con
ducted by a friend to a house of infamy and there finding his 
own wife awaiting her paramour. Each, till then, had sup
posed the other faithful.

The facts touching these cancerous crimes are apparent. 
Enough of statistics. Causes and remedies are the subjects 
that most interest living thoughtful men. With the more pos
itive and guiltier sex, it is generally animal indulgence and 
violent outbreaks of passion, rooted in ante-natal perversions, 
often intensified by rich diet, tobacco, liqnors and other stim
ulants. Relative to the other sex. in a majority of cases, the 

rimal causes are ante-natal tendencies, pyschological suscepti- 
ilities and stern life necessities. Not choice, but poverty, 

love of costly dress, temptations to indolence, harsh treatment 
of parents, sensual grossness of husbands, and the , wiles and 
false promises of seducers—t/tese are the more immediate and 
prominent causes.
' Full one-third of the women wandering in towns and cities, 

under the gaslight, are driven into the streets and dens of pol
lution from pressure of poverty and extreme want. Think of 
it! Woman, with the original seal of innocence and sweetness 
upon her countenance, compelled to choose between starvation 
and prostitution!

Society—another name for gilded sham—and even women in 
the higher walks of life, of whom we are heartily ashamed, will, 
while smiling upon, waltzing and flirting with the libertine 
full fed and gay, turn sneeringly away or mercilessly 
trample i upon the starved victim of his lust. To the fallen 
sister their language virtually is: “I am holier than 
thou!” Heaven save us from a pharisaic self-righteous
ness! _ ‘ ‘ None is good (absolutely good), ” said Jesus, “but one; 
that is God. A boasting, satisfied, selfish, do-nothing- 
purity will find itself outside the walls of the city celestial 
long after negative, erring women have, though fiery trials and 
severest discipline, been permittted to pass into those upper 
kingdoms of God to put on robes of beauty. Sainted sisters, 
ye who are safe from terrible temptations, because moving in 
circles above penury, and walking in the sunlight of noble 
souls, be sparing of the stones you hurl at those who fell, 
through miserable wages, psychological influences, and a 
fashionable world’s crushing coldness !

Efforts of Magdalen Societies, in this country, have done 
something; but the “ Midnight Meetings of London have 
done more for this class in England. A living writer tells us 
that—

“To one of these meetings an afflicted mother sent her own 
daguereotype, in hopes that her erring daughter would recog
nize the face, and be won by its mute pleadings to a better 
life. The picture was passed around in several meetings, un
til at last it met the eye for which it was intended, and the 
guilty girl burst into tears, and set off for the thome of her 
childhood. ”

The evil is patent. Where and what the remedy ? Central
ized into a sentence, it is this: The independence of woman ! 
Make her, or help her to make herself, socially, maritally, po
litically and financially independent, and you have laid the axe 
at the root cf this deadly upas tree. Systematized, the method 
will bear this general statement: A full recognition of woman’s 
primal equality with man.

Ignoring such specials as “ woman’s rights,” “man’s rights,” 
“freedmen’s rights,” “Indians rights,” “ Chinamen’s rights,” 
“ children’s rights,” we perfer that better term, at once broad 
and comprehensive, human eights! As related to woman, 
they may be classified in this wise:

I. The right to vote, hold office, and select that life vocation 
best adapted to hear glowing genius.

II. The justice and moral necessity of paying her the 
same wages paid to men for the same amount of labor accom
plished.

III. The exercise of the same privileges that are granted to 
men in such civic advances as look to friendship, courtship, 
love and the marraige relation.

IY. The creation of such a high public sentiment as shall 
gladly guarantee equal rights to all, with no rivalry save that 
which would strive to build up, beautify and bless the most 
souls.

The constituents of our social edifice should not be cemented 
by the force of interest, habit or circumstance, but by virtue, 
integrity, purity, justice, sympathy and love—the mightiest 
principles ih the universe of God. Society constituted of in
dividuals, should look after the highest interests of each mem
ber, remembering that whatever benefits 'even the least, bene
fits a world-wide humanity.

Theorists must make their reform-theories practical. “What 
have you done ? ” is the question the angels ask. To gossip, 
tea-party fashion, about these ‘1 unfortunate women upon the 
town,” amonnts to nothing. Up and do something! To talk 
about their condition deploringly, to pray for them devotedly, 
to think of them tenderly, to shun them in the streets grace
fully, to speak of thein sisterly, is talk—cheap talk! nothing 
more. Away with this silver-tongued hypocrisy! Do some
thing ! Redeem them ! and the blessings of the angel world 
shall be yours.

STRAY SHOTS.

The authoritative mandate has at last been promulgated, and 
trailing dresses on the street are declared positively vulgar, 
while those that just touch are not the thing at all. All the 
spring costumes sent over from Paris are made short enough 
to clear the ground. Take a reef in your skirts, demoiselles.

On Sunday, the 14th inst., the Bostonians were engaged in 
establishing an “unquestionable basis for a Christian educa
tion in our common schools. ” Well, when all the Christians 
in our community have agreed upon such a basis, the people 
will doubtless act upon it; but not till then. As a matter of 
precaution, when the various members of the Christian 
churches meet together, the police ought to be well represented, 
or there will be some tall skirmishing.

“And what is life ?—A little strife,
Where victories are vain,

Where those who conquer do not win,
Nor those receive who gain.”

Workers should remember that the present money system 
dates back only three centuries. National debts and paper- 
money (their consequence) not more than two centuries. One 
of our contributors, has discussed the question of the legaliza
tion of usury, which first took place in Christian Europe in 
the sixteenth century. We cut the following notice of *his 
lecture from the Long Island City Press of the 20th instant:

Lecture by Pboe. R. W. Hume.—That able exponent of In
ternationalism, Prof. R. W. Hume, delivered a lecture on 
“Usury, or Interest on Money,” at Smithsonian Hall, last 
Tuesday evening. There was a fair attendance, and all who 
came were well repaid. The Professor is, probably, the ablest 
and most logical speaker in the city, and one of the ablest in 
the State, clear and concise in his arguments and a deep 
thinker. His lectures are well worth listening to, whatever 
may be the subject chosen by him to speak on. His ideas are 
contrary to ours on many subjects, and are termed imprac
ticable theories, yet his manner of handling any subject makes 
it interesting. We should be glad to give the lecture entire in 
The Press, but the crowded state of our columns forbid any
thing more than this brief mention of the speaker and the 
subject. May we be favored with more such lectures and 
rejoinders.

A Marble-Heabted Man.—In a leader headed “Daniel E. 
Sickles,” published in the N. Y. World, of the 20th inst., may 
be found the following interesting and charitable item:

“ We have repeatedly and deliberately called Sickles an ac
quitted murderer—a man who shot the alleged seducer of his 
wife, and afterwards excited the loathing and disgust of gen
tlemen and men of honor by creeping back to the bed which

he had killed another man for defiling—cohabiting again with 
the dishonest wife whose shame he had published to the world, 
and proved in a court of justice, as a means of, saving his neck 
from the gallows; -----etc. ——etc.”

If this doctrine be correct, and it is the inevitable result of 
the present servile ecclesiastical and legal position of woman, 
for her there is no door to be left open for repentance. If 
General Sickles and his Avife agreed to forgive and forget the 
past, what right has any third party to interfere in the 
matter ? If it was an affair between two men, would any one 
officiously dare so to act ? But it was a difference between a 
man and a woman, and, in that case, the latter is commonly 
held as fair game to be attacked by the world. Except she ac
cepts in silence and humility the absolute slavery of her pres
ent position, woman has no rights which man feels bound to 
respect.

------------«>-»-♦•-----------
THE CHRISTIAN RADICAL—CHRISTIAN PARTY AND

CHRISTIAN JUSTICE.

The Christian Radical, published in New York and Pitts
burg edited by Daniel Schindler ( a slight modification of swin
dler) and J. K Punk (not Peter) both professed followers of the 
Lamb, pretends to be both Christian and Radical. In doctrine 
it contends for purity of heart. In Christian experience it insists- 
on the direct, clear “ultimate science’ of the testimony of the 
spirit of God (Holy Ghost), that we are his children by special 
regeneration as well as natural generation. Its columns, 
abound in declarations against vices of all kinds, and insist 
that the eyes shall not look upon evil, the tongue speak of it,, 
nor the hands handle it. It even goes so far as to declare that 
whiskey traffic is a less evil than obscene pictures and books.

After all this pretension one would suppose that it must not 
descend to falsehood for the purpose of calumniating and 
otherwise injuring even a woman; that this Holy Ghost science 
of salvation, derived from Jesus, whose companions were pub
licans and sinners, and harlots, and who declared that such 
should reach heaven before the Pharasees, would have taught 
these self appointed Vicegerents of the meek and lowly 
Saviour, that truthfulness is an essential element in Radical 
Christianity, that charity is another, and justice should crown 
all Christian graces; but it is all a mistake.

After carefully reading, and findiog myself fully justified in 
the foregoing description, I turn to page 8, of April 11, and 
find these words : “Mr. Woodhull, one of the husbands of Yic- 
toria Woodhull is dead. Col. Blood still prevents Mrs. Wood 
hull from being a widow. ”

This proposition asserts—First, that Mr. Woodhull was, 
until his decease, the husband of Victoria Woodhull; Secondly, 
that Col. Blood was at the same time, the husband of Mrs. W., 
and still retains that relation; Thirdly, that Mrs .W. sustained 
marital relations to both these men at the same time: id est., 
that she was a bigamist, until the death of Mr. Woodhull.

Now then, it is not true that Mrs. Woodhull was the wife of 
Mr. Woodhull at the time of his death, nor at any time 
since she was divorced from him, any more than if they had 
never been joined in legal wedlock. If the Christian Radical 
meant that she was his mistress, it should have so said, and 
been prepared with the proofs.

The law joins and the law separates—Jesus himself justified 
divorces—Moses, before him, allowed the man to send out his 
wife penniless with his own written bill of divorce; no court 
trial—no defence from the woman; he went further, he allowed 
the woman to divorce herself, under certain circumstances. 
A divorced man is not the husband of the woman from whom 
he is divorced. In the face of this, these Christian ministers, 
for the sake of pandering to the populur clamor, declare th a 
Woodhull \Aras, at the time of his death, the husband 
of Victoria Woodhull, from whom he had been legally separat
ed, and assert by inference that as such husband, he had en
joyed marital rights, and that thus Mrs. W. was living with 
two husbands at the same time.

All the facts of this case have been sufficiently presented 
time and again—her defence and explanation—clear, full and 
complete, showing a magnanimity beyond that of common 
mortals, are familiar to the whole reading public. Among the 
greatest and most heinous wrongs I have ever Avitnessed is that 
of attempting to convert a virtue of highest degree into a vice of 
the lowest degree, solely for the purpose of suppressing the 
truth—the particular truth essential to curing the evils of our 
present social system.

Suppose it all true, would not the practice of Jesus have 
saved these impostors from entering into this dirty work by 
falsifiying the facts ? Jesus did not reprove the woman Avith 
many husbands, nor for the one with Avhomshe was living;nor 
yet the woman taken in adultery. He only said: “neither do I 
condemn thee, go and sin no more. ”

Here Avas no misconstruction, perversion, or abuse—not a 
word of the kind. And yet these Christian men who pretend 
to be guided by the Spirit of God in obeying the teachings of 
Jesus do not hesitate to make charges which they cannot sub
stantiate, and traduce the virtue of charity, reckoned by that 
old fogy Paul as the greatest of all gifts and graces—above 
faith and hope, the first of which is a condition of salvation.

How these Christian men and the readers of the Christian- 
Radical can reconcile such conduct with even common moral
ity, omitting the higher Christian graces, is a logical problem 
I shall not undertake to solve. A sin against the truth—a sin. 
against the truth for the perversion and suppression- of the 
truth, is an offence second to no other. Stealing is respectable 
business compared with falsehood and slander.

It is not much wonder that the morals of the community 
deteriorate under such ministrations. 0 Tempores! 0 Mores!
O Christian Charity ! O Christian Ministers!

John B. Woupe,,
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NO WRONGS, NO CRIMES.

All crimes are but the effects of wrong producing causes, 
either from organization, education or situation.

Mr. G. E. Train, in a recent article of your Weekly, says, 
“that the crime of infanticide is greatly on the increase and 
should be stopped, or the Anglo Saxon race will be superseded 
by the Irish and Germans. ”

The cause should first be removed which is forced maternity, 
the sin against the. Holy Ghost, if there be such, and is the 
cause of nine-tenths of all the evil and inharmony of earth 
life.

Men have too long, put all the burden and responsibility of 
child bearing upon the mothers, not even allowing them to say 
whether they were prepared to assume the duties and pains of 
maternity or not; claiming her entire obedience to them as a 
marital right even to the expense of the health and happiness 
of both mother and offspring.

Few are the men who will forego a selfish gratification for 
the sake of the one they have sworn to love and protect (?)

I have listened to bitter complaints from this source, enough 
to convince me that the fabled hell is often to be found in the 
bed-chambers of legal prostitution.

The very first right of woman is the right to herself ? This is 
inalienable and can never be surrendered without a wrong be
ing done, and which often extends its direful effects to the 
third and fourth generation; and the first step toward a regen
eration, or rather a right generation, is to make pure love the 
bond of union between the parents, that children may be born 
with the love forces in their natures instead of that of hatred 
and vicious propensities.

Women must inaugurate this reform, for men do not make 
laws that shall abridge their privileges or to aid much in 
moral progress. '

Men have, in a great measure, left virtue and social respect
ability to the women to take care of, as they had little incli
nation or ability to resist temptation or to support a moral 
code bearing equally upon themselves. But as woman’s na
ture is more spiritual and stands nearer the divine life, so is 
she more capable of living virtuously and chaste. Pure love 
never seeks to inquire its object, and if lust usurps its place, 
then love soon dies out and leaves the heart an empty shrine.

When I hear people cry out against free love, I know that 
they are ignorant of its nature and power. For with all the 
laws and ceremonies that man has ever invented to bind this 
transient God, he has utterly failed to chain him for an hour 
if the subtle law of soul union did not hold his roving pinions.

Human laws, at best, are but as the outer covering and pro
tection of that inner law of love, which operates upon the 
magnetic currents of life in a manner as unaccountable to him 
who feels its power as to those who so often stand ready to con
demn. May the time soon come when this divine principle, 
which has so many times been crucified, shall be resurrected to 
a higher life and wear no more its crown of thorns.

Luna Hutchison.
Owens Valley, Cal., July 3, 1871.

Mesdames Editoes.—Your correspondent “F.” in your last 
issue asks whether I duly considered the subject of Foreign 
Missions before writing my communication of February 27. 
To this inquiry I can truly reply in the affirmative. It causes 
have been to me a subject of much prayer and reflection for 
many years, and the thought to which utterance was given in 
the article on which he comments, was not the offspring of 
the moment, but the result of a deep rooted conviction. “ F ” 
asks “how the contributions of money by the advanced or 
ritualistic chfirches will prevent the teaching of the doctrines 
which are now taught among the heathen by the missionaries 
who are now there?” Or would we “have the advanced or 
ritualistic churches send ouj; their own men?” The answer to 
both these questions is simple. The contributions of the ad
vanced churches would, I admit, as matters now are, do but 
little to propagate Catholicism, but were the facts to be known 
that they were contributors to the foreign cause the result 
would soon be visible. At present the missionary work abroad 
is entirely in the hands of the Evangelical party, and Evangeli
cal men are sent out almost exclusively. Those holding ad
vanced views feel a delicacv in accepting a support from the 
present society on the same ground that they would refuse a 
stipend from the Evangelical Education Society while prepar
ing for the mission. Although the objection in the former has 
not the weight that it has in the latter case. Now if the Catho
lic school did their part in sending the gospel to foreign 
parts, how many young men are there who instead of 
settling down in country parishes, or accepting assistant’s posi
tions in our city churches, would go out into that broader 
vineyard—the heathen world ? As for following up and noting 
out the teachings of the present missionaries, there is no use 
to make this a special object any more than in our large cities; 
but we feel assured that the Catholic cause must triumph 
wherever it goes; it matters not whether heaihanism, Protest
antism, or both combined, be its opponent. To repeat what 
was said before, why should we delay to plant the church in 
all her purity, till Protestants have obtained a firm footing ? 
Why not take advantage of the opportunity, and by establish
ing the church win the heathen from his idols) to her altar, 
without allowing him to come in contact with the chilling in
fluences of Protestantism.

In the case supposed, “ of one of the faithful having the 
sum of fifty thousand dollars or more which he wishes to give 
for the support and extension of the church,” “F,” reasons 
without data. He says: “If we may judge from the past, 
such a sum .of money would gain for the church but a very 
few persons in Africa or in China.” “If we may judge from 
the past,” but what right have we to do this. How can the 
progress made heretofore be compared with that which 
would be made were Catholic missionaries in the field? 
This is what has never been tried, and we know not 
what would be the result; but if we may judge 
from what has taken place in both England and America since 
the introduction of “ ritualism” and the progress which has 
been the result of that movement here; we can prophecy an 
issue far different from what has been yet witnessed. Again, 
we have the promise, “cast thy bread upon the waters, for 
thou shalt find it after many days. ”

Now, granting that fifty thousand dollars would at present 
do but little to advance the cause of Christ in Africa or in 
China, are we at liberty to argue that this state of things will 
continue forever ? A foundation must be laid (and of course 
out of sight) before any superstructure can be raised, and the 
sooner the foundation is completed so much earlier will the 
fruit of our expenditures become visible; and it is yet to be 
seen, whether in the long run, a given sum of money will not 
yield as bountiful a return in heathen as in Christian lands.

The plan advocated by “F” is assuredly not that com
manded by Christ and carried out by the Apostles—“Go ye 
into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature”—- 
and how was the injunction obeyed ? Before the dawn of the 
second century, “Christ, and him cnicified,” had been 
preached to well high every people of the then known world.

Churches were established in nearly every principal city; the 
seed was planted and the apostle passed on to another district. 
According to “F’s” idea, no effort should have been made to 
evangelize the world until Christianity had obtained entire 
sway in Palestine; all the energy and zeal of the faithful 
should have been concentrated there, and when all were con
verted there, but not till then, might the gospel have been 
preached beyond its borders. This, may be earthly wisdom, but 
surely it is not heavenly.

“Notwithstanding our missionaries have been so long in 
Africa and in China, if they should be withdrawn, it is ,to be 
feared that the missions would entirely fail;” if this is so, it is 
one of the strongest reasons why we should continue to sustain 
them; looking at it from a financial point of view, the great 
sums which have been expended on these fields have made the 
way for other, and it may be more successful efforts, and it is 
to our interest to support them until able to sustain them
selves, for it we allow them to go down, all the expense, both 
of men and money which has already been met, will be lost, 
and the same thing have to be gone over in the future when 
the time comes we can afford the means, energy and zeal to 
take them the gospel.

In regard to the progress Christianity has made in heathen 
lands, many things have to be taken into account before 
branding it as a failure. Missionaries have to contend with 
prejudices of the very bitterest kind, and against obstacles the 
most formidable, but does the progress of the church in Amer
ica, this Christian land, so far exceed that in the foreign field, 
that the latter should be abandoned ? Compare the statistics 
(my figures are from the church almanac of 1872, and the 
Spirit of Missions, and are open to correction). The whole 
number of clergy in the American church is 2,900, of these 
twenty-seven are foreign missionaries, leaving 2,873 in the 
the United States, the population of which is 39,555,983. 
The whole number engaged in teaching the heathen, 
including clergy, both foreign and native, catechists, teachers 
and ladies amount to 61. The heathen population of the 
world is 924,000,000. Looking at these figures, has the pro
portionate progress been such that we should cease to aid for
eign missions ?

Once more. The American branch of the church Catholic has 
solemnly declared itself to be a missionary body, and every 
member of it to be of a missionary society. Is then the advanced 
party being a part of the entire whole, justified in refusing to 
bear its share of the common burden ?

Figures show that home contributions have never suffered by 
liberality to the foreign cause, but, have rather been increased. 
In helping others we help ourselves.

Call missions “ sentiment, ” or what you will, it has the 
command of Cheist on which to rely, and the example of 
Apostles and martyrs to follow. Under such guidance, and in 
such footsteps can it be wrong ? W. P.

March 9, 1872. _______ _____

Buffalo, N. Y., April 1, 1872.
Tennie C. Claelin—Dear friend of humanity: Why should 

not a stranger send thee fraternal greetings ? Why not offer 
thee the right hand of fellowship? Why not send thee earnest, 
soul felt congratulations, bidding thee Godspeed in thy noble 
work, and asking of thee to be brave, andjstrong, and patient ?

Thou also, with thy sister, art a “sower of seed,” and 
grandly hast thou entered thy field of labor. Bravely hast 
thou scattered truths, germs, and in abundance. Through the 
coming years, shall humanity reap the harvest. Thy truthful, 
plain-spoken words, will reach many a crushed spirit, comfort 
many a suffering soul, and heal many a broken heart, who 
blessing thee for thy noble championship, will take courage to 
battle for themselves.

What matters scorn and contempt, ridicule and abuse, so 
thou win at the last ? Truly hast thou made a grand begin
ning. Angels, loving spirits, the dear ones gone before thee, 
shall attend upon thy steps, and help thee to future victories.

God bless thee. Hoeace M. Richaeds.

The Universal Peace Union will hold its sixth annual meet
ing at one of the rooms of the Cooper Institute, on Wednes
day, May 8, at 11 o’clock a. m., and 3 and 8 o’clock p. m.

----------------^

The Second Annual Convention of The Ameeican Laboe 
Reeoem League, will be held in New York City, Sunday and 
Monday, May 5th and 6th, in Cooper Institute: Room No. 18, 
Sunday the 5th, day and evening; in Room No. 24, Monday 6th, 
afternoon and evening.

John Of vis, Mrs. Victoria C. Woohull, J. K. Ingalls, E. H. 
Heyward, Miss Kate Stanton, Mrs. E. L. Daniels, T. H. Banks 
Miss Jennie Collins, Geo. B. Drury, Albert Brisbone, William 
Hanson, and other speakers are expected.

The third annual meeting of the “American Anti-Usury 
Society” will be held in Hall 24 Cooper Institute, on Monday, 
May 6, at 10 o’clock a. m.

MRS. FRANK CROCKER.'

Subjects :—1st. Sceaps. 2d. (To be Announced. )
There are many new lecturers in the field, though but few, 

we think, that can equal this lady; young, brilliant and witty, 
a fine conversationalist, she is a “ rara avis ” both on and off 
the platform.

A woman of impassioned strength and force of mind, of 
great intellectual culture and ability. A star of the first mag
nitude.—Free Press.

Very seldom do I meet with a voice so full and clear—with 
such distinct and perfect articulation. It is a rare and excep
tional one.—J. T. Leonard, Boston, Mass.

In general get-up and style, Mrs. Crocker equals if not ex
cels the “best dressed Ionian ” now on the platform. Her 
lecture is a literary treat.—Franklin News.

A woman of great wit and brilliant talent; has brains and 
knows how to use them.—Daily News.

A power which we have been compelled to acknowledge in 
private life, in public, with all her fervid eloquence, wit and 
brilliancy, she cannot fail of soon ranking all others now in 
the field.—Free Democrat.

Terms, $.50.

THE NEW HIBERNICON.

This Panoramic View of Ireland on exhibition at the St. 
James Theatre, Twenty Eighth street near Broadway, is one of 
the most entertaining amusements in the city. It comprises 
views of the most celebrated historical cities and scenes in the 
Emerald Isle. These are interspersed with sundry character
istic songs and dances by “Barney," the Guide, and his lady
love, “Nora,” who, with the French Dancing Master, make up 
an evening’s entertainment, which is quite a relief to the com
mon place performance of theatres in general, and nightly 
receives the rapturous applause, of crowded houses.

The second quarterly convention of the New Jersey State 
Association of Spiritualists and Friends of Progress, will be 
held in Jersey City, on Wednesday, May 8, commencing at 
10 o’clock, a. m., holding three sessions. A cordial invitation 
is extended to all interested in the great reforms of the day, 
especially those designing to attend the People’s Reform Con
vention in New York, May 9 and 10. The convention will 
be held in Union Hall, corner of Grove and 4th streets.

Speakers to be in attendance—Mrs. Susie A. Willis, Horace 
Dresser, L. L. D., H. T. Child, M, D., Victoria U. Woodhull, 
Grover C. Stewart, A. A. Wheelock, L. K. Coonley, M. D., 
and we expect Cephas B. Lynn. Order of exercises on pro
gramme. L. K. Coonley, Pres.

Ellen Dickinson, Sec’y.
Yineland, N. J., April 10.

INDIANA STATE ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.

To ihe Spiritualists of Indiana, Greeting:
We hereby announce to the friends of Spiritualism in Indi

ana and elsewhere, that the Sixth Annual Convention of the 
“Indiana State Association of Spiritualists,” will be held in 
Westerfield’s Hall, in the city of Anderson, Madison county, 
Indiana, commencing Friday, May 24, 1872, at 10J o’clock a. 
m. , and continue in session over Sunday. Each local Liberal 
Society and Children’s Progressive Lyceum in the State will 
be entitled to three delegates and one additional delegate tor 
each ten members over twenty, and each county where no so
ciety exists will be entitled to three delegates. All friends of 
the cause are cordially invited to attend. Everything possible 
will be done to make the convention both pleasant and 
profitable.

We are authorized to announce that the Hon. Robert 
Dale Owen, and other good speakers will be in attendance and 
take part in the convention.

Anderson is a thriving place, situated thirty-tour miles 
north-east from Indianapolis, on the Bellefontaine railroad, 
and has an active society of Spiritualists and a Children’s Pro
gressive Lyceum in successful operation. Speakers at the con
vention will be entertained free, and board procured for others 
at a low rate.

By order of the Board of Trustees.
(Attest.) J- R. Buell,

Secretary of Indiana State Association of Spiritualists.
Indianapolis, Ind, April, 1872

LECTURER’S CO-OPERATIVE UNION.
AN IMPOETANT MOVEMENT—NO MOEE MONOPOLY OP BUREAUS AND 

OP BEAINS.

The necessity and utility to speakers and societies, ot some 
more equitable method to meet the demands of the rostrum, 
as an educator, is too apparent to need discussion. It is pro
posed to form one or more Co-operative Unions of Lecturers, 
for the mutual benefit of themselves and the public they serve. 
The following objects are sought to be attained:

1. Systematic, practical education on all the great political, 
social and moral subjects now under consideration.

2. To furnish a good article at a reasonable price, and thus 
place the benefits of this source of pleasure and profitable in
struction within the reach of the poor.

3. To equalize the compensation of those engaged in a com
mon work.

4. To provide a contingent or insurance fund for the benefit 
of those who may need extra help in cases of sickness or mis
fortune.

5. To provide in cases of necessity the data necessary to the 
exhaustive study of the subjects to be discussed, so as to offer 
in every case the most practical solution of the question under 
consideration.

To this may be added such other measures as may be 
deemed useful and necessary to the accomplishment ot the 
organization. The purpose and plan have already received 
the approval of a number of the most efficient thinkers and 
workers. The mere statement of what we propose is all th® 
argument necessary. Correspondence, and suggestions are 
solicited from lecturers and societies, that we may have the 
wisdom of all from which to perfect our organization. We are 
ready now to supply lectures on Graduated tax, the great 
equalizer of surplus products, and solution of the capital and 
labor controversy, Finances—Tariff and Free Trade; Criminal 
jurisprudence, including prisons, prisoners, capital punishment 
—Penal sanctions to law, and their true basis. Suffrage, Land re
form, Wages, Social science, Moral science, Medical lectures. 
The scientific cause and cure of Asiatic cholera, The purposes, 
functions, powers, and methods of government including the 
referendum (final approval of the people) witha feasible plan of 
actualizing, etc., etc, As soon as organized, we propose to ar
range, correlated subjects into comues, adapted to particular tal
ents of speakers, and let these courses as far us practicable fol
low each other, so as to diversify, and systematize the work.

No $50 bonus will be required of lecturers; and no per 
cent, will be demanded to enrich one at the expense of the 
many. Our purpose is to equalize compensation, and equiva
lents between the speakers and the public.

All the members of this union must be competent to giv® 
satisfaction—to render an equivalent for the compensation.

The subject and its proper presentation is of more impor
tance than the agent. The union should guarantee compe
tency in every lecturer, and therefore must use care in selec
tion. The union will be amply provided with lecturers to 
meet any reasonable demand. The slate presented herewith 
shows the drift of this movement to be eminently practical.

It is desirable to hear the suggestions of our best thinkers, 
and therefore we solicit correspondence. Address,

John B. Wolfe, Sec. Graduated Tax Association,
510 Pearl street, New York.

Reform papers are earnestly solicited to copy the above.
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SECOND MORTGAGE

<5* OEINTT.

CONVERTIBLE BONDS

INDIANAPOLIS,

B 3L, O O jyn 11ST O-T O 3ST

Western Railway

At 82 1-2 AND INTEREST.

THE
Lotta Bustle
ITavorite of the 

Trade,

Being the most sal
able bustle out, as 
well as one of the 

latest patents, and more : it offers the most advan
tages to dealers. Call for terms or send for price 
list. Wholesale Depot, 91 White Steeet, New York ; 
801 Race Street, Philadelphia. A. W. Thomas.

The only device perfect in its adapta-
tion to books in all languages ; is original in

design, novel 
and complete 
s p e c ial de
les is one of 
uable features 
tion, meeting 
proval of all 
teachers and 
have used it.

THE
in application 
in its use. A 
sign for Bib- 
the most val- 
of this inven- 
with the ap- 
cler g y m e n, 
students who 

It is handsome, durable, cheap, and 
cannot be soiled or lost. Send for price list.

E. C. Townsend,
29 Beekman street. New York.

UNIVERSAL
BOOK MARK.

IRA B. DAVIS,
IPERSI-AUST BATIKS,

NO. 35 EAST TWENTY SEVENTH ST, 
jg®* Opposite the New Haven Railroad Depot,

NEW YORK.
Vapor, Sulphur, Mercurial, Iodine, Electro-Magnetic 

and Friction Baths.
Open from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m ; Sundays, 8 a. m. to 1 p. m

FOR USE IN FAMILIES,

(THE FAMOUS

THE MAGNETIC

HEALING INSTITUTE

No. 118 West Twenty-third St.

NEW YORK CITY.

This Institute organized upon the combined prin
ciples of

CLAIRVOYANCE,

MAGNETISM, and

MEDICINE,

Makes a specialty of all those diseases, which by the 
medical faculty, are usually considered incurable. 

Among these may be mentioned

From the time we first offered these Bonds they 
have been rapidly taken up by investors, leaving but 
a small amount now for sale, which, at the present 

price, we consider a very cheap and desirable security, 
as the road is in successful operation, and earning net 
more than the interest on all its Bonds. The business 
of the Road is rapidly increasing. Over one thousand 
miles of New Roads are now building, connecting with 
and controlled entirely in the interest of this Road, all 
of which will be completed at an early day.

These New Roads, it is expected, will add at least 50 
per cent, to the net receipts of the Company.

We have also other

First-Class Investment Securities
for sale.

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold on commission. ' 

Accounts of Banks, Bankers and Merchants received. 

■ Four Per Cent. Interest alllowed on daily balance.

TURNER BROTHERS,
. No. 14 Nassau Street.

Jj-IOR LIVERPOOL,

(via queenston), 

CARRYING TRE U. S. MAILS.

THE LIYERPOOL AND GREAT WESTERN STEAM 
COMPANY

will dispatch one of their first-class, full power, iron 
screw steamships

From Pier Wo. 46, N. R. Every Wednesday,
as follows :
MANHATTAN, Capt. J. B Price, f April 10, at 2:30 p. M. 
WISCONSIN, Capt. T. W. Freeman, April 17, at l ;00 p.m. 
NEVADA, Capt. Forsyth, - - April 24, at 2:30 a. m. 
WYOMING, Capt. Whineray, - May, 1, at 1:00 p. m. 
MINFESOTA, Capt. Morqan, - - May 8, at 3.-00 p. M.
IDAHO, Capt.„PElOE................... May 15, at 11:30 a.m.

Cabin passage $30, gold.
Steerage passage (Oinee 29 Broadway), $30, currency. 
For ireight or cabin passage, apply to 

101 WILLIAMS & GUOIN, No. 63 Wall Street.

QNLY DIRECT LINE TO PRANCE,

THE GENERAL TRANPLATIC COMPANY’S MAIL 
STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW YORK AND HAVRE, 
GALLING AT BREST,
The splendid vessels of this favorite route for the 

Continent will sail
From Pier JYo. 50 North River, 

aa follows:
ST. LAURENT, Lemabie - - - - Saturday April 20 
WASHINGTON, Roussan, - - - Saturday, May 4 
WELLE DE PARIS. Suemunt, - - - Saturday, May 18 
PERREIRB, Danse, ----- Saturday, June 1 

Price of passage in gold (including wine), to Brest 
or Havre, First Cabin, $125; Second Cabin $75. 

Excursion tickets at reduced rates.
American travelers going or returning from the Con

tinent of Europe, by taking the steamers on this line, 
avoid both transit by English railway and the discom
forts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time, 
trouble and expense.
101 GEORGE MACKENZIE, Agent, 68 Broadway.

BEAL ESTATE EXCHANGE.
ANDREW J. ROGERS & Co.,

NO. 472 C STREET, N. W., 
WASHINGTON, D. C.

.8®“ Real Estate bought and sold on Commission. 
Money Loaned and Investments judiciously made; 
and Accounts, Notes and other Claims promptly col- 
lectsd.
Andrew J. Rogers, Frank Mao®,

Attorney and Counselor at Law. Real Estate Agent,

Halford Leicestershire Table Sauce
THIS BUST RELISH

Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.

Can be Bought of any First-Class Grocer.

FOR SALE.
I offer for sale my COUNTRY PLACE, with all its 

improvements, in whole or in parts, which is four 

miles east of the city, on the National Road. It is too 

well known to require any description of it.

THOS. HORNBROOK,

98 Office No. 118 1-2 Main street, up stairs.

APOLLO HALL.

H n n d a y Lectures
BY

THOMAS GALES FOB8TEB,
TRANCE SPEAKER,

EVER Y SUNDA Y MORNING & EVENING
At half-past 10 a. m., and half-past 7 f. m.,

During the year, commencing February 4, 1872, al 
Apollo Hall, corner Broadway and Twenty-eight street, 
New York.

JOHN KEYSER, Treasurer.

WOODHULL, CLAFLIN & CO.,

Bankers and Brokers,
No. 44 BROAD STREET,

New York.

MRS. M. D. TRACY,
CITY EMPLOYMENT BUREAU,

GENERAL BUSINESS EXCHANGE,

517 WASHINGTON ST 

BOSTON.

To Americans Visiting London,
And wishing to meet with a comfortable HOTEL, try 
Richardson’s, 36 Finsbury square, London, near the 
Bank of England.

Home comforts and moderate charges.

LOCKWOOD &T CO.,
BANKERS,

Ho. 94 Broadway,
TRANSACT

A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS,
Including the purchase and sale on commission ot 
GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY BONDS, STOCKS 
AND OTHER SECURITIES.

PROFESSOR LISTER, 
Astrologer,

Has arrived in the city from Boston, and can be con
sulted at his residence

74 LEXINGTON AVENUE,
Between 25th and 26th streets. New York.

109SL

PAR ALT Mb.

SCBROFULA,

RHEUMATISM,

DYSPEPSIA,

EPILEPSY,

CHOREA,

NEURALGIA,

CHRONIC DIARRHOEA,

Hiseuses ot) the Liver, Spleen, and Kid

neys, and especially

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,

AND

ALL DISEASES PE0ULIAR TO mmm.
In this last class of complaints some of the most ex- 

traoi'dinary discoveries have recently been made, which 
surmount the difficulties that have heretofore stood in 
the way of their cure. That terrible foe to human life,

CANCER,
is also conquered by a very simple, but recently dis- 
eovered remedy, which by chemical action upon the 
diseased fungus causes it to separate from the sur
rounding parts and to slough off, leaving behind only 
a healing sore.

The peculiar advantage which the practice at this in
stitution possesses over all others is, that in addition to 
all the scientific knowledge of Medical Therapeutics 
and Remedial Agents, which the faculty have, it also 
has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases through

CLAIRVOYANCE,

as well as the scientific administration of

ANIMAL AND SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM 

in all their various forms.

The Best Clairvoyants and Magnetic 
Operators are Always Employed.

This combination of remedial means can safely be 
relied upon to cure every disease that has not already 
destroyed some vital internal organ. No matter how 
often, the patient affected in chronic form, may have 
failed in obtaining relief he should not despair, but 
seek it from this, the only institution where all the 
various methods of cure can be combined.

In addition to the cure of disease, clairvoyant con
sultations upon all kinds of business can also be ob
tained.

The very best of reference given to all who desire it, 
both as to disease and consultations.

Reception hours from 9 a. m. to 9 p. M.
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in personpan 

apply by letter.
Medicine sent to all parts of the world.
All letters should be addressed,

MAGNETIC HEALING INSTITUTE,
11$ West Twenty-third street. New York City,

Purchasing Agency,

MRS. EMILY V. BATTEY,

FASHION EDITRESS
AND

PURCHASING AGENT OF POMEROYS 
DEMOCRAT,

Wail receive orders from country ladies desiring to 
purchase goods in New York, attend to the same and 

forward by express, or other conveyance, to

ALL FARTS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Without making any extra charge for the same; care
fully purchasing at the lowest prices for those who 
may send their orders. She will also give advice and 
information about styles, fashions and prices of goods, 
even if those writing do not wish to. purchase, when a 
stamp is Inclosed to pay return postage.

Address,
Mr s. V. EmilyBattey,

Fashion Ed. Pomeroy's Democrat,

P. 0. Box 5217, NEW YORK CITY.
N. B.—Money sent by mail should be in the form of 

a check or post-office order for all sums ver one 
dollar.

Among many other well-known firms in New York, 
Mrs. Battey refers, by permission, to James H. 
McCreery & Co., Morris Altman, and the proprie
tors of the Home Journal and of Woodhull & 
Claflin’s Weekly. 94

Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith.
This lady, who has spent six years in California, re

ceiving the highest encomiums from the press of the 
Pacific co&st, cannot fail to please Associations aesir 
ing an earnest, eloquent and entertaining lecture.

SUBJECTS:
I.—Woman in the Home, the Church and the State.

II.—One of the World’s Needs.
III.—The Religion of the Future.
IV —The Social Problem Reviewed.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
To those who have not heard this lady lecture, we 

would say, go by all means if you would desire to 
hear an earnest, well-spoken discourse, with an un 
broken flow of well-pronounced, grammatical Eng
lish. We have our own ideas about woman’s mission 
and how far she unsexes herself when she ventures to 
lecture men, yet spite of our prejudice we were car
ried away by her words last evening at Maguire’s 
Opera House.-—/Sim Francisco News Letter.

This lady pronounced a remarkable address last 
night at the Hall opposite the Academy of Music. 
Remarkable because of the extreme beauty of lan
guage and opulence of fancy, and interesting on ac
count of its tender and grateful sentiment.—The Daily 
American Flag, San Francisco.

She never hesitated an instant for a word, and she 
has always the most appropriate. Her voice is sweet 
and melodious, her enunciation pure and distinct, her 
attitude and gestures very graceful indeed.—Naera- 
mento Correspondent Santa Clara Argus.

Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith gave an interesting and 
instructive lecture last night to a large assemblage at 
Maguire’s Opera House, which if delivered by some 
peripatetic male pedagogue with a large reputation, 
at a dollar per head admission, would have received 
unbounded eulogiums from the press.—Ntta Fran
cisco Examiner.

Laura Cuppy Smith, one of the best educated and 
most talented lady lecturers we have ever listened to. 
—San FramAsco Figaro.

Mrs. Cuppy Smith possesses great talent as a 
speaker, and, standing before her audience in her 
simple, yet elegant attire, with a face, which
seems to index the emotions of her mind, commands 
the attention and respect of all her hearers.—San 
Francisco Morning Call.

Maguire’s Opera House never contained a greater 
throng than convened to listen to an erudite lecture 
on Radicalism, by Laura Cuppy Smith, last evening, 
—Alta California, San Francisco.

Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith has proven herself to be a 
lady of rare culture, added to great natural eloquence. 
To say that she ranks among the first of all who have 
addressed an Omaha audience, whether male or fe
male, is but doing her justice.—Wm. L. Peabody, 
Chairman Relief Comffittee Y. M. C. Association.— 
Omaha Republican.

Walking majestically through the splendid gardens 
of literature aud philosophy, culling, as she went rap
idly on, the richest gems of inspired genius ; riveting 
the profound attention of all her ciiarmed hearers. 
Such women you seldom meet. Her praises are on 
the tongues of all the people — Omaha Irtbune.

She is a fluent speaker, using elegant language, 
and with far more than ordinary argumentative pow
ers.— Omaha Herald.

She is an educated, refined lady, and one of the best 
lecturers we ever heard.—GmaAa Republican.

Address LAURA CUPPY SMITH,
44 Broad street, N. Y.

JOURWEYMEIi PiHNTEftS’ 
CO-OPEBATIYE ASSOCIATION,

No. 30 Beekman Street,

NEAR WILLIAM, NEW YORK.

THIS ASSOCIATION IS COMPOSED ENTIRELY 
OF PRACTICAL JOURNEYMEN PRINTERS 

AND PRESSMEN,
Representing every department of the trade.

Those who favor us with work may therefore rely 
upon having their orders filled with

NEATNESS, ACCURACY AND DISPATCH.
Having greatly enlarged our accommodations, and. 

added all the latest and most fashionable styles of 
TYPE, IMPROVED PRESSES and MACHINERY, 
we now possess one of the largest and most complete 
printing establishments in the city, and are prepared 
to compete tor all kinds of MAGAZINE, NEWS
PAPER, BOOK and PAMPHLET WORK.

JOB PRINTING executed in the best style, plain 
and illuminated, in gold colors, tints and bronzes.

All grades of Fire, Life and Marine Insurance work. 
Order® by Mail wHi reaeiye prompt attenttaa
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Vinegar Bitters are not a vile Fancy Drink, 
made of Poor Rum, Whiskey, Proof Spirits and Refuse 
Liquors, doctored, spiced, and sweetened to please the 
taste, called ‘‘Tonics,” “Appetizers,” “Restorers,” 
&c., that lead the tippler on to drunkenness and ruin, 
but are a true Medicine, made from the native roots 
and herbs of California, free from all Alcoholic Stimulants. 
They are the Great Blood Purifier and a Life-giving 
Principle, a Perfect Renovator and Invigorator of the 
System, carrying off all poisonous matter and restoring 
the blood to a healthy condition, enriching it, refreshing 
and invigorating both mind and body. They are easy 
of administration, prompt in their action, certain iu their 
results, safe and reliable in all forms of disease.

No Person can take these Bitters accord
ing to directions, and remain long unwell, provided 
their bones are not destroyed by mineral poison or other 
means, and the vital organs wasted beyond the point 
of repair.

Dyspepsia or Indigestion. Headache, Pain 
1,1 the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the Chest, Diz
ziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach, Bad Taste 
in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation of the 
Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs, Pain in the regions of 
the Kidneys, and a hundred other painful symptoms, 
are the offsprings of Dyspepsia. In these complaints 
it has no equal, and one bottle will prove a better guar
antee of its merits than a lengthy advertisement.

For Female Complaints, m young or old, 
married or single, at the dawn of womanhood, or the 
turn of life, these Tonic Bitters display so decided an 
influence that a marked improvement is soon percep
tible.

For* Inflammatory and Clironic Rheu
matism and Gout, Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Bilious, 
Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Diseases of the 
Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder, these Bitters have 
been most successful. Such Diseases are caused by 
Vitiated Blood, which is generally produced by derange
ment of the Digestive Organs.

They are a Gentle Purgative as well as 
a Tonic, possessing also the peculiar merit of acting 
as a powerful agent in relieving Congestion or Inflam
mation of the Liver and Visceral Organs, and iu Bilious 
Diseases.

For Skin Diseases, Eruptions, Tetter, Salt- 
Rheum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pustules, Boils, Car
buncles, Ring-worms, Scald-Head, Sore Eyes, Ery
sipelas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, Humors 
and Diseases ef the Skin, of whatever name or nature, 
are literally dug up and carried out of the system in a 
short time by the use of these Bitters. One bottle in 
such cases will convince the most incredulous of their 
curative effects.

Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you 
find its impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, 
Eruptions, or Sores; cleanse it when you find it ob
structed and sluggish in the veins ; cleanse it when it is 
foul; your feelings will tell you when. Keep the blood 
pure, and the health of the system will follow.

Grateful thousands proclaim Vinegar Bit
ters the most wonderful luvigorant that ever sustained 
the sinking system.

Pin, Tape, and other Worms, lurking in 
the system of so many thousands, are effectually de
stroyed and removed. Says a distinguished physiob 
ogist: There is scarcely an individual upon the face ofthe 
earth whose body is exempt from the presence of worms. 
It is not upon the healthy elements of the body that 
worms exist, but upon the diseased humors and slimy 
deposits that breed these living monsters of disease. 
No system of Medicine, no vermifuges, no anthelmin- 
itics, will free the system from worms like these Bit
ters.

Mechanical Diseases. Persons engaged in 
Paints and Minerals, such as Plumbers, Type-setters, 
Gold-beaters, and Miners, as they advance in life, will 
be subject to paralysis of tbe Bowels. To guard against 
this take a dose of Walker’s Vinegar Bitters once 
or twice a week, as a Preventive.

Bilious, Remittent, and Intermittent 
Fevers, which are so prevalent in the valleys of our 
great rivers throughout the United States, especially 
those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Ten
nessee, Cumberland, Arkansas, Red, Colorado, Brazos, 
Rio Grande, Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, Roan
oke, James, and many others, with their vast tributa
ries, throughout our entire country during the Summer 
and Autumn, and remarkably so during seasons of 
unusual heat and dryness, are invariably accompanied 
by extensive derangements of the stomach and liver, and 
other abdominal viscera. There are always more or less 
obstructions of tbe liver, a weakness and irritable state 
of the stomach, and great torpor of the bowels, being 
clogged up with vitiated accumulations. In their treat
ment, a purgative, exerting a powerful influence upon 
these various organs, is essentially necessary. There is 
no cathartic for the purpose equal to Dr. J. Walker’s 
Vinegar Bitters, as they will speedily remove the 
dark-colored viscid matter with which the bowels are 
loaded, at the same time stimulating the secretions of 
the liver, and generally restoring the healthy functions 
of the digestive organs.

Scrofula, or King’s Evil, White Swellings, 
Ulcers, Erysipelas, Swelled Neck, Goiter, Scrofulous 
Inflammations, Indolent Inflammations, Mercurial Af
fections, Old Sores, Eruptions of the Skin, Sore Eyes, 
etc., etc. In these, as in all other constitutional Dis
eases, Walker’s Vinegar Bitters have shown their 
great curative powers m the most obstinate aud intract
able cases.

Dr. Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters
act on all these cases in a similar manner. By purifying 
the Blood they remove the cause, and by resolving away 
the effects of the inflammation (the tubercular deposits) 
the affected parts receive health, and a permanent cure 
is effected.

Tke properties of Dr. Walker’s Vinegar 
Bitters are Aperient, Diaphoretic and Carminative, 
Nutritious, Laxative, Diuretic, Sedative, Counter-Irri
tant, Sudorific, Alterative, and Anti-Bilious.

Fortify tke l>o«ly against disease by puri
fying all its fluids with Vinegar Bitters. No epi 
demic can take hold of a system thus forearmed. The 
liver, the stomach, the bowels, the kidneys, and the 
nerves are rendered disease-proof by this great invig- 
orant.

Directions.—Take of the Bitters on going to bed 
at night from a half to one and one-half wine-glassfull. 
Eat good nourishing food such as beef steak, mutton 
chop, venison, roast beef and vegetables, and take 
out-door exercise. They are composed of purely veget
able ingredients, and contain no spirit, 
j. WALKER, Prop’r. iR.H. McDONALD & CO., 
Druggists and Gen. Agts., San Francisco, Cal., 

and cor. of Washington and Charlton Sts., New York. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS.

HOME
INSURANCE COMPANY.

No. 135 Broadway.

Branch. Office.. .No. 588 Sixth Avenue.

Capital . . . $2,500,000 
Assets, over 4,MQ,000

This Company having provided for all its Chicago 
Losses, without borrowing a dollar or disturbing a 
single Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention of 
the public to the following Certificate of Hon. George 
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
ment of the State of New York, that the Capital has 
been restored to the full amount of Two and One-half 
Millions of Dollars.

CHAS. J. MARTIN, Pres.

J. H. WASHBURN, Sec.

* INSURANCE DAPARTMENT, 1 
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 27, 1871. j

Having on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a 
requisition, directing the officers of the Home In
surance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One 
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency 
ihen existing in the Capital of said Company, and 
upon due examination made, it appearing that the 
said amount of One Million Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars has been duly subscribed and fully paid in, in 
cash, I hereby certify that the capital of said Compa
ny has been fully restored to its original amount of 
Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand 
and affixed my official seal on the day and year above 
written.

GEORGE W. MILLER,
(L. S.) Superintendent.

FRANCIS D. CLARK, 
DESKS

AND OFFICE FURHITFRE,
No. 113 BROADWAY,

Late of 81 Cedar street, NEW YORK.

A'MMA KIMfSAIAL, M. !>.,
2S7 WEST FIFTEENTH STEEET,

Near Eighth avenue.

Office Hours from 1 to 8 I*. M.

Electrical and Magnetic Treatment given when de 
sired.

Mrs. Anna Kimbal,
Clairvoyant and Test Medium-.

437' Fourtk Avenue, between 5J9fk and 
30tli Streets.

Private seances, $2 and $3,
Public do. Tuesday evenings, $1.
Receptions Tuesday evenings, Free.

F. H. BEEBEE,
No. 78 Broadway,

BROKER IN STOCKS, GOLD AN 
BONDS.

??! R CENT. AID ALL TAXES.
Tke Connecticut Talley Railroad First 

Mortgage Ronds,
FREE OF ALL TAXES in Connecticut; free 
of income tax everywhere. Interest payable January 
and July in New York. Road running; stock paid up 
larger than mortgage ; road already employed to its 
utmost capacity.

For sale at moderate discount, by

ALLEY, STEPHENS & .CO.,
Bankers, No. 12 Pine street, New York.

A FIRST-CLASS
NEW YORK SECURITY

AT A LOW PRICE.
The Undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage 

Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che- j 
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest. j

This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s I 
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland 
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line ; 
of road with the metropolis.

Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $40,000 per 
mile, and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per 
mile; the balance of the funds required for its con
struction having been raised by subscription to. the 
capital stock.

The road approaches completion. It traverses a 
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and ’it is under the con
trol of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its 
bonds possess all the requisites of an inviting invest
ment. They are amply secured by a mortgage for less 
than one-third the value of the property. They pay 
seven per cent, gold interest, and are offered five per 
cent, below par. The undersigned confidently recom
mend them to all class of investors.

OJEOROE OPRYKE & CO.,
No. 25 NASSAU STREET,

THE

LOANERS’ BANK
OF THIS CITY OF NEW YOKK

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

“ Continental Life ” Building,

22 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

CAPiPAL............................ ............................... $500,000
Subject to increase to*.......... .......... ............. 1,00,000

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES, and receives 
DEPOSITS.

Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants 
will receive special attention.

FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on 
CURRENT BALANCES, and liberal facilities offered 
to Our CUSTOMERS.

DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. WillmartBj Vice-President,

Operators upon Sewing- Machines,
Why will you suffer from back-ache and side-ache, 

when by using

DR. SAPP’S WALKING MOTION TREADLE,

The whole trouble may be overcome ? Price $5.
LADD & CO., 791 Broadway.

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO R R.
Is an Air-Line Route from Baltimore and Washington 
to Cincinnati, and is the only line running Pullman’s 
Palace Day and Sleeping Gars through from Washing
ton and Baltimore to Cincinnati without change.

Louisville in 29% hours.
Passengers by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad have 

choice of routes, either via Columbus or Parkersburg.
From Cincinnati, take the Louisville and Cincinnati 

Short Line Railroad.
Avoid all dangerous ferry transfers by crossing the 

great Ohio River Suspension Bridge, and reach Louis
ville hours in advance of all other lines. Save many 
miles in going to Nashville, Memphis, Chattanooga, 
Atlanta, Savannah, Mobile and New Orleans.

Tbe only line running four daily trains from Cin
cinnati toLouisville.

Silver Palace Sleeping Coaches at night, and splen
did Smoking Cars, with revolving arm chairs, on day 
trains

Remember! lower fare by no other route.
To secure the advantages offered by this great 

through route of Quick Time, Short Distance and Low 
Fare, ask for tickets, and he sure they read, via Louis
ville and Cincinnati Short Line R. R.

Get your tickets—No. 87 Washing ton street, Boston; 
No. 229 Broadway, office New Jersey R. It., foot of 
Cortlandt street, New York; Continental Hotel, 828 
Chestnut street, 44 South Fifth street, and at the depot 
corner Broad and Prime streets, Philadelphia: S. E. 
corner Baltimore and Calvert streets, or at Camden 
Station, Baltimore; 485 Pennsylvania avenue, Wash
ington, D. C.; and at all the principal railroad Offices 
in the East.

SAM. GILL,
General Supt., Louisville, Ky. 

HENRY STEFFE,
Gen. Ticket Agent, Louisville. Ky.

SIDNEY B. JONES 
Gen. Pass. Agent, Louisville, Ky.

CALDWELL & CO.,
BANKERS,

27 Wall St, New York.
Order for Purchase and Sale of United 

States Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Ameri
can Gold promptly executed at the usual 
commission.

Collections promptly made In all parts 

of tiie United states and Canada.

8®* Interest, 4 per cent., allowed on de
posits, subject to sight draft,

78 to 108,

May 4, 1872.

Tii© Grueat

Boston Scandal and Sensation

in Press.

READY MAY 10. SURE!

“TRUTH 18 STMMfMTtM FIOTOIL*’
THE

QfiEAT FREE LOVE TRIAL I

THE CURIOUS LIFE OF

P. B. RANDOLPH.
“ Tlxe Mail Witli Two Souls.”

Born of a curious woman ’ Read it and see what 
a mother can do in spite of “ legal” husbands.

HIS ARREST AND IMPRISONMENT for the singu
lar “ offence ” of teaching woman bow to get the upper 
hand of men, and keep it. He declares woman alone 
has the right of rule; and boldly avows his purpose to 
e® prest tiie world iu the mysteries of Power in the 
future as in the past, as to bring her to the front—to 
stay there!

A REVELATION OF THE ROSICRUCIAN SECRETS. 
—The order based, for 2,000 years, on tbe superiority 
of the matrix, to the Lingum, Woman to Man; Mag
netics to Electrics; Power (female) to Force (male). 
Their magnificent theory- of Love.

The Oath! Their Initiation!

Strange Theory—Very!

Tiie Love Oulu*©.

His BirtH, Blood-Royal, Advgntxires, 

Secret of his Power, his Glory 

and Their Shame.

The Contested “Golden Secret."
PEBPETITAL YOUTH — Strange 

Prolongation, of Human Life.

Pabt !• The bright side. What the People say.
Pabt II. The ordeal. The accusation. His arrest. 

His prison experience. Behind the bars. He loses aU 
he has made in a lite-time.

Part III. The free-love charge and trial. The wit
ness. Curious testimonyr. Speeches of the Prosecut
ing Attorney against Randolph, and Selden’s the FREE 
LOVE CHAMPION.

A Caxition to Masons,' Odd Fellows and 

other Secret Societies. (See Fart 3.)

Randolph’s Defence, and address 
to the Jury.

HE MAKES 'A CLEANS BREAST

OF THE WHOLE TM,
These three masterly efforts are undoubtedly the 

strongest and ablest ever delivered for and against 
FREE LOVE.

The Verdict. Startling Disclosures I
The mysteries and miseries of love. Talk about 

novels and romances! V/hv they. are tame nothings 
beside this man’s life and career. It reads like a ro
mance. The strange oaths of the Rosicrucians regard
ing all females. Extraordinary comparison between 
Agapismand Free-Love. The Rosecross initiation,—the 
officiating girls—and what they do. ‘-Doctor” BAY 
and his “BUG” theory. “When the band begins to 
play.” What was said concerning Randolph’s book 
about Love and Women, Affection, the Sexes, Attrac
tions, Vampyrism, Infatuations, Friendshix^, Passion, 
Beauty, Heart, Soul, Lost Love, Dead Affection, and its 
resurrective law, True and False Marriage.

One of the first writers in the country, when asked 
his opinion of tne MSS. from which it was printed, ex
claimed: “All I can say to the people of America is: 
If a man can love 800 ladies, then

Sound the hewgag 1 Blow the fuzzyguzy 
Let the clambrake rage and roar 1

Strike the Ding-dong! Beat the rack-ackey!
Shoot the rigger-ragger off 1—but pshaw!

'Buy the Book!
PRICE ONLY FIFTY CENTS. POSTAGE TEN CENTS:, 

and that will tell the whole strange story.” So it will.

NOTICE.—As it is published solely for the benefit 
of the victim, it will not be wholesaled except in 
hundreds.

Orders should be sent at once, and will be filled in 
rotation. Subscribers will bave the privilege of secur 
inT the “ Golden Secret” at $1.

Synopsis of all Randolph’s works sent on receipt of 
postage stamp.

Agents and canvassers wanted everywhere. Address, 

KAND'PUB. Cd » :

103 89 Court Street Boston. Bos 8,352,..


